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The purpose of this research project is to chronicle Virginia Woolfs conceptions 
of gender and androgyny through the evolution of her female characters. While this 
study is concerned with Woolfs depiction of women in a male-dominated society, it also 
looks for patterns of thinking and action in her characters within their social and 
historical contexts. Each female character brings Woolf a step closer to creating a female 
character that defies the gender-based conventions. Through examining the disconnect 
between the outer world of appearance and the inner world of reality in the lives of her 
female characters, Woolf exposes the psychological trauma and social ridicule that 
women experience both when they conform and when they do not conform to social 
expectations. Her contention is that the gender paradigm hurts women whether they 
conform or not - in both cases, women are prevented from achieving self-actualization 
that is not gender-driven. 
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This examination chronicles the evolution of Woolf s female characters from 
Mrs. Ramsay in To the Lighthouse to the creation of her coup de grace archetype - 
Orlando. This critical analysis of Woolf s female characters traces the mind-set and 
behaviors of women through the decades as they encounter social constraints established 
by the prevailing gender paradigm of the time. This continuum reveals Woolfs process 
of birthing an awareness of self in her female characters that transcends gender and social 
conventions. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Pensive.. . rebellious.. .stubborn .. .opinionated. . . passionate.. .neurotic . . 
.sensitive.. .playful. . .argumentative. . .brilliant.. .devoted. . .loyal.. . perceptive. . 
.talented. . .calculating.. .insane. These attributes, to name only a few, capture the 
complexity of Virginia Woolf. Indeed, Woolfs critics have noted the extremes of both 
her personality and her work. Not surprisingly, the extremes in Woolfs personality are 
also represented, in varying degrees, in many of the female characters in her works. 
E. M. Forster concludes that Woolf escapes “the Palace of Art,” noting that “she 
was tough, sensitive but tough,” (16) and further contends that Woolf lived in an ivory 
tower during the left-oriented thirties, remote from reality (though at times a “shrill” 
feminist), and ignorant of the class struggle (17); and, in William Troy’s words, Woolf 
was “as acutely refined and aristocratic” as Henry James (325). Finally, Manly Johnson, 
in her discussion of Woolf s life, essays, and biography, argues that Woolfs writing “is 
the record of attempts to understand the paradoxes within herself’ (12). 
Woolfs connection to the Bloomsbury group of intellectuals and writers during 
the early twentieth century furthered her development. This small community consisted 
of an intimate circle of family and friends—namely her husband, Leonard Woolf, her 
sister Vanessa, Vanessa’s husband, Clive, as well as Lytton Strachey, John Maynard 
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Keynes, E.M. Forster, Roger Fry, Desmond MacCarthy, and Sydney Saxon-Tumer—all 
who created and fostered, in the words of Leonard Woolf, “a peculiar atmosphere of 
influence, manners, and respectability” (21-22). 
The Bloomsbury Group took its name from the neighborhood where the Stephens 
sisters, Vanessa and Virginia, moved in 1905 after their father’s death. They shared an 
apartment with their Cambridge-educated brothers and mingled freely with their brothers’ 
male friends. This small community originally centered on Virginia and Vanessa, their 
husbands Leonard Woolf and Clive Bell, and their friends and neighbors Desmond and 
Molly MacCarthy, Duncan Grant, E. M. Forster, Roger Fry, and John Maynard Keynes. 
The crucial virtue in this circle was candor—frank honesty in conversation and personal 
relationships—and this proved to be a solvent of traditional Victorian values. This 
generation shifted from Victorian moralism to partakers of aesthetic sensation and 
personal affection. Most of the group earned a living from journalism and free-lance 
intellectual work rather than university appointments. This “Bloomsbury Circle” was the 
first to translate and publish Freud’s work in England and was among the pioneers in 
modernization of aesthetic and sexual discourse in twentieth-century Britain (Wilson 
47). 
Bloomsbury was never a formal grouping. The group was linked by what Clive 
Bell later called “a taste for discussion in pursuit of truth and contempt for conventional 
ways of thinking and feeling, contempt for conventional morals if 
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you will” (113). Their discussions combined tolerant agnosticism with cultural 
dogmatism, progressive rationality with social snobbery, practical jokes with 
refined self-advertisement. To its friends Bloomsbury offered a prevision of a relaxed, 
permissive, and elitist future; to its enemies, like the once patronized and later estranged 
D.H. Lawrence, it was a privileged world for the upper-middle-class (Wilson 66). 
Sir Leslie Stephen, Woolfs father, was an eminent member of the intellectual 
aristocracy of Victorian England, and through him Woolf was early in life introduced to 
many of the major writers, editors, publishers, professors, and public officials of her day. 
This connection with the Victorian gentry suggests a woman who is extraordinarily 
refined and well-educated. On the other hand, Woolf often suffered periods of 
depression and mental anguish so severe that she was, on occasion, totally incapacitated 
and suicidal. This specter of mental illness suggests another persona different from that of 
the privileged, confident, and cultured member of intellectual and artistic elite. In order to 
better understand her struggle to create balance in her life and works, let us first turn to 
Woolfs childhood. 
Bom in London on January 25, 1882, Virginia Woolf was the third child of Leslie 
and Julia Stephen. For both her parents it was a second marriage, and each partner 
brought children from the previous marriage. For the most part, this arrangement was 
ideal; Woolfs family environment was comfortably middle class and intellectually 
stimulating. The family lived in a respectable Kensington cul-de-sac, 22 Hyde Park Gate, 
where seven servants ran the house under her mother’s direction. Her mother, Julia, was 
considered to be one of the most beautiful women of her age (Nicolson 4). The weekly 
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journal, Hyde Park Gate News, formed by Virginia and Vanessa in 1891 and sustained 
for four years, portrays a lively, talented, family in which tensions were cushioned by 
mutual affection (Nicolson 6). The people who mattered most in Woolfs childhood were 
her parents, her sister Vanessa, and her elder brother, Thoby; these important figures in 
Woolfs life would be fictionalized in some of her later works. 
The death of Woolf s mother, in 1895, was devastating for Virginia as well as for 
the rest of the family. Her father was grief-stricken and suffered with long periods of 
depression. He eventually fell ill with abdominal cancer and died; Virginia was twenty- 
two at the time. The relationships among the stepchildren and the death of both parents 
led to their inevitable separation. Thus, the children of the Leslie and Julia Stephen 
union--Vanessa, Thoby, Virginia and Adrian-moved to Bloomsbury. This relocation 
would provide the setting, stimuli, and substance for Woolfs narratives, influenced as 
they were by her real life experiences, relationships, insights, and memories. Claire 
Sprague illustrates this point: 
[Woolf] appears to have been in life an example of the contrary states she 
explored in her novels: solid and shifting, male and female, a creature 
made up of fact and vision, subject to terror and ecstasy. The oppositions 
she lived and wrote about may, in the words of one critic, be identical, 
“insofar as one logically implies the other,” or contains the other-whether 
we speak of isolation and 
connection, uniqueness and anonymity or of any of the other pairings we 
have used. (12) 
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The biographical influence that Sprague speaks of is evidenced in the depiction of 
Woolfs characters. One of the “pairings” that Sprague alludes to is that of Terrence and 
Rachael in The Voyage Out, who illustrate Woolfs “need to explore her double vision of 
reality” (6). In such works, Woolf attempted to create a balance in fiction that seemed to 
elude her in real life. Woolfs psyche vacillates between sanity and madness, tradition 
and rebellion, and the masculine and feminine. While all of these opposing forces 
permeate Woolfs works, it is her desire to portray a female psyche that is the 
combination of conventional Victorian masculine and feminine characteristics that will 
be the focus of this discussion. 
In stark contrast to Woolfs more “feminine” heroines who are preoccupied with 
beauty and romance, and who aspire to fulfill the traditional roles of wives and mothers, 
stand the assertive, cynical, and tormented female characters struggling to achieve a 
balance between Victorian feminine and masculine ideals. Heroines such as Mrs. 
Ramsay and Lily Briscoe, in To The Lighthouse, and Florinda and Julia Hedge, in 
Jacob’s Room, illustrate such a struggle in their quests for identity. In Men and Women, 
Woolf refers to Bathsheba’s words in Thomas Hardy’s Far from the Madding Crowd to 
express this dilemma: “I have the feelings of a woman, but I have only the language of 
men” (30). Indeed, this quote captures the essence of Woolf s examination of 
society’s view of men and women and their respective roles in society and in their 
relationships to each other. 
Woolf argued that women were victimized by a male-dominated society and not 
afforded the right to evolve and self-actualize as human beings (Nicolson 34-5). As a 
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critic, Woolf not only considered her own tormented plight as a female author, but that of 
other female authors as well. In her article, “Professions for Women,” originally 
published in The Death of the Moth, Woolf contended that it was a “very common 
experience with women writers [to] be impeded by the extreme conventionality of the 
other sex. For though men sensibly allow themselves great freedom in these respects, I 
doubt that they realize or can control the extreme severity with which they condemn such 
freedom in women” (62). Because of her acute opposition to this double standard, Woolf 
dismantles this Victorian paradigm in order to create her own ideal woman through 
endowing many of her heroines with characteristics that are typically considered 
masculine. 
In other words, Woolf assigns to her characters both traditional “masculine” 
characteristics like assertiveness and dominance, and traditionally “feminine” 
characteristics like passivity and submissiveness. Woolf strains against the social 
construction of gender—she does not try, really, to create a new “man” or “woman” but a 
new way of looking at men and women. She meticulously endows her male and female 
characters with both the traditional and nontraditional characteristics of both sexes. By 
using this process, each new female prototype gradually exhibits more masculine traits 
that eventually result in her ultimate androgynous figure—Orlando. Claire Sprague 
elucidates this point when she calls to attention the fact that Woolfs women “are usually 
better with feelings and people than her men. Although she can do well by single women 
such as artists (Lily Briscoe, Miss LaTrobe)—Woolfs first prototypes of women with 
androgynous tendencies—she can be merciless with the single woman as proselytizer 
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(Doris Kilman)” (6). Lily Briscoe and Miss LaTrobe, in Between the Acts, represent the 
potential of women to embody conventionally masculine perceptions and behaviors in a 
female psyche without inner conflict. Doris Kilman in Mrs. Dalloway is a caricature that 
represents the extremity of feminist views in competition with masculine perceptions and 
behavior resulting in a miserable character. She is the embodiment of a female militant 
who feels contempt for men and resentment toward women who conform to the 
patriarchal gender paradigm. Miss Kilman’s uncompromising view evokes a hostile 
response from men and one of ambivalence, at best, from women. 
Equally compelling is Jean Guiguet’s observation that in Mrs. Dalloway, 
Richard, the husband of Mrs. Dalloway, does not portray traditional masculine 
characteristics. As a lover “he stands in Clarissa’s thoughts for one of the dark ‘forces of 
the soul’; but in much of his behavior he is described as a womanish sort of person who 
has little power to manage himself or to move others” (60). Here, Guiguet alludes to the 
Victorian ideal that men should have the power to manage themselves and to manipulate 
others at will. The fact that Richard displays female passivity contradicts the thinking 
that all men are assertive and dominant. And, by the same token, Woolfs heroines often 
engage in a virtual tug of war between Victorian concepts of feminine and masculine 
ideals in their quest for identity in modem society. For purposes of clearer 
understanding, let us consider Woolfs definition of these ideals. 
Virginia Woolfs “masculine” ideal as portrayed by her female characters 
indicates a capacity for discovering the androgynous power within. This power is 
manifested in these characters’ appeal for social and economic independence, freedom of 
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expression, the right to higher education, and a vocation outside the home—a right to be 
one’s own person. On the other hand, Woolfs portrayal of the “feminine” ideal is 
represented through the traditional role of women as wives and mothers who are socially 
inclined and who have little interest in academics. These types are also bound by 
inescapable duties if they are to achieve the Victorian feminine ideal. Such gender 
distinctions for women are prevalent throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
In English Society in the Eighteenth Century, Roy Porter writes, 
Having brought an infant into the world, the early-eighteenth-century 
lady’s duty to it was largely discharged, for affluent families hired 
attendants, wet-nurses and nurse-maids, and later governesses, tutors, 
singing teachers and dancing masters. Women of quality traditionally had 
little to do with day-to-day childrearing, for adults were not meant to be 
interested in childish things. Relations between parents and children were 
expected to be formal—we would find them distant.... The third duty of 
the married lady was to run the household .... Ladies’ polite 
accomplishments included the arts of dressing, conversing agreeably . .. 
and cultivating taste in decoration, furnishing and the arts—sewing, lace¬ 
making, drawing. (27-28) 
Those women of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries who subscribe to this paradigm 
thus become the ideal models of submission, domestication, and romance. 
This gender paradigm also emerges in discussions among feminist critics such as 
Mary Jacobus and Judith Lowder Newton who assert that “female subjectivity is the site 
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where the opposing forces of femininity and masculinity clash . .. but the longing to 
close the splits that characterize femininity—splits between reason and desire, autonomy 
and dependent security, psychic and social identity— is evident” (qtd. in Davis and 
Schleifer 597). Woolf hopes to defuse this clash by integrating femininity and 
masculinity in her characters in an effort to achieve balance between these opposing 
forces. 
Here, it is important to note Woolfs notion of “gender duality” as explored in her 
works. First, let us consider Woolfs perception of how the inconsistencies and 
hypocrisies of a society built upon traditional masculine, chauvinistic value systems 
contribute to the bitter social reality of women. In “A Sketch of the Past,” Woolf writes, 
This influence, by which I mean the consciousness of other groups 
impinging upon ourselves; public opinion; what other people say and 
think; all those magnets which attract us this way to be like that or repel us 
the other and make us different from that; has never been analysed in any 
of those lives which I so much enjoy reading, or very superficially. Yet it 
is by such invisible presences that the ‘subject of this memoir’is tugged 
this way and that every day of is life; it is they that keep him in position... 
if we cannot analyze these invisible presences, we know very little of the 
subject of the memoir; and again how futile life-writing becomes. I see 
myself as a fish in a stream; deflected; held in place, but cannot describe 
the stream. (66) 
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These other groupings, of course, represent what other people say and think and how 
these perceptions seep into the conscious and unconscious channels of our minds and 
eventually manifest themselves through our vision, self-concept, beliefs, and codes of 
behavior. Even Woolf admits to the extraordinary experience of living without quite 
being able to depict life itself. Therefore, she uses the experiences and material that life 
has given her to expose and magnify the essential absolutes that can be applied to 
everyone’s life in a broader sense. One such absolute is the common psychological 
properties (mental and emotional; logical and intuitive) that exist in both men and 
women. In her introduction to Woolfs Moments of Being , Jeanne Schulkind, proposes, 
The greatest insights afforded by these [Woolfs] memoirs into 
Virginia Woolfs life, her thought and sensibility and the development of 
her art, are not, however, those brought about thus fortuitously but those 
which emerge when she consciously sets out to explore the origins of the 
belief and institutions which shaped and ordered her vision of life and 
which, as she began to write fiction, gradually came to shape and order 
that as well. (17) 
Indeed, Woolfs exploration of the beliefs and institutions which shaped her life led her 
to challenge the institutionalization of social conventions that established the distinctive 
gender-based roles for men and women in society. At the heart of this literary expedition 
is determining the best site for the excavation of assumptions, suppositions, and 
judgments that have been hidden in layers of social sediment for centuries. 
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In A Room of One’s Own, Woolf, in reference to her own life, states that “one 
does like to be told that one is naturally the inferior of a little man” (54). In this same 
vein, Woolf further contends that “women have served all these centuries as looking 
glasses possessing the magic and delicious power of reflecting the figure of man at twice 
its natural size” (60). For further contextual substantiation, we may return to the 
valuable social history that is offered by Roy Porter in his work, English Society in the 
Eighteenth Century. Porter states, 
once married, a lady in polite society had four cardinal functions. The 
first duty was to obey her husband. Second, she had to produce heirs. 
Women’s letters harrowingly chronicle the fatigue, ill-health and 
premature ageing they suffered as they repeatedly grew full-bellied” (27). 
The third duty of the married lady “was to run the household .... This 
involved providing food, drink, and comforts; commanding domestic 
servants, especially personal maids and kitchen staff; supervising 
accounts; and arranging entertainment. Her fourth duty was to be 
ladylike, an ambassadress of grace. Ladies’ polite accomplishments 
included the arts of dressing, conversing agreeably (though avoiding 
fishing in male ponds such as politics or religion), singing or playing a 
genteel instrument (spinners were ideal), and cultivating taste in 
decoration, furnishing and the arts—sewing, lace-making, drawing. (28) 
Even though Woolf was a woman of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, Porter’s summary is relevant in that the status and role of women in society 
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were virtually stagnant until the Women’s Rights Movement of the twentieth century. 
Woolf was quite adamant about the need for women to achieve economic independence, 
more so than the right to vote. She also believed that social change was just as important 
as political change. Women must have more options available to them than marriage and 
motherhood. In an effort to gain a public audience for presenting her lucid argument, 
Woolf challenged the stereotypical gender roles for women in nonfiction essays and 
novels and set the agenda for women for decades to come. Thus, Woolfs endless 
resistance to the prevailing societal demands placed upon women and her cry for a more 
purposeful existence result in a tension among the conventional masculine and feminine 
female characters in Woolfs novels. This tension not only exists between the female 
characters, but among the male and female characters as well. 
Even though in her own life, Woolf refuses to conform to the Victorian feminine 
role of living for a husband and family, she expresses ambivalence toward women with 
excessively “masculine” personalities. J. B. Batchelor further elucidates this point, 
stating that “in the course of Three Guineas, Virginia Woolf vigorously rejects the 
concept of “feminism” because it obscures the ideal of “men and women working 
together for the same cause” (185). As Batchelor’s statement suggests, Woolf believed 
that women should not work against men for superior status, but supported equal rights 
for all. Woolf further eschewed the term “feminist” during her lifetime because that 
term was frequently misused, not that she disagreed with women’s suffrage. Nigel 
Nicholson recalls that “Virginia could not bring herself to admire an ambitious woman 
who fought for her comer in a man’s world. She had as an instinctive dislike for 
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organizing women as she had for organizing men” (115). Accordingly, Woolfs 
examination of gender roles in society compels her more “feminist” characters to show 
“masculine” manifestations of aggression, self-indulgence, business orientation, and 
egotistical behavior. 
However, Woolf rejected the idea that women were superior to men, which was 
the more radical feminist view ( Nicholson 116). Woolfs raison d’être lies in her quest 
to discover an equilibrium between the two opposing ideals in one mind. Ultimately, 
Woolfs characters are trapped between the ideals of the feminine and the masculine. 
This conflict is also evident in Woolfs own personal experiences as a writer and in her 
characterizations. As a result, this conflict creates disequilibrium because of the 
incompatibility between Woolfs ambition and her gender-based role in society. It is this 
state of disequilibrium—its cause and impact on the lives of women—that Woolf exposes 
in her works. Claire Sprague suggests that Woolf “appears to have been in life an 
example of the contrary states she explored in her novels: solid and shifting, male and 
female, a creature made up of fact and vision, subject to terror and ecstacy” (12). 
However, Woolfs dislike of the more radical side of feminism does not make the 
uneducated and submissive aspect of “femininity” any more tolerable. It is worth noting, 
for the sake of clarification that although Woolf as a feminist protested the systemic 
injustices that afflicted women, “women” as conceived by her and exemplified in her 
novels are, primarily limited to her own social class. Nicholson points out that Woolfs 
art does not speak to class inequalities among women: 
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Woolfs championship of women’s rights did not extend far down the 
social scale. She never protested that it was the lot of most women to 
remain at home and cook their husbands’ dinners. She was anxious that 
more women of her own class should have the opportunity to become 
doctors, lawyers, teachers, writers, but she felt no need to argue that 
secretaries should become directors of their companies if they were clever 
enough, or that cleaning ladies might by their own efforts rise to become 
ladies for whom other ladies cleaned. (35) 
This class distinction emphasizes the fact that Woolf does not necessarily argue for 
supplanting the traditional role of women with that of men throughout the social 
spectrum. She does, however, argue for the women of the middle class to modify this 
role as they strive for self-actualization and a sense of identity that is not gender-based. 
Aware of the options afforded by class distinctions, Woolf wants to make sure that 
women of relative privilege and economic status are able to use their position in society 
and claim their personal authenticity. 
As stated earlier, Woolfs position on women’s rights is more complicated than a 
mere rejection of the concept of the inferiority of the female sex. Woolf initiates a 
struggle to obtain the freedom to grow outside the boundaries of societal limitations, but 
she does not wish to reject the conventional feminine aspects of womanhood. She simply 
wants to be herself and for women to be allowed to achieve their highest goals without 
being held hostage by a Victorian ideology of gender: 
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It would be a thousand pities if women wrote like men, or lived like men, 
or looked like men, for the two sexes are quite inadequate, considering the 
vastness and variety of the world, how should we manage with one only? 
Ought not education to bring out and fortify the differences rather than the 
similarities? For we have too much likeness as it is, and if an explorer 
should come back and bring word of other trees at other skies, nothing 
would be of greater service to humanity; and we should have the immense 
pleasure into the bargain of watching Professor X rush for his measuring 
rods to prove himself superior. (A Room of One’s Own 153) 
The goal of this study is to illustrate in detail how Woolf utilizes the tension 
between “masculinity” and “femininity” in an attempt to create a psychological 
“oneness” between the sexes. Woolf demonstrates through her characterizations that this 
wholeness is not only liberating for women, but for men as well. To this end, Woolf 
explores the roles of males and females by assigning various combinations of masculine 
and feminine characteristics to her female characters. The more conventionally 
“masculine” female characters illustrate Woolfs attempt to show women who are not 
stifled by the Victorian feminine ideal and who have asserted their own will in 
determining their identity without becoming social outcasts. The more conventionally 
“feminine” female characters illustrate Woolfs problematic interpretation of the 
Victorian feminine ideal. 
In either case, it is important to note that her heroines (whether more feminine or 
masculine) do not achieve full self-actualization. They never seem quite complete as they 
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forever envy the opposing qualities of the other. The same can be said of the men in her 
novels as well. However, men are insulated by the patriarchal paradigm and remain 
oblivious to the possibilities of real actualization. It is only when women reject this 
paradigm that the men question their own authority. Such is the case in the portrayals of 
Woolfs female characters as she endows each with varying degrees of feminine as well 
as masculine traits. As these characters detect and encounter these traits in each other, 
their relationships with each other become strained and sometimes hostile. It is the fusion 
of these opposing forces and its impact on the male and female psyche that Woolf 
explores in her works. 
Woolf often laments the injustice of women being kept from education, economic 
freedom, and social status. A good example is found in the following excerpt from her 
work, A Room of One’s Own: 
I thought how unpleasant it is to be locked out; and I thought how it is 
worse perhaps to be locked in; and thinking of the safety and 
prosperity of the one sex and the poverty and insecurity of the other and of 
the mind of a writer, I thought at last that it was time to roll up the 
crumpled skin of the day, with its arguments and its impressions, and its 
anger and its laughter, and cast it into the hedge. (41) 
Here, Woolf attacks the social conventions of her time for their failure to permit women 
to transcend both the literal and symbolic confines of the home. She also indicates in 
Three Guineas that the only proper profession for women in England before 1919 was 
marriage and motherhood (20). It was not just that marriage was an acceptable path for 
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women; instead, society fully expected that a woman would marry, and the social 
constructs exerted a tremendous amount of pressure to ensure that women adopted the 
matrimonial state. 
Woolf discusses in detail the training that a girl was subjected to in order to shape 
her into a suitable future bride: she calls this the “education of the private house” (Three 
Guineas 37). She does this by recounting the life of an “educated man’s daughter who 
was dependent upon father and brother” and so was indoctrinated to accept her future role 
(Three Guineas 37). This girl was not allowed to go anywhere without being 
accompanied by a chaperone, and most of the activities permitted her were those of a 
social nature: “On Saturday ... busy men had leisure to enjoy society; they came to tea 
and they came to dinner” ... What did they talk about? .. . ‘the gossip of the dancing 
world’ did very well” (Three Guineas 38). Thus, the educated man’s daughter was 
allowed only those activities which could be monitored closely and would not expose the 
girl to unacceptable, and possibly enlightening, ideas, people, or influences. 
Her education also included more structured pursuits, such as history, literature, 
and music (Three Guineas 38). However, while learning these subjects, she must never 
attempt to truly master them: 
It was with a view to marriage that she tinkled on the piano, but was not 
allowed to join an orchestra; sketched innocent domestic scenes, but was 
not allowed to study from the nude; read this book but was not allowed to 
read that, charmed and talked. It was with a view to marriage that her 
body was educated; a maid was provided for her; that the streets were shut 
to her; that the fields were shut to her; that solitude was denied her—all 
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this was enforced upon her in order that she might preserve her body intact 
for her husband. In short, the thought of marriage influenced what she 
said, what she thought, what she did. How could it be otherwise? 
Marriage was the only profession open to her. (Three Guineas 38) 
The girl’s education and subsequent behavior was crucial to her future. She was allowed 
to pursue proper activities, such as music and drawing, but if these pursuits created 
conflict with what was expected for a future bride, they were curtailed. Her freedom to 
go where she liked was severely restricted, and a chaperone was always required, so that 
there was no doubt of her chastity, that her body was still “intact.” If there were any hint 
that she was no longer a virgin, it would be impossible for her to find a husband. In fact, 
there is a definite sense in this passage that the intellectual pursuits, if allowed free 
expression, would create the temptation to become unchaste, hence, the restriction that 
she not sketch nudes or read whatever she wished. These restrictions succeeded in 
making the girl chaste; at the same time, they kept her from broadening her horizons, in 
effect, keeping her in a child-like state. 
The fact that marriage is the only profession open to women reinforces the power 
that her father, and by extension men in general, had over the girl; she must get married 
and the behavior prescribed by her father is the only way to do this. The girl is trained by 
her father for her future profession, but Woolf states that this dependence on her father is 
a form of slavery (Three Guineas 16). This dependence is later revisited in her 
relationship with her husband. 
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Woolfs idea regarding money and marriage was the idea that a woman really did 
control a portion of the wealth through her marriage. It was the man’s responsibility to 
work for wages and woman’s responsibility to take care of the children and the home; 
therefore, ostensibly, his earnings belonged equally to them both. However logical this 
myth sounds in theory, Woolf dismantles it piece by piece by showing how, in the 
practice of it, the belief is not reality. The woman of the middle class, 
... spends vast sums annually upon party fund; upon sport; upon grouse 
moors; upon cricket and football. She lavishes money upon clubs ... And 
yet the greater part of this sum is spent upon pleasures which she does not 
share. She lays out thousands and thousands of pounds upon clubs to 
which her own sex is not admitted; upon racecourses where she may not 
ride; upon colleges from which her own sex is excluded. She pays a huge 
bill annually for wine which she does not drink and for cigars which she 
does not smoke. (Three Guineas 56) 
The money in a marriage, which is supposed to partially be the woman’s, is spent on 
things that the husband favors. Woolf also suggests that many of the causes and 
recreational items the money is spent on indirectly, and sometimes directly, keep her 
from advancing, both privately and politically. Through financially supporting the causes 
her husband espouses, the woman often gives money to organizations that directly 
attempt to thwart her own liberation. This situation causes Woolf to come to two 
conclusions about woman: either she is the “most altruistic of beings who prefers to 
spend her share of the common fund upon his pleasures and causes” or “her spiritual right 
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to a share of half her husband’s income peters out in practice to an actual right to board, 
lodging and a small annual allowance for pocket money and dress” (Three Guineas 56). 
Woolf finds the latter the more likely of the two possibilities. Although the idea of the 
husband’s income belonging to both partners in the marriage sounds logical and 
comforting, somehow in the process of daily living this arrangement tends to unravel. 
The remedy to this problem, however, is to “help women to earn their living in the 
professions” so that they can “possess that weapon of independent opinion which is still 
their most powerful weapon” (Three Guineas 58). 
It is also important to mention that she does not reject the mundane aspects of 
female domesticity, as exemplified by Mrs. Ramsay, a woman who indulges in “making 
puddings” or “knitting stockings,” in To The Lighthouse. Woolf does not condemn her, 
but simply wants Mrs. Ramsay to have the right to look for something more, as it is 
“thoughtless to condemn them [women], or laugh at them, if they seek to do more or 
learn more than custom has pronounced necessary for their sex” (To the Lighthouse 120). 
Woolf seeks to reconcile the roles assigned to women with the liberty to modify these 
roles as free-thinking women in a modem society. 
She encourages the collaboration of both sexes in working toward a harmonious 
unity and respect for gender differences. The problem in obtaining this goal is that of 
identifying and disposing of the constraints placed upon women by a patriarchal society. 
In Three Guineas, Woolf makes the following assertion: 
Your class [men] possesses in its own right and not through marriage 
practically all the capital, all the land, all the valuables, and all the 
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patronage in England. Our class [women] possesses in its own right and 
not through marriage practically none of the capital, none of the land, none 
of the patronage in England. That such differences make for very 
considerable differences in mind and body, no psychologist or biologist 
would deny. (33) 
It is this troubling reality surrounding the rights of men and the lack of rights for women 
that serves as a backdrop in the lives of both her male and female characters. Critic 
Sheldon Brivic observes, 
.. .the rhythms of exaltation and agony involved in Woolfs writing 
process were generated by internal oppositions between her ability to 
assume masculine authority and her feminine passivity. Woolf does not 
hope to eliminate the conflict between genders, which she sees as 
fundamental. Her way to ameliorate the destructive effect of this conflict 
is to facilitate the rapid alternation back-and-forth between genders both 
within each individual and among individuals so as to keep the damage 
from building up one-sidedly. (12) 
Indeed, Woolf agrees that men and women do have fundamental differences; however, 
gender should not determine an individual’s capacity to experience life fully. Her quest, 
therefore, is that of transcending the conventional feminine ideal in an effort to liberate 
women from their traditional roles and allow a more equitable coexistence with their 
male counterparts. Woolf seeks to accomplish this task by further contrasting male and 
female counterparts through their distinctive discourse. 
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Woolf critics Robert Con Davis and Ronald Schleifer make the following 
observation: 
Woolf suggests a model for understanding literary texts. This model 
contains textual alinearity and plasticity, which Woolf designates as 
“female,’’and in contrast to alinearity she places the tendency toward 
hegemony and rigidity, which she associates with being male. This two- 
part model guides her understanding of women in a patriarchal culture: 
they are displaced socially in relation to the “shadow” that the ego of the 
privileged male casts across Western culture. (567-68) 
The textual alinearity and plasticity refer to the psychological indoctrination of passive 
behaviors in women and their submission to the higher authority. The hegemony and 
rigidity reflect the man’s internalization of his power and superiority over women. In 
other words, language and discourse are distinctive to the psychology of male and female 
gender-based roles. Davis and Schleifer recognize Woolfs manipulation of literary 
devices to polarize feminine and masculine nuances through the characterization of her 
male and female characters. 
To this end, Woolfs political agenda was simply to secure for women the same 
freedoms and rights that men had by social consent. Her literary agenda was to create her 
image of an ideal woman in modem society. Her own sexual perceptions and 
explorations led her to believe that sex was sex, and love was love, whether it was 
homosexual or heterosexual. It seems natural for her to combine these experiences into 
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one, and attribute to the opposite sex the same kind of “transgender tendency” that she 
detected in herself. Indeed, Woolf sets out to prove—through her portrayal of both men 
and women—that if men and women think similarly, they will act similarly. This means 
that women must also have the capacity to contribute much more to society than bearing 
children. 
Woolf campaigns for gender equity using a literary platform. A closer 
examination of Woolf s works reveals experimentation with “masculine” and “feminine” 
discourse in an effort to discover an ideal combination of the two forms—creating a new 
voice for the modem woman. Through her characterization of women, Woolf asserts that 
while feminine and masculine qualities can coexist in the female psyche, the rigidity of a 
sexist society stunts the growth and development of the “new woman”—the woman who, 
though she does not lose touch with her femininity, stands her ground in a male- 
dominated society. Consequently, the voice of this new woman is silenced. However, 
Woolf does not retreat from this challenge in her works or in her life. Woolfs discontent 
emerges from her own experiences as a woman first and as an author second, one who 
lived with and fought against sexual discrimination from her childhood on. 
Woolfs portrayal of women originates from her objection to the predetermined 
role of women in society. Woolf does not cloud this issue of separate spheres by 
inventing personalities that could not exist in the world, but chooses to isolate the 
different levels of consciousness in women observed in her time. These levels of 
consciousness range from the extremely feminine, as portrayed in the character of 
Florinda in The Waves, to the extremely masculine, as illustrated in the portrayal of Julia 
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Hedge in Jacob’s Room. The collision of these kinds of personalities creates tension 
among Woolfs female characters. The relationships between Mrs. Ramsay and Lily 
Briscoe in To the Lighthouse, Mrs. Dalloway and Miss Killman in Mrs. Dalloway, and 
between Jinny, Rhoda, and Susan in The Waves, all indicate the inherent conflict 
between masculine and feminine ideals. Clearly, the conflicting personalities of these 
female characters serve as a social commentary on Woolfs time. Many women 
repressed their individuality in order to survive in society, while others struggled to 
realize their individuality. Regardless of their particular inner struggle, the goal was the 
same—to simply be themselves. 
The chapters in this study will chronicle Woolfs illustration of the ways in which 
governing social constructs impose unattainable ideals upon women. Chapter II provides 
a review of literature that will outline the historical context of Woolf criticism from the 
1930s to the present. Chapter III investigates the conflicting personalities of Mrs. 
Ramsay and Lily Briscoe in To the Lighthouse and Woolfs illustration of the polarities 
between Victorian masculine and feminine ideals. This discussion will explain the 
pivotal characteristics of Mrs. Ramsay and Lily Briscoe that serve as catalysts for the 
evolution of Woolf s female characters in later works. 
Chapter IV analyzes masculine and feminine ideals in the portrayal of Betty 
Flanders, Florinda, and Julia Hedge in Jacob’s Room, examining Woolfs depiction of 
women who do and do not conform to the gender paradigm of their time and the 
psychological, emotional, and social consequences of their actions. Woolf endows her 
female characters with varying levels of conventional masculine and feminine 
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perceptions and behaviors that eventually lead to tension among them. In an effort to 
establish individual identities, despite gender-based social constraints, Betty Flanders, 
Florinda, and Julia Hedge struggle to achieve self-actualization only to be thwarted by 
external social forces. 
Chapter V examines the conflict between masculine and feminine behaviors as 
portrayed by Jinny, Susan, and Rhoda in The Waves. In response to social expectations 
for women during this era, each of them has approached her life in different ways to cope 
with their feelings of superiority, inferiority, and alienation. These novels illustrate the 
detrimental effects that role distinctions based on gender have on the individual. 
Next, chapter VI explores Woolfs androgynous vision in Mrs. Dalloway through 
her portrayal of her most famous character, Clarissa Dalloway. In this novel, Woolf 
offers the alternative “ideal” to separate masculine and feminine worlds—the notion that 
male and female characteristics can abide within each gender. To this end, Clarissa 
Dalloway represents a new development in the evolution of Woolf s female characters 
toward a more androgynous identity. Finally, Chapter VII discusses Orlando as Woolfs 
ultimate “literary platform” on gender. The characterization of Orlando reflects Woolfs 
supposition that personhood transcends gender and ultimately should be of little 
consequence socially or psychologically to a woman. Chapter VIII will provide the 
conclusion to this study and its implications for current and future Woolf scholarship. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
I will begin with an overview of Woolf criticism to establish the historical 
foundation needed in order to define the purpose of this study and what it will contribute 
to the current body of Woolf criticism. To be sure, the depth and breadth of critical 
scholarship Woolfs writings have inspired would stagger even the most ambitious 
reader. Essentially the schools of Woolf criticism include modernist, feminist, 
androgynist, and psychoanalytical literary analyses. 
Literary modernism is associated with formal, thematic, and linguistic innovations in 
response to major social and cultural shifts that occurred in England and elsewhere 
during the early decades of the twentieth century. Many critics point out that gender was 
one of the strongest thematic concerns of the period for both male and female writers. In 
their preface to Sexchanges, Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar write about the increasing 
challenges posed by Victorian assumptions about femininity, often by women writers, 
and the reàction by both male and female writers, critics, and the public at large against 
this encroachment into “male” territory. They note “the relationship between female 
dreams of a powerful Herland and male fears of a debilitating no man’s land, showing 
that the rise of the New Woman was not matched by the coming of a New Man but 
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instead was identified (in the imaginations of both men and women) with a crisis of 
masculinity...(xii). This New Woman established a presence on the literary 
stage as both a character and a writer. Literature focused as it had not previously on the 
changing gender roles in society, and women began to write fiction in previously 
unmatched numbers. This shift, Gilbert and Gubar suggest, also included 
an obsession not just with the New Woman but with striking new visions 
and re-visions of female power as one of the primary concerns of late 
nineteenth century society reflected in fiction. This growing attention to 
the “blurring of gender distinctions . . . increasingly came to be seen in the 
1890s as a threat to the British nation, if not to the future of the human 
race itself.” (qtd. in Miller 26) 
Critic Marianne DeKoven noted that “shifts in gender relations at the turn of the century 
were a key factor in the emergence of Modernism” (174). Furthermore, critics Carola 
M. Kaplan and Anne B. Simpson contend that “ it was women whose former position 
was most strenuously being called into question and whose social roles were most rapidly 
changing, to the enhancement of women’s sense of themselves and the accompanying 
bewilderment, resistance, and tentative support of their male counterparts” (xvii). 
Similarly, Rita Felski called attention to the “central role” that “images of [conventional] 
femininity were to play ... in prevailing anxieties, fears, and hopeful imaginings about 
the distinctive features of the modem age” (19). 
The gender roles against which women (and some men) were rebelling were those 
of the Victorians, for whom such roles strictly divided life into separate spheres. Nancy 
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Armstrong suggests that “the gendering of human identity provided the metaphysical 
girders of modem culture—its reigning mythology ... Instead of a ‘soul’—Locke’s word 
for what exists before the process of self-development begins—the essential self was 
commonly understood in terms of gender,” (14) and she goes on to explain what gender 
meant. Roughly divided into public and private domains, men and women had entirely 
separate duties, which were thought to correspond to opposed innate characteristics. 
Public employment, earning an income, public interaction, and verbal articulateness were 
masculine, whereas domestic work, private interaction with family, modesty, and verbal 
inarticulateness were feminine (Armstrong 18-19). In other words, masculinity was 
concerned with “economic and political qualities” while femininity was concerned with 
emotional qualities (Armstrong 15) and these roles were considered natural and essential. 
Not surprisingly, given the social context in which Virginia Woolf wrote, a recurring 
motif in her works such as To the Lighthouse, Mrs. Dalloway, The Waves, Jacob’s 
Room, and Orlando, is gender. 
Gender is often the primary focus of critics studying the previously mentioned 
works by Woolf. It is important to remember that Woolf lived in a time before “sex” was 
aligned with physiology and “gender” was aligned with culture. For Woolfs 
contemporaries, “sex” referred to biological characteristics as well as social and cultural 
characteristics, or what we now call gender. Pre-feminists such as Mary Wollstonecraft 
and Charlotte Perkins Gilman first pointed out the difference between biological sex and 
secondary sex characteristics in order to challenge conventional ideas about the 
inferiority of women; however, these early writers did not have a term for the distinction. 
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The twentieth century saw tremendous changes in the status and roles of women 
in the Western world. These changes stemmed from the influence of both large political 
and historical factors and the impact of individual women. In the first half of the century, 
women galvanized their efforts around the issue of suffrage, marking the emergence of 
feminism. This phase was largely one-dimensional in its focus on the vote, and the 
women who were involved were primarily engaged in activism rather than theory 
formation. 
Having established herself as a critic and novelist, Woolf began, at the end of the 
1920s, to write from an explicitly feminist position. Her advocacy for social reform for 
women served as a catalyst for generating a great body of feminist criticism. Inherent in 
feminist criticism is the desire to understand literature from the point of view of a 
woman. To this end, the feminist critic is compelled to search beyond the traditional 
representations of women, whether hetero- or homosexual—in order to “explore the 
social constructions of gender, even those not explicitly configured as male/female, 
straight/gay, and so on” (Davis and Schleifer 566). Woolfs literary texts challenge both 
the patriarchal society of her time and the marginal position of women. Woolf was 
indeed a feminist and quite adamant about fighting for women’s equality. This aspect of 
her personal life contributed significantly to the great body of feminist criticism that 
surrounds her work. Woolf critic Alex Zwerdling notes, 
And many of her works, both fictional and discursive, are shaped by her 
desire to contribute to the liberation of women from the constraints of their 
lives. She deals with this issue directly in A Room of One’s Own and 
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Three Guineas... But the general problems facing women—their restricted 
vocational opportunities, their relation to power and money, their rights 
and duties, their connections with men and with their own sex—are 
important in almost all her writings and are usually looked at from a 
feminist perspective. (210) 
It is clear that Woolf uses her works as tool for social reform and a means for gaining a 
public forum for advancing her political and social platform on gender. 
The growing feminist movement eventually succeeded in communicating the now 
widely accepted idea that masculinity and femininity are created by culture not biology. 
According to Anne Woodhouse, author of Fantastic Women: Sex, Gender, and 
Transvestitism, “sex” refers to the biological state of being male or female, while 
“gender” is defined as an individual’s identity as masculine or feminine as defined by 
society” (7). Woodhouse explains that society assigns characteristics to the biological 
categories of male and female; classifications are made on the basis of observable 
features such as clothing, hairstyle, body contour, mannerisms, facial features, voice, and 
gestures. On a social and cultural level, individuals acquire a level of identity—feminine 
or masculine—that may or may not (but usually does) correspond to his/her biological 
sex. Historically, our culture, and more importantly Woolfs culture, would associate 
femininity with being passive and submissive and masculinity with qualities of activity, 
aggression, and enterprise. As the continuum of feminist criticism continued to develop, 
another school of critics decided that Woolfs affiliation with the Women’s Rights 
Movement did not mean that her “artistic vision” promoted feminism. To the contrary, 
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they believed that Woolfs works were designed to evoke a “gender catharsis” in society 
that would establish a basis for gender equity. This belief is fundamental to the 
application of androgynist critical theory to Woolfs works. 
Woodhouse defines androgyny as “a combination of masculine and feminine 
traits in a single individual which represents a more whole and complete self’ (9). The 
term “androgyny” is derived from the ancient Greek andro (male) and gyn (female) and 
defines a condition, as Carolyn Heilbrun explains, “in which the characteristics of the 
sexes, and the human impulses expressed by men and women, are not rigidly assigned” 
(x). Psychologists, anthropologists, and even critics like Woolf have helped redefine the 
concept of androgyny. Scholars have long recognized androgyny as central to Woolf s 
theory and practice. Images and concepts of androgyny have existed for centuries, and 
Woolf certainly was exposed to ideas about androgyny through literature and histories. 
In Renaissance literature, androgyny was seen as much figurative state of being as 
it was a literal or physical condition. The union of the two sexes into one was depicted as 
both perverse and divine. During the Renaissance, to be androgynous was simply to 
partake of both sexes in some manner, which did not strictly require the physical 
possession of both male and female genitalia. Androgyny became a social, cultural, and 
sexual state associated not only with hermaphrodites but also with historical and 
mythological figures including the Renaissance King Francis I and Tiresias, the prophet 
of ancient Greece. 
Tiffany Grace, author of Erotic Beasts and Social Monsiers: Shakespeare, 
Jonson, and Comic Androgyny, suggests two main views of androgyny in literature 
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during the Renaissance—mythic androgyny and satiric androgyny. Mythic androgyny is 
depicted as a fluid individual identity, such as the cross-dressers created by Shakespeare, 
and is an essentially positive view of androgyny because it is about transcendence and 
union. Satiric androgyny, exemplified in Ben Jonson’s works by feminized male figures 
and unstable individuals, is essentially negative because here androgyny is depicted as a 
transgression or perversion. Hence, androgyny has been depicted both as a positive and a 
negative in literature (71). 
Mental and spiritual androgyny became a popular concept in the nineteenth 
century. Coleridge was one of the first popular writers to claim that a great mind was 
androgynous. Most critics agree that Coleridge was calling for a porous, undivided mind, 
but not for, as Woolf points out in A Room of One’s Own, “a mind that has any special 
sympathy with women” (98). Along with Coleridge and Woolf, important writers such 
as Keats, Shelley, and Eliot explored the artistic value of the androgynous vision. Yet 
androgyny signified something vastly different in the 1920s than it did in the 1970s or 
today. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, European sex theorists 
attempted to account for the increasing numbers of “masculine” women and “feminine” 
men in their society. Individuals who exhibited both masculine and feminine 
characteristics were categorized as a third biological sex (Rado 148). Early studies 
concluded that this new gender category consisted only of homosexuals; later research, 
especially that of Havelock Ellis and Otto Weininger, argued that all human beings are 
comprised of varying degrees of male and female cells, or “plasms” (Rado 148). Writers 
like Edward Carpenter argued that an androgynous makeup freed individuals from the 
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oppression of patriarchal norms. Scientists generally agreed that androgynous 
individuals commonly possessed heightened creative abilities (Rado 152). Indeed, Woolf 
incorporated these new theories into her own system of beliefs. 
The following excerpt from Woolfs A Room of One’s Own has been singled out 
by many scholars over the past twenty years as Woolfs signature piece on androgyny: 
But the sight of the two people getting into the taxi and the satisfaction it 
gave me made me also ask whether there are two sexes in the mind 
corresponding to the two sexes in the body, and whether they also require 
to be united in order to get complete satisfaction and happiness. And I 
went on amateurishly to sketch a plan of the soul so that in each of us two 
powers preside, one male, one female ... Coleridge perhaps meant this 
when he said that a great mind is androgynous. It is when this fusion takes 
place that the mind is fully fertilized and uses all its faculties. Perhaps a 
mind that is purely masculine cannot create, any more than a mind that is 
purely feminine, I thought. (121) 
Woolf calls for an androgynous spirit or mind—a mind unconscious of its own sex as it is 
creating—while she celebrates what she sees as the inherent social, cultural, and 
biological differences between men and women. While Woolf argues artists should 
strive for artistic androgyny, she acknowledges the limitations of androgyny in daily life. 
Marilyn Farwell and other contemporary critics have attempted to reevaluate 
Woolf s concept in an effort to pinpoint whether she defines androgyny as a balance of 
masculine and feminine traits or a fusion of them. Farwell argues that Woolfs concept 
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of androgyny fuses the genders, making masculine characteristics universal at the 
expense of feminine virtues. When Woolf calls for androgyny, Farwell argues that 
Woolf is saying women need to become more like men. Lisa Rado agrees that Woolf 
used the powerful image of the androgyne in order to generate creative inspiration and 
artistic authority she felt she lacked and thereby escape the perceived vulnerability of the 
female artist. While some critics insist that Woolfs androgyny is detrimental to a 
woman’s identity, other critics argue that Woolfs androgyny is about the equality of 
women. 
These arguments capture the complexity of both Woolfs androgynist and artistic 
vision. Woolf, in this respect, although certainly not in the same magnitude, faced the 
same problems as the revolutionaries and nationalists in colonized nations. To achieve a 
true identity, they had to first pass through a stage where they were complicit with, but 
trying to overthrow, the “us versus them” polarity first put in place by the colonizer. We 
see a similar transitional stage in Woolfs feminist writing, where to acknowledge the 
diversity of male experience would be to undermine the identity of the female. Thus, 
Woolf rejects the unequal poles of equality and difference between men and women and 
explores the alternatives to this gender polarity in her works. 
Similarly, Woolf critic Betty A. Sichel examines the integration of masculine and 
feminine traits in Woolfs characters. She suggests that Woolfs experimentation with 
male and female characters has contributed to the body of research that discusses 
masculine and feminine modes of thinking and living even today. Sichel contends that 
Woolf “portrays a complicated, criss-crossing of different forms of reasoning, perceiving, 
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feeling, relating to others, and living in the world. This intricate design not only 
highlights the extremes of masculine and feminine reasoning, but some of the 
shortcomings of the present tendency to genderize theories” (7). Thus, Woolf 
“administers” very specific doses of masculine and feminine behaviors in both genders to 
magnify the capacity for both men and women to embody both behaviors without 
sacrificing their sense of manhood or womanhood. 
This study takes Sichel’s position a step further. The progression of Woolf s 
portrayals of masculine and feminine forms of thinking can be traced through the 
development of her female characters. The continuum of female characters that has been 
discussed in this study reveals Woolfs ultimate attempt to dismantle conventional 
feminine and masculine ideals, and to offer an alternative in the form of androgyny. In 
each case, Woolfs exposes the injustices of a society that defines and limits identity to 
gender-based roles. The result not only represses free will, but impedes the self- 
actualization of women, and in some instances, men. Indeed, Woolfs quest is to 
transcend the conventional “feminine” in an effort to liberate women from their 
traditional roles and allow a more equitable coexistence with their male counterparts. 
According to Sheldon Brivic, Woolfs deconstruction of gender is an attempt to 
dismantle the traditional masculine and feminine paradigm as defined by society. She 
writes, 
.. .Woolf provides a dimension usually ignored by those who criticize the 
structures of gender and family for the ways they limit and channel 
relationships. Woolf emphasizes the need to readjust such structures 
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radically, but she does not hope to abolish them totally, for she realizes 
that love cannot exist without difference and otherness. Her solution lies 
rather in the need to recognize that male and female, parent and child, are 
contained within each person, and that therefore human relations do not 
involve polarized unities, but oscillating dyads. (67) 
Woolf contends that these converse relationships are fluid, and that this 
“intraconnectedness” can constitute a universal perspective that is free from the 
hindrances and biases of gender or status. 
As a proponent of social reform, Woolf argues for equality and androgyny in an 
attempt to raise social consciousness about issues of gender and the tyranny of women’s 
domestic servitude. Brivic further asserts, 
At the center of the family is the heterosexual paradigm, which assumes 
men are naturally aggressive and women passive, so that certain 
destructive effects are to flow in one direction. Yet harm moves in both 
directions, and by showing the artificiality of both roles, Woolf prepares 
for the argument that everyone is capable of both and should interchange 
them freely ... .Woolf does not hope to eliminate the conflict between 
genders, which she sees as fundamental. Her way to ameliorate the 
destructive effect of this conflict is to facilitate the rapid alternation back 
and forth between genders both within each individual and among 
individuals so as to keep the damage from building up one-sidedly—and 
to maximize the creative interchange which is love. (79) 
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The androgynous state is the culmination of the ideal of equality. This ideal forces 
people to view human beings through a lens that blocks the glare of gender from 
interfering with the individual’s perception of reality. To this end, according to Woolf, 
both men and women have to cross the categorical gulf of gender and forge the 
uncompromising fusion of one with the other. 
In a very compelling discussion on Woolfs androgynous vision, Nancy Topping 
Bazin describes Woolfs quest for equilibrium: 
Virginia Woolf would have agreed with D.H. Lawrence that human beings 
have two ways of knowing, “knowing in terms of apartness, which is 
mental, rational scientific, and knowing in terms of togetherness, which is 
religious and poetic.” (Lady Chatterley’s Lover, 1931) ... Virginia Woolf 
associated these two ways with the two sexes. In A Room of One’s Own 
she suggests that every mind is potentially bisexual. But she finds that 
among writers, and particularly among her contemporaries, most men tend 
to develop only the analytic, “masculine” approach, what Lawrence calls 
“knowing in terms of apartness,” and most women only the synthetic, 
“feminine,” that is, “knowing in terms of togetherness.” (3) 
Woolfs artistic vision proposes that the potentialities of human beings transcend and 
exceed the boundaries of gender and convention. The mind is the essential conduit for 
receiving ideas and images, sensations, emotions and for activating will and desire. 
When the mind has to conform to constructed systems that thrive on the oppression of the 
other, reality is no longer a representation of the truth, but a farce—a farce that not only 
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forces men and women to deceive others, but to deceive themselves. It is this deception 
that evokes the inner turmoil that Woolfs female characters experience in her works. 
Certainly, Woolfs life and literary canon constitute a rich cast of female figures 
and relationships. Much of Woolf scholarship has been directed, then, towards critiquing 
the patriarchal family and exploring object relations in her novels through the theories of 
Sigmund Freud and Jacques Lacan. Psychoanalytical criticism of Woolf combines 
literary criticism with psychoanalysis. This approach assumes that there is data 
independent of the text, such as evidence from the author’s life, which reveal deeper 
layers of the text. Woolf critic John R. Maze applies this theory to Woolfs writings in 
his book, Virginia Woolf: Feminism, Creativity, and the Unconscious. The main 
premise of Maze’s analysis is that Woolfs successive books are a quest for “self¬ 
understanding,” (119) and a record of her process of resolving her relationship with her 
deceased mother and her prematurely dead brother, Thoby. Maze also points out that 
Woolfs portrayal of relationships between men and women in her work is indicative of 
her belief that “the conventional, sentimental image of love is simply false, that it is 
merely a consolatory fantasy of a state of perfect harmony that we lost when we were 
disjoined from our mother and found ourselves helpless and alone” (120). 
It is this search for wholeness that permeates the lives of Woolf s female 
characters, and their success or failure to achieve self-actualization hinges on their 
response to gender-based roles assigned by a patriarchal society. Also, illuminating 
Woolfs multilayered plot lines with the fictions of Freudian and Kleinian 
psychoanalysis, Elizabeth Abel has explored the mother-child bond in relation to a 
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pattern of “female loss” in Woolfs novels. Identifying a bifurcated structure of female 
identity in Woolfs fiction, Abel has demonstrated that the female bond becomes 
problematic when a pre-Oedipal “female-centered natural world” is replaced by the 
“heterosexual and andocentric social world” (31). It is the volatile collision between 
separate spheres of the masculine and feminine worlds that Woolf seeks to prevent 
through androgyny. 
The purpose of this research project is to chronicle Woolfs concept of gender and 
androgyny through the evolution of her female characters. While this character evolution 
will be applied to some of Woolf s later male characters, the primary focus of this study 
will be limited to selected female characters. To this end, the critical approach in this 
study differs from feminist criticism and gender studies that have been referenced earlier. 
While this study is concerned with Woolfs depiction of women in a male-dominated 
society, it also looks for patterns of thinking and action of her characters within their 
social and historical contexts. Each female character in this study brings Woolf a step 
closer to creating a female character that defies the gender-based conventions. 
Through examining the disconnect between the outer world of appearance and the 
inner world of reality in the lives her female characters, Woolf exposes the psychological 
trauma and social ridicule that women experience when they conform and do not 
conform to social expectations. Her point is that the gender paradigm hurts women 
whether they conform or not—in both cases, women are prevented from achieving self- 
actualization that is not gender-driven. As opposed to Sichel’s focus on the integration of 
masculine and feminine traits in Woolfs characters, this study will chronicle the 
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evolution of Woolf s female characters from Mrs. Ramsay in To the Lighthouse to the 
creation of her coup de grace archetype—Orlando. This critical analysis of Woolf s 
female characters traces the mind-set and behaviors of women through the decades as 
they encounter social constraints established by the prevailing gender paradigm of the 
time. This continuum reveals Woolfs process of birthing an awareness of self in her 
female characters that transcends the social conventions and gender. 
In summary, Woolfs quest is to transcend the conventional “feminine” in an 
effort to liberate women from their traditional roles and allow a more equitable 
coexistence with their male counterparts. Woolf uses her novels to deconstruct the 
traditional feminine and masculine roles by creating characters that transcend the gender 
barrier in varying degrees, culminating in her androgynous epic, Orlando. An analysis of 
Woolfs perception of gender and her quest to dismantle its traditional, patriarchal, and 
hierarchical constructs in a number of important works will significantly contribute to the 
current body of Woolf criticism. 
CHAPTER III 
THE CONTRASTING PERSONALITIES OF MRS. RAMSAY AND LILY BRISCOE 
IN TO THE LIGHTHOUSE 
To the Lighthouse (1927) embodies almost as a paradigm Woolfs quest to create 
a female prototype that illustrates both feminine and masculine modes of 
thinking and living. Woolf places Mrs. Ramsay, a woman who displays traditional 
feminine behaviors, in the same environment as Lily Briscoe, a woman who frequently 
exhibits traditional masculine tendencies. Woolf deliberately incarnates these respective 
qualities in Mrs. Ramsay and Lily Briscoe in order to explore the psychological, 
emotional, and behavioral effects of these combinations on their interactions with each 
other and those around them. Woolf manipulates conventional feminine and masculine 
characteristics in order to magnify and isolate the quintessential feminine ideal as 
portrayed by Mrs. Ramsay and the subtle, but noticeable, infusion of a few masculine 
traits in Lily Brisoce. The complementary antitheses magnify inherent tension and 
ambivalence expressed between these two characters as they encounter these 
characteristics in each other. 
Woolf further offers a detailed close-up of the Ramsays’ home life in order to 
examine the direct and indirect influences of additional variables introduced through 
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characters such as Mr. Ramsay, their children, and other associates whom she inserts and 
extracts from the environment. In the end, Woolf suggests that masculine and feminine 
behaviors are distinctive to individual personalities. 
The tension between Mrs. Ramsay and Lily Briscoe is indicative of the critical 
nature of “gender blending” and its impact on prevailing structures such as marriage, 
motherhood, and on social responsibility. While Mrs. Ramsay conforms to the social and 
moral expectations placed on her gender, Lily Briscoe exercises her independence and 
non-conformist attitude toward life and responsibility—most notably in her choice to be 
independent and single. Here, Woolf pointedly suggests that it is superfluous and self- 
defeating to relinquish one’s identity at the expense of validating that of another. 
The tension among the female characters in Woolfs novels, evidenced in the 
relationship between Mrs. Ramsay and Lily Briscoe, results from their radically different 
responses to social expectations for women at the dawn of the modem era. Mrs. Ramsay 
chooses to do what is expected of her as a mother and wife. Her accommodation to these 
social conventions is a conscious effort to meet the prescribed standards of femininity. 
Even though Mrs. Ramsay accepts this conventional feminine role, it is clear that the 
physical, emotional, and psychological sacrifices she makes are demanding and draining. 
As a wife, mother, and friend, Mrs. Ramsay manages the daily operations of her house, 
pacifies her husband’s ego, soothes her children’s anxieties, entertains friends, and even 
finds time to do a little match-making. 
In Mrs. Ramsay’s world, the prevailing paradigm places men in aggressive, 
dominant roles while women, including herself, remain passive. This oppressive social 
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construct results from a pervasive Victorian more that idealized the vulnerability and 
fragility of women. As such, Mrs. Ramsay embodies the Victorian feminine ideal. 
Therefore, Woolf creates an environment that deliberately places Mrs. Ramsay in the 
social and psychological realm of this ideal. Like the framed portrait of Queen Victoria 
on the wall in her dining room, Mrs. Ramsay is also framed by this “image of the 
decorated queen, whose ribbon represents the highest order of British knighthood ... 
Mrs. Ramsay is frozen within the hierarchy of values her Victorian beauty implies” 
(Ward 20). However, Mrs. Ramsay reveals the act of achieving this feminine identity as 
more calculated than “ordained.” In other words, she has to find ways to impose her 
will—such as home improvement projects—within the boundaries of her role as a wife. 
She concludes that “marriage needed-oh all sorts of qualities (the bill for the greenhouse 
would be fifty pounds); one—she need not name it—that was essential; the thing she had 
with her husband” (To The Lighthouse 97). 
This “thing” Mrs. Ramsay refers to is Mr. Ramsay’s incessant need for validation, 
and his dependence on her for mental, emotional, and physical sustenance. Jean Guiguet 
illustrates this point: 
.. . she [Mrs. Ramsay] is forced to face the imperfections of her relations 
with her husband. She needs to venerate the male intellect and judgment, 
yet while she longs to rest contentedly on her husband’s strength, she has 
to recognize repeatedly that he is dependent on her. She tries to shut out 
the facts of this vanity; and she feels the sterility of men. As a result, she 
hates her own insincerity, but knows it is inescapable. (276) 
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This inescapable tug of war between Mrs. Ramsay’s outward behavior and her personal 
convictions—the truth—is at the heart of the double-standard that governs this gender 
paradigm to which she must adhere. And her husband, as her perfect Victorian 
counterpart, must “reign” as the “aggressive” and “dominant” power in the Ramsay 
household, an ideology to which Mrs. Ramsay readily conforms. However, the success 
of the Ramsays’ “ideal” marriage is based on Mrs. Ramsay’s ability to provide the 
emotional, mental, and physical backbone needed to uphold Mr. Ramsay’s pretense—a 
requirement that makes it increasingly difficult for her to protect this farce. 
Certainly, Mrs. Ramsay advocates the world of matrimony and motherhood 
despite the hidden dilemmas and cold realities of fulfilling both roles. Even though they 
are both aware of the flaws in their marriage, the Ramsays are committed to each other, 
and their children love them. Mrs. Ramsay lives according to the gender code for women 
and creates a routine that satisfies both her personal and societal obligations. She keeps 
house, takes care of the children, indulges her husband, entertains guests, makes visits to 
the less fortunate, and is a good hostess. However, there are times when even Mrs. 
Ramsay has second thoughts about playing this role, admitting that “she was driven on, 
too quickly she knew, almost as if it were an escape for her too, to say that people must 
marry; people must have children” (96). So while Mrs. Ramsay plays out the role of the 
Victorian ideal, she does not feel that it satisfies her own aspirations and desires. 
In spite of the fact that Mrs. Ramsay realizes her own difficulties in fulfilling the 
expectations of her sex, she suppresses this uncertainty by living for her husband and 
family. She devotes her life to nurturing Mr. Ramsay’s self-esteem and pride so that he 
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will recognize his own strength as independent of her words and actions. Only in doing 
so is she able to “rest on her husband’s strength.... For she did not like, even for a 
second to feel finer than her husband; and further could not bear not being entirely sure, 
when she spoke to him, of the truth of what she said” (65). This sentiment may seem 
contradictory in that Mrs. Ramsay concedes to the deceptive nature of living the 
Victorian ideal for women. However, she is an idealist and a romantic at heart and 
desperately wants to believe in and achieve the era’s vision of the ideal woman despite 
her personal convictions. Consequently, at times the illusion will be disrupted. Human 
nature does not conform to external restrictions and codes of behavior that are contrary to 
the natural process of self-actualization. While behaviors can create the illusion of 
attaining prescribed ideals, the presence and power—both hidden and exposed—of 
personal conviction, desire, ambition, and will cannot be permanently restrained. Such is 
the case with the relationship between Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay. 
Mr. Ramsay is not the confident, aggressive, and self-sufficient man that he 
appears to be. He is actually insecure, vulnerable, and dependent. Ultimately, Mr. 
Ramsay is depicted as unreasonably gloomy about his career and intolerably coercive in 
demanding reassurance from others, especially his wife. Indeed, it is Mrs. Ramsay who 
incessantly indulges, defends, and sympathizes with her husband. Woolf critic Alex 
Zwerdling suggests that Woolf presents Mr. Ramsay as a Victorian patriarch, 
uncompromising and self-indulgent. Zwerdling asserts that, in To the Lighthouse, Mr. 
Ramsay is presented as an advocate of absolute sexual polarization, the Victorian 
assumption that each sex is assigned its sphere and must remain in it. Although he is 
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above the pronouncements made by Tansley to one of his associates that “women can’t 
write, women can’t paint” (134), “he does idealize the traditional divisions” (184). By 
exposing the sexual polarization of Victorian life and its effect on women, Woolf shows 
the inhibiting force of the Victorian ideal. Although Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay are both 
advocates of the Victorian gender codes, they experience uncertainty because of their 
inability to maintain its tenets absolutely. 
The oppressive nature of Mr. and Mrs. Ramsays’ marriage is magnified by the 
expression of Mrs. Ramsay’s inner turmoil as she adheres to the hierarchy of Victorian 
family life. She successfully masks this turmoil by revealing only a lively and pleasant 
disposition although she slips occasionally into moments of sobering reflection. Such is 
the case when Mrs. Ramsay tells her son, James, that it might be a nice day for sailing to 
the lighthouse. Mr. Ramsay turns toward her and roars that the weather report indicated 
the opposite. When he then proposes to ask the Coast guard for a weather report, Mrs. 
Ramsay thinks to herself, “They came to her, [her husband and sons] naturally, since she 
was a woman, all day long with this and that; one wanting this, another that; the children 
were growing up; she often felt she was nothing but a sponge sopped full of human 
emotions” (51). In Mrs. Ramsay’s thoughts, her husband and the children depend on her 
as if she were the head of household—the one who makes all the decisions. At the same 
time, it is apparent that Mr. Ramsay treats his wife as a child, not allowing her to make 
decisions for herself. It is little wonder that Mrs. Ramsay retreats into knitting or 
matchmaking; these distractions protect her sanity. Therefore, in order to justify her 
submission to social expectations, Mrs. Ramsay imposes many of her values on other 
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women with little caution. It is this judgmental element of Mrs. Ramsay’s personality 
that creates friction in her relationship with Lily Briscoe. 
Lily Briscoe, as previously mentioned, is also cognizant of the gender code for 
women. Unlike Mrs. Ramsay, however, Lily is a single woman—a painter and a 
“spinster who will not marry and keeps looking for the proper significance of characters 
and scenes” (61-62). She always knows what is expected of her and why, but insists on 
expressing herself independent of social conventions. In a conversation with another 
guest, Charles Tansley, Lily Briscoe is confronted with his sexist remark that “women 
can’t write, women can’t paint” (130). She reacts to this remark by thoughtfully 
reminding herself: 
.. .what did that matter coming from him, since clearly it was not tme to 
him but for some reason helpful to him, and that was why he said it? Why 
did her whole being bow, like com under a wind, and erect itself again 
from abasement only with great and rather painful effort? She must make 
it once more. There’s the sprig on the table-cloth; there’s my 
painting.... (130) 
Lily rejects the rigid roles associated with being a woman, especially those that 
confine women to marital and maternal obligations. Lily internalizes her feelings of strict 
gender roles in a situation that arises during a dinner party hosted by the Ramsay’s at 
their home. The guests constitute a lively and diverse group of people who provide rich 
and animated conversation. Woolf uses this setting to demonstrate that behaviors 
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supporting the belief that conventional masculine and feminine characteristics transcend 
gender and tend to be more indoctrinated than innate for women. 
Among Mrs. Ramsay’s guests at her dinner party are Lily Briscoe, her friend; 
William Bankes, a friend of Lily’s; Paul Rayley and Minta Doyle, both friends of the 
Ramsays; and Charles Tansley and Augustus Carmichael, professional associates of Mr. 
Ramsay. It is relatively early in the discourse that gender-specific topics emerge. 
Initially, Mrs. Ramsay initiates conversation by asking Mr. Bankes if he received his 
letters. After a brief exchange, Mr. Tansley thinks, “What damned rot they talk” (128). 
Mrs. Ramsey then asks Mr. Tansely if he writes letters. After rendering a terse response, 
Mr. Tansley evaluates his company and makes the following determination: 
... he was not going to talk the sort of rot these people wanted 
him to talk. He was not going to be condescended [to] by these silly 
women. He had been reading in his room, and now he came down and it 
all seemed to him silly, superficial, flimsy. Why did they dress? He had 
come down in ordinary clothes. He had not got any dress clothes. “One 
never gets anything worth having by post”—that was the sort of thing they 
were always saying. They made men say that sort of thing. Yes, it was 
pretty well true, he thought. They never got anything worth having from 
one year’s end to another. They did nothing but talk, talk, talk, eat, eat, 
eat. It was the women’s fault. Women made civilization impossible with 
all their “charm,” all their silliness. (129) 
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Clearly, Mr. Tansley’s assumptions reflect his complete acceptance of a patriarchal 
gender paradigm. His entire world view, even his self-concept, is influenced by his 
understanding or “misunderstanding” of feminine characteristics and the role of women 
in relation to men and society. 
Mr. Tansley’s assumptions about women are also evidenced by his general 
disposition and aversion to interacting with females. Shortly after Mr. Tansley concludes 
that all of the women at the table are silly and superficial, he informs Mrs. Ramsay that 
they will not be going to the lighthouse. As is characteristic of the Victorian male, “he 
felt it necessary to assert himself’ (130). The self-absorbed Mr. Tansley then turns to his 
books for comfort which symbolize the masculine domains of intellect and education: “If 
only he could be alone in his room working, he thought, among his books. That was 
where he felt at ease” (131). In this case, Woolf allows the reader to recognize and 
observe the inherent conflict between feminine and masculine behaviors as they exist in 
the purest forms in Mrs. Ramsey and Mr. Tansley—female and male subjects. 
Woolf clearly illustrates the chasm between masculine and feminine modes of 
thinking by portraying an animated conversation among all the male guests. As she 
listens, Mrs. Ramsay wonders: 
What did it all mean? To this day she had no notion. A square root? 
What was that? Her sons know. She leant on them; on cubes and squares; 
that was what they were talking about now; on Voltaire and Madame de 
Staël; on the character of Napoleon; on the French system of land tenure; 
on Lord Rosebery; on Creevey’s Memoirs; she let it uphold her and 
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sustain her, this admirable fabric of the masculine intelligence, which ran 
up and down, crossed this way and that, like iron girders spanning the 
swaying fabric, upholding the world, so that she could trust herself to it 
utterly, even shut her eyes. (159) 
Mrs. Ramsay’s submission to the features of “masculine intelligence” symbolizes the 
man-woman relationship in hierarchal terms. Woolf critic Ellen Bayuk Rosenman states, 
“Underlying these external manifestations is a masculine state of consciousness, a general 
conception of the relationship between Self and Other. Its interpersonal imperialism 
dehumanizes and objectifies the Other to block out any disturbing sympathy or sense of 
likeness which might impede conquest” (78). With this in mind, it is evident that 
Woolfs depiction of masculine intelligence reflects the inequity of the patriarchal 
paradigm. 
Woolfs depiction of women’s thinking is best exemplified through the thoughts 
of Mrs. Ramsay. In contrast to masculine intelligence, her knowledge is intuitive and 
maternal—endowed with all the sympathies that would in fact, invite conquest. At the 
dinner party, Mrs. Ramsay glories in the Boeuf en Daube: 
And she peered into the dish, with its shiny walls and its confusion of 
savoury brown and yellow meats and its bay leaves and its wine, and 
thought. This will celebrate the occasion—a curious sense rising in her, at 
once freakish and tender, of celebrating a festival, as if two emotions were 
called up in her. (151) 
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Mrs. Ramsay’s world is propelled by the concrete, such as the fragrance of the Boeuf en 
Daube. The implication of a hierarchal relationship is not evident—only an awareness of 
the needs, interests, and feelings of those around her. She sympathizes with the Other, 
rather than exalting Self. Betty Sichel proposes that 
There is intense concentration on and involvement with the other and with 
the other’s world. This concentration is not just hearing words and 
interpreting or translating their meaning into logical, propositional form. 
It is listening, listening in the quietude and fullness of one’s whole self. It 
is the reaching out, the seeing, the grasping, the feeling, the encounter. At 
the same time that this knowing person remains herself and retains her 
knowledge and values, there is a letting go of one’s notions and 
assumptions and entering the place of the other while yet not defining that 
place.(5) 
Thus, the feminine perspective, as illustrated by Mrs. Ramsay’s thoughts, is informed by 
the senses and emotions which are presented in stark contrast to the logical and objective 
elements of masculine thinking. As Woolf highlights the extremes of masculine and 
feminine thinking, she exposes the shortcoming of the kind of social indoctrination that 
created such polarized patterns of thinking between genders. 
Woolfs next demonstration involves an exchange between Mr. Tansley and Lily 
Briscoe, a woman who chooses not to conform to the conventional feminine ideal. 
Throughout the dinner, Mr. Tansely sits with an assumed expectation to be recognized 
and included in the conversation. In such a situation, it falls upon the woman to pave the 
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way for such an entrance—a skill that Mrs. Ramsay has honed into an art. Indeed, Lily 
knows that women are expected to extend this courtesy and is also aware of the danger of 
not doing so: 
There is a code of behavior, she knew, whose seventh article (it may be) 
says that on occasions of this sort it behooves the woman, whatever her 
own occupation may be, to go to the help of the young man opposite so 
that he may expose and relieve the thigh bones, the ribs, of his vanity, of 
his urgent desire to assert himself; as indeed it is their duty, she reflected, 
in her old maidenly fairness, to help us, suppose the Tube were to burst 
into flames. Then, she thought, I should certainly expect Mr. Tansley to 
get me out. But how would it be, she thought, if neither of us did either of 
these things? So she sat there smiling. (137) 
Woolfs stream-of-consciousness narrative reflects Lily’s refusal to help Mr. Tansley out 
of his difficult situation. In this sense, Lily’s feeling of control represents her 
understanding of the social constructs of her time with regard to feminine and masculine 
codes of conduct. Her analysis of this situation and subsequent decision not to react on 
behalf of Mr. Tansley is a power play which renders Lily the victor—at least for a 
moment. However, as Mrs. Ramsay sits in turmoil, signaling to Lily for help, Lily 
succumbs to Mrs. Ramsay’s plea and calls a truce for Mrs. Ramsay’s sake: 
“Will you take me Mr. Tansley?” said Lily, quickly, kindly, for, of 
course, if Mrs. Ramsay said to her, as in effect she did, “I’m drowning, my 
dear, in seas of fire. Unless you apply some balm to the anguish of this 
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hour and say something nice to that young man there, life will run upon 
the rocks- indeed I hear the grating and the growling at this minute. My 
nerves are taut as fiddle strings.” Another snap— when Mrs. Ramsay said 
to all this, as the glance in her eyes said it, of course for the hundred and 
fiftieth time Lily Briscoe had to renounce the experiment—what happens 
if one is not nice to that young man there—and be nice. (139) 
Lily is keenly aware of the emotional and psychological ramifications of her experiment 
on the social dynamics of Mrs. Ramsay’s dinner party. To engage Mr. Tansley in a 
virtual “battle of the sexes” would destroy the intimate and congenial scene Mrs. Ramsay 
worked so hard to stage. Thus, Lily reconsiders her attack of omission and offers Mr. 
Tansley a treaty. It is clear that this was the right course of action as she observes that 
both Mr. Tansley and Mrs. Ramsay are noticeably relieved. Lily makes the following 
observation: “She had done the usual trick—been nice. She would never know him [Mr. 
Tansley]. He would never know her. Human relations were all like that, she thought, 
and the worst (if it had not been for Mr. Bankes) [a friend of Lily’s] were between men 
and women...” (140). 
Even though Lily manages to be nice to Mr. Tansley, she continues in the mind 
frame of an artist, closely observing the setting around her—the table is a still life. She 
remains the artist, creating her own world out of one she does not find particularly 
representative of her artistic vision. At the same time, Lily really does see the concrete, 
turning it automatically into “art,” first in her mind, then on the canvas. We see Lily 
engaging in this process as she scans the table setting while Mr. Tansley shares childhood 
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stories. She uses the salt shaker as a means of representing a “new stroke” in her 
painting: “Then her eye caught the salt, which she had placed there to remind her, and she 
remembered that next morning she would move the tree further towards the middle, and 
her spirits rose so high at the thought of painting tomorrow that she laughed out loud at 
what Mr. Tansley way saying” (140). Just as Mr. Tansley dismissed the conversation of 
women as “boring,” Lily dismisses his self-indulgent conversation as trivial as she 
anticipates continuing her painting. She successfully detaches her energy from her 
immediate surroundings and finds her own personal space. 
Lily possesses a heightened sense of individuality as a single, independent, and 
self-employed woman. She lives in open rebellion against the conventional role of 
women which, in turn, captures Mrs. Ramsay’s attention. Lily’s daring disposition not 
only intrigues Mrs. Ramsay but inwardly provides her with pleasure as well. Mrs. 
Ramsay has also agreed to let Lily paint her portrait while staying at her home. Mrs. 
Ramsay observes the following: 
... the sight of the girl standing on the edge of the lawn painting reminded 
her; she was supposed be keeping her head as much in the same position 
as possible for Lily’s picture. Lily’s picture! Mrs. Ramsay smiled. With 
Her little Chinese eyes and her puckered up face, she would never marry; 
one could not take her painting very seriously; she was an independent 
little creature, and Mrs. Ramsay liked her for it; so, remembering her 
promise, she bent her head. (17) 
Lily Briscoe is aware of Mrs. Ramsay’s inability to accept her art as “work” and 
tolerates her persistent effort to seek a likely match for her. However, Mrs. Ramsay fears 
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that Lily’s independent nature will not appeal to the average man because “there was in 
Lily a thread of something: a flare of something; something of her own, which Mrs. 
Ramsay liked very much indeed, but no man would, she feared” (161-62). To this end, 
Mrs. Ramsay resolves to save Lily from herself by matchmaking Lily with the perfect 
suitor—William Bankes. She decides that “ ... William must marry Lily. They have so 
many things in common. Lily is so fond of flowers. They are both cold and aloof and 
rather self-sufficing. She must arrange for them to take a long walk together” (157). This 
kind of reasoning is part and parcel of Victorian thinking—a woman must be married— 
even if unhappily so—or be outside the era’s paradigm for women. 
As Zwerdling points out, 
The sense that work and family life cannot be successfully integrated is 
part of Woolf s vision of an era—the Victorian world of her parents’ 
generation that seemed to offer no encouragement to combine those 
commitments. The fault lies neither in Mr. Ramsay nor in Mrs. Ramsay 
but in the institution they both support, in the gestalt of nineteenth-century 
marriage. The segregation of the sexes, the paired idealization of 
domestic angels and male careerists so prevalent in that era, had divided 
people from each other and exaggerated their differences. (192) 
Clearly, the differences that Mrs. Ramsay and Lily recognized in each other illustrate the 
extraordinary strain that acceptance or rejection of these ideals imposes on the 
relationships between women. In spite of the fact that Mrs. Ramsay views Lily’s sense of 
independence as a deterrent for winning a possible suitor, she admires Lily’s assertion of 
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her own sense of self and individuality. Thus, Mrs. Ramsay’s inner conflict is, in part, 
the result of Woolf s conforming to the gender paradigm of her era while suppressing the 
impulse to be free of these codes for behavior. Lily exudes and practices freedom of 
thought and will—liberties of which Mrs. Ramsay dare not partake. 
Just as Lily uses her relationship with other characters to define and establish her 
role and identity in society, Virginia Woolf magnifies the distinctive characteristics of 
Mrs. Ramsay and Lily Briscoe to predict the outcome of fusing the conventions of 
Victorian masculine and feminine traits in the female psyche. To be sure, the synthesis 
of these seemingly opposing ideals seems impossible when the more masculine aspects of 
Lily’s personality—she is independent, free-thinking, and self-employed, all of which are 
contrary to Mrs. Ramsay’s lifestyle—intrigue her. Mrs. Ramsay ponders this inner 
conflict as she reflects upon her image of Lily: 
It seemed to her such nonsense-inventing differences, when people, 
heaven knows, were different enough without that... but more 
profoundly she ruminated the other problem ... when she [Mrs. Ramsay] 
visited this widow, or that struggling wife in person with a bag in her arm . 
. .in the hope that thus she would cease to be a private woman whose 
charity was half a sop to her own indignation, half relief to her own 
curiosity, and become, what with her untrained mind she greatly admired, 
an investigator, elucidating the social problem. (20) 
Mrs. Ramsay obviously desires more out of life than visiting widows and bearing gifts. 
She wants to do in life what Lily does with her painting—control her life and sense of 
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self in spite of the patriarchal context of her environment. Lily’s conscious effort to 
break conventional social constraints does, in fact, place her in the role of an investigator 
who uses strokes and colors against a canvas to elucidate the social problem of gender 
discrimination. 
In this regard, Mrs. Ramsay’s observation of Lily as an “investigator elucidating 
the social problem” stands in juxtaposition to Mrs. Ramsay’s self- potrayal as “a woman 
half sop to her own indignation” (20). A little later Lily finds herself wondering if her 
rebellion is self-defeating: 
.. . she said to herself, from the dawn of time odes have been sung 
to Jove; wreaths heaped and roses; and if you asked nine people 
out of ten they would say they wanted nothing but this—love; while the 
women, judging from her own experience, would all the time be feeling, 
“This is not what we want; there is nothing more tedious, puerile, and 
inhumane than this; yet it is also beautiful and necessary.” Well then, 
well then? (155) 
Lily’s questioning the social construction of the female condition implies the emotional 
and psychological complexity of rejecting the social norms for men and women. To be 
sure, not conforming to these norms would surely result in social condemnation and 
alienation. This reality also evokes, in Mrs. Ramsay, conflicting feelings of admiration 
for Lily’s courage on the one hand, but pity for Lily as she considers the inevitable 
consequence Lily must face, on the other. 
Lily Briscoe is also aware of Mrs. Ramsay’s perspective on the role of women in 
society, which is not particularly appealing to her. Lily observes that giving too much 
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sympathy is one of Mrs. Ramsay’s weaknesses (to the point that it finally kills her); Mr. 
Ramsay “wears Mrs. Ramsay to death,” (24); and “there was always something that had 
to be done at that precise moment..(168). Lily clings even more to her own ability to 
live independently. However, like Mrs. Ramsay, she cannot condone the actions of other 
women that do not agree with her own social convictions. Therefore, Lily is very critical 
of Mrs. Ramsay’s seemingly frivolous and superficial preoccupations as she thinks to 
herself, “She [Mrs. Ramsay] took shelter from the reverence, which covered all women; 
she felt herself praised” (78). On another occasion, Lily thought, “how childlike, how 
absurd she [Mrs. Ramsay] was, sitting up there with all her beauty opened again in her, 
talking about the sins of vegetables” (157). Lily further observes that “everyone could 
not be as helter skelter, and hand to mouth as she was” (82). 
Lily’s dislike of this part of Mrs. Ramsay’s personality is complicated by her 
conflicting feelings of respect and admiration for Mrs. Ramsay’s redeeming qualities. 
She admits that “all of this danced up and down, like a company of gnats, each separate, 
but all marvelously controlled in an invisible net... were still hung in effigy the 
scrubbed kitchen table, symbol of her profound respect for Mrs. Ramsay’s mind ...” 
(43). It is important to note here that Lily is not oblivious to nor does she totally reject 
female differences; she accepts, even respects these differences. However, within the 
construct of their highly patriarchal society it is virtually impossible for women like Mrs. 
Ramsay and Lily Briscoe to coexist without conflicting feelings of resentment and 
respect. 
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At this point, Lily is experiencing a dilemma similar to that of Mrs. Ramsay. She 
resents Mrs. Ramsay’s submission to the standards of society, while applauding her 
ability to manipulate the minds of people in her struggle to fulfill the role of a traditional 
woman. Woolf tries to ease this tension by illustrating the inevitability of the conflict 
between feminine and masculine within the minds of women. Sheldon Brivic elucidates 
this point: 
Woolf provides a dimension usually ignored by those who criticize the 
structures of gender and family for the ways they limit and channel 
relationships. Woolf emphasizes the need to readjust such structures 
radically, but she does not hope to abolish them totally, for she realizes 
that love cannot exist without difference and otherness. Her solution lies 
rather in the need to recognize that male and female ... are contained 
within each person, and that therefore human relations do not involve 
polarized unities, but oscillating dyads. (2) 
Indeed, Woolfs ideal woman—one who is free-thinking and lives independent of 
Victorian notions of femininity—is bound for a problematic existence given the social 
context of her time. Both women capitulate to social expectations for women; they 
subordinate their needs to those expectations in ways that are distinctive to their 
characters. However, they do try to maintain a sense of self despite a society that 
oppresses women. Woolf alludes to this harsh reality in her article, “Professions for 
Women.” Yet, the implications of her commentary can be applied to all women, 
including artists and housewives. Woolf contends, “This I believe to be a very common 
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experience with women writers—they are impeded by the extreme conventionality of the 
other sexes. For though men sensibly allow themselves great freedom in these respects, I 
doubt that they realize or can control the extreme severity with which they condemn such 
freedom in women” (62). 
Lily demonstrates that masculine and feminine traits can be found in one sex, but 
not without that person experiencing inner conflict. As she considers her lifestyle and the 
possible consequences of being independent and free-thinking, Lily decides that, “such 
was the complexity of things. For what happened to her, especially staying with the 
Ramsays’ was to be made to feel violently two opposite things at the same time, that’s 
what you feel, was one; that’s what I feel was the other and then they fought together in 
her mind, as now” (To The Lighthouse 159). This conflict is twofold. On the one hand, 
Lily struggles with the masculine and feminine inclinations within herself. She knows 
that work and independence are considered masculine privileges. On the other hand, Lily 
also knows that Mrs. Ramsay’s feminine thinking is shaped by the same social codes that 
result in Lily’s feelings of ambivalence toward Mrs. Ramsay. Lily does, however, find 
solace when she focuses on her art: 
That people should love like this, that Mr. Bankes should feel this 
for Mrs. Ramsay (she glanced at him musing) was helpful, was 
exalting. She wiped one brush after another upon a piece of old 
rag, menially, on purpose. She took shelter from the reverence 
which covered all women; she felt herself praised. Let him gaze; 
she would steal a look at her picture. (75) 
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Again, Lily demonstrates her ability to transcend the gender confines of her ethos in 
order to gain the freedom and independence needed to maintain her identity as an artist. 
In the next chapter, “Time Passes,” Mrs. Ramsay dies rather suddenly during the 
night. After Mrs. Ramsay’s death, Lily succeeds, at the end of the novel, in maintaining 
her resistance to conformist ideas; her success is dependent on the completion of her 
painting in memory of Mrs. Ramsay. Lily envisions Mrs. Ramsay “stooping over her 
flowers; and faint and flickering, like a yellow beam or the circle at the end of a 
telescope” (204). As Lily absorbs the shock of Mrs. Ramsay’s death, she asks herself, “ . 
.. Come back after all these years and Mrs. Ramsay is dead?” (216). Lily later resolves 
to “paint that picture now” (219) and with her easel set up and brush in hand, her 
unconscious takes over “as she lost consciousness of outer things ... her mind kept 
throwing up from its depths, scenes, and names, and sayings, and memories and ideas, 
like a fountain spurting over that glaring, hideously difficult white space, while she 
modeled it with greens and blues” (237). Repeatedly, Lily gains strength from her ability 
to transcend the concrete world with its accompanying settings and senses, in order to 
operate in the world of the abstract—free from social expectations. Lily envisions Mrs. 
Ramsay knitting in her chair, at work on charity socks, and finally sees Mrs. Ramsay’s 
ghost as manifested by “an odd-shaped triangular shadow over the step” (298) where she 
had been sitting years before for Lily to paint her. Of course, as a modernist artist, Lily’s 
after-death painting is not a conventional portrait of Mrs. Ramsay. Instead, she produces 
a respectful depiction of Mrs. Ramsay as an abstract shape; this depiction is Lily’s effort 
to free Mrs. Ramsay from Victorian conventions and express “the thing itself before it 
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has been made anything” (287). For it was the essence—the truth of Mrs. Ramsay that 
Lily wishes to capture, not the outer appearance. It is through this cathartic form painted 
by Lily Briscoe that Woolf frees Mrs. Ramsay from her confining ideal of femininity and 
gives birth to a modernist, individualist vision. 
Thomas A. Vogler views Mrs. Ramsay as the character that represents “the 
human reality of the story, while the observer [Lily Briscoe] tries to get at the form and 
essence of the story through art” (7). At the same time, Lily is a reflection of Virginia 
Woolf who tries to get at the essence of the truly modem female through literature. In 
1929, Woolf makes the following assertion in her article, “Women and Fiction”: 
The great change that has crept into women’s writing is, it would seem, a 
change of attitude. The woman writer is no longer bitter. She is no longer 
angry. She is no longer pleading and protesting as she writes. We are 
approaching, if we have not yet reached, the time when her writing will 
have little or no foreign influence to disturb it. She will be able to 
concentrate upon her vision without distraction from the outside. The 
aloofness that was once within the reach of genius and originality is only 
now coming within reach of ordinary women. Therefore the average 
novel by a woman is far more genuine and far more interesting today than 
it was a hundred or even fifty years ago. (48) 
This artistic license that women enjoyed in the twentieth century evolves from the painful 
and deliberate rebellion against repressive and oppressive social codes as experienced by 
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Woolf and her characters. Lily Briscoe and Mrs. Ramsay are both victims of a very 
demanding and restrictive society. Ironically, their personalities clash as a result of a 
mutual inner-conflict. Lily and Mrs. Ramsay struggle to find an identity true to masculine 
or feminine, or a combination of the two ideals. The fact that Mrs. Ramsay and Lily 
Briscoe never reveal their inner struggles to each other keeps them disconnected from 
each other, unable to realize complete satisfaction and happiness for themselves. Lily 
acknowledges this sense of incompleteness when Mrs. Ramsay was alive, but after her 
death, Lily recollects: 
What device for becoming, like waters poured into one jar, 
inextricably the same, one with the object one adored? Could the 
body achieve, or the mind, subtly mingling in the intricate passages 
of the brain? or the heart? Could loving, as people called it, make 
her and Mrs. Ramsay one? for it was not knowledge but unity 
that she desired, not inscriptions on tablets, nothing that could be 
written in any language known to men, but intimacy itself, which 
is knowledge, she had thought, leaning her head on Mrs. Ramsay’s 
knee. (79) 
Mrs. Ramsay and Lily are trapped in the space that separates the traditional, Victorian 
woman from the modem woman, the feminine woman from the woman who does not fit 
into the Victorian paradigm for females. This conflict never ends because it is virtually 
impossible to reconcile the two in a male-dominated society that perpetuates gender 
discrimination. Brivic asserts, 
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Restricted by gender roles, [Mrs. Ramsay and Lily Briscoe] each is only 
part of a person, and in “A Room of One’s Own” (1929), written two 
years after To the Lighthouse, Woolf argues that the mind contains two 
sexes and that both “require to be united in order to get complete 
satisfaction and happiness.” She adds, “It is fatal to be a man or woman 
pure and simple; one must be woman-manly or man-womanly”.... 
[especially in order to be creative] (102, 108). This marriage of man and 
woman in a single mind is illustrated by Lily as she completed her 
painting in Part III. (11) 
Indeed, Lily and Mrs. Ramsay never really transcend the limits of the system. 
Their identities are established either in support of, or reaction against, the restrictions of 
gender codes. In spite of their differences, however, Woolf does allow a strong bond to 
exist between Mrs. Ramsay and Lily. At times, they experience a mutual respect for each 
other. Lily envies the attention and adoration that Mrs. Ramsay receives from the other 
houseguests while Mrs. Ramsay admires the independence and freedom that Lily seems 
to possess. However, the differences in their priorities never permit them to reach a 
common ground. Consequently, Woolf ends the novel with a portrait of a scene that is 
almost as abstract as Lily’s portrait of Mrs. Ramsay: 
Lily, standing there, with the sun hot on her back, summing up the Rayley, 
triumphed over Mr. Ramsay, who would never know how Paul went to 
coffeehouses and had a mistress; how he sat on the ground and Minta 
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handed him his tools; how she stood her painting, had never married, not 
even William Bankes. (269-70) 
Even though Lily stands in triumph, at the end of the novel, as she overlooks her 
portrait of Mrs. Ramsay, this victory is somewhat empty. True, Lily does not allow Mr. 
Ramsay to dominate her. She is also privy to wicked secrets and escapes the claws of 
matrimony, despite a promising prospect. But, to what end? The painting is finished and 
will probably, Lily concedes, go unseen because female artists are not taken seriously 
even by other women. Woolf shows ambivalence toward this independent, strong-willed, 
stoic figure that rejects Victorian femininity. She does not try to eliminate the conflict 
between genders, but strives towards the achievement of female autonomy by alternating 
between both masculine authority and feminine passivity in the female mind. Just as Lily 
Briscoe enjoys her independence, she admires Mrs. Ramsay’s role as wife and mother. 
In the same way, Mrs. Ramsay admires Lily Briscoe’s sense of individuality, but would 
not trade it for her family. However, it is also important to note that Woolf uses the 
relationship between Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay as a symbolic representation of her theory of 
the androgynous mind. Thomas A. Vogler explicates this point: 
. .. Virginia Woolfs art is essentially androgynous in that she explores 
both the masculine and the feminine with a profound sense of their 
interdependence in the economy of mental as well as biological existence. 
On the one level, Mr. Ramsay is more significant as a kind of mind, a 
point of view, than he is male. His masculinity is used to help define that 
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attitude metaphorically, but he is no more a picture of the “male” mind per 
se, than Mrs. Ramsay’s mind. (19) 
By exposing the inner thoughts of her characters, especially women, Woolf implies that 
the mind is genderless. External forces, such as Victorian ideology, are deliberately 
imposed in order to establish a mindset of masculine and feminine ideals that ascribe to 
such a paradigm. Nonetheless, the indoctrination of this mindset only results in 
masculine dominance and feminine repression. 
Ultimately, Woolf uses her portrayal of Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay to make a case for 
dismantling role definitions based on gender. While women are clearly the subordinate 
gender according to Victorian ideology, men are equally pressured to fulfill their charge 
to be dominating and aggressive. In many cases, men and women either willingly or 
unwillingly thwart this paradigm because it is not realistic. Mrs. Ramsay is the 
submissive wife, but she must be astute and intelligent (characteristics traditionally 
assigned to males) enough to convince her husband that he has been successful 
professionally. Mr. Ramsay, the aggressive and dominant patriarch, constantly seeks 
reassurance and sympathy from Mrs. Ramsay, and even from Lily after Mrs. Ramsay’s 
death, to allay his feelings of failure and inadequacy. 
Lily willingly defies Victorian ideology by pursuing a career and remaining 
single, but feels the pressure of such a choice when she inwardly acknowledges her fate 
as an “old maid” while resisting Mrs. Ramsay’s coercion for her and Bankes to get 
married. There are also moments when Lily asks herself why she bothers trying, even as 
she stands in front of her canvas: “Why then did she do it? ... It would be hung in the 
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servants’ bedrooms. It would be rolled up and stuffed under a sofa. What was the good 
of doing it then, and she heard some voice saying she couldn’t paint, saying she couldn’t 
create” (245-46). This voice is that of Charles Tansley who crudely pronounced that 
“women can’t paint” earlier in the novel. Both Tansley and Bankes reveal patriarchal 
hostility towards women’s work outside of the home. In spite of this hostility, Bankes 
and Lily become close friends. Woolf uses these relationships to show the apparent 
contradictions between outer appearances of conformity and inner remonstrances against 
that conformity. Thus, by exposing the active psychological interdependency of men and 
women, she poses a possible solution in the dichotomy of the androgynous mind. This 
androgynous mind represents the balance of qualities assigned to males and those 
assigned to females—Woolfs prescription for a fair and equal world. 
CHAPTER IV 
MASCULINE AND FEMININE IDEALS IN THE PORTRAYAL OF BETTY 
FLANDERS, FLORINDA, AND JULIA HEDGE IN JACOB’S ROOM 
Woolfs persistent effort to create the ideal woman in a modem setting results in a 
prevailing psychological tug-of-war among various women in Jacob’s Room. Woolf 
brings attention to this stmggle by endowing her female characters with varying levels of 
conventional masculine and feminine perceptions and behaviors that eventually lead to 
tension among them. In Jacob’s Room, Florinda and Julia Hedge each exhibit isolated 
traits that one sees by combining the personalities of Mrs. Ramsay and Lily Briscoe in To 
the Lighthouse. Florinda moves closer to the extreme of the feminine ideal, while Julia 
Hedge epitomizes the masculine ideal as Woolf continues to experiment with her female 
characters. The ambivalent relationship that exists between Mrs. Ramsay and Lily 
Briscoe escalates into obvious hatred between Florinda and Julia in Jacob’s Room. Betty 
Flanders, also a major female character in Jacob’s Room, characterizes the psychological 
impact of widowhood on a woman who is steeped in Victorian ideology but free from the 
dominating influence of a husband. She maintains her identity, built upon the ideal of 
femininity, through her role as wife and mother. Even after her husband’s death, Mrs. 
Flanders continues her efforts to make her home a haven and a source of social stability. 
In this work, Woolf polarizes dominant masculine and feminine traits in Betty 
Flanders, Florinda, and Julia in order to magnify the impact of the prevailing gender 
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paradigm of the time on the characters’ interactions with each other. Moreover, Woolf 
portrays these female characters in a way that reflects the social constraints imposed upon 
them as women. Woolf further depicts the unique ways in which each attempts to 
determine her own role, either as conformist or nonconformist, in society. Lily Briscoe 
and Mrs. Ramsay, in To the Lighthouse and Betty Flanders, Florinda and Julia Hedge, in 
Jacob’s Room differ considerably. The various circumstances surrounding the lives of 
these women reveal Woolfs critique of Victorian ideology and her attempt to expose the 
gulf between social expectations and career opportunities for both men and women. 
Nineteenth-century women struggled against oppression and stultifying social 
constraints in order to achieve self-actualization, even though for men the nineteenth- 
century was a period of great opportunity. With the onset of industrialization and 
urbanization of England during Queen Victoria’s reign, “the increased scale of industry 
and oversees trade, together with the expansion of empire fueled the proliferation of 
commerce and finance such as banks, insurance companies, shipping and railways. This 
system needed administrating by clerks, managers and salaried professionals” (Loftus 1). 
Furthermore, the expansion of cities and towns and the economy provided occupations 
that enabled men to accumulate a great degree of wealth, which in turn marked the 
growth of the Victorian middle-class. This is the world in which Jacob, Mrs. Flanders’s 
son, has access, and he is privileged to claim his patriarchal inheritance. 
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At the same time, the feminine ideal was encapsulated in the idea of “woman’s 
mission” as mother, wife and daughter. Women (at least of the middle to upper classes) 
were assigned to the domestic sphere, which Nead describes as “being characterized by 
fashion, etiquette, domestic furnishings, social engagements, religious devotion and 
charitable activity” (1); women were expected to exemplify moral and sexual purity and 
any deviant forms of female behavior became a symbol of danger and disorder. This is 
the world to which Mrs. Flanders and Florinda belong. Mrs. Flanders insists on meeting 
her social and moral obligations, while Florinda epitomizes the feminine ideal. On the 
other hand, Julia Hedge denounces the feminine ideal and pursues access to the 
masculine world, which according to the gender paradigm of her time, condemns her as a 
social and moral deviant. Thus, Woolf uses the social construct of this era to illustrate 
this struggle of women to achieve the right to be “different,” both from each other and/or 
from societal expectations. Indeed, the social context of Victorian women’s lives helps 
shape the identities (either in support of or opposition to this ideology) that these 
characters seek to achieve. In this regard, let us consider Betty Flanders, in Jacob’s 
Room, and Mrs. Ramsay, in To the Lighthouse. 
Betty Flanders and Mrs. Ramsay share very similar ideals. They are wives and 
mothers who insist upon living up to their maternal and domestic obligations. However, 
the two characters’ circumstances are quite different, and this difference is reflected in 
their personalities, even though their ideals are the same. In To the Lighthouse, Mrs. 
Ramsay’s husband constantly infringes on her privacy and personal interests whereas 
Mrs. Flanders is a recent widow. Interestingly enough, Woolf uses these diverse 
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situations to illustrate two points: the dominating influence of men over women whether 
the males are physically present or not, and the fact that women have taken on the ideals 
of the male-constructed society so that even the widowed Mrs. Flanders continues to live 
by these ideals. In To the Lighthouse, by way of comparison, Mrs. Ramsay’s source of 
malcontent is Mr. Ramsay’s dependence on her for validating his self-worth. In 
response, Mrs. Ramsay finds ways to spend time away from him; she fills her days with 
affairs of the household, hosting social gatherings, and giving donations to the needy. On 
the other hand, Mrs. Flanders, in Jacob’s Room, finds it difficult to compensate for the 
absence of Mr. Flanders. She spends her days trying to live as though Mr. Flanders were 
still with her and their son, Jacob. 
Early in Jacob’s Room, during an informal conversation, the ladies of 
Scarborough are gathered. The purpose or location of this gathering is not clear to the 
reader because the narrator does not describe a scene. The women’s conversation and 
comments about Mrs. Flanders are all the reader is made privy to. One speaker proffers 
these sentiments: “ ‘Mrs. Flanders’—‘Poor Betty Flanders’—‘She’s very attractive 
still’—‘Odd she don’t marry again!”’ (10). 
The ladies go on to suggest a possible suitor for Mrs. Flanders, Captain Barfoot, who 
calls on her regularly, but who is married to an invalid. The narrator follows these 
comments with a more intimate commentary on Mrs. Flanders’s life as a widow, 
assessing her plight and offering insight into her situation: 
Elizabeth Flanders, of whom this and much more that had been said and 
would be said, was, of course a widow in her prime. She was half-way 
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between forty and fifty. Years and sorrow between them; the death of 
Seabrook, her husband; three boys; poverty, a house on the outskirts of 
Scarborough; her brother, poor Morty’s downfall and possible demise— 
for where was he? What was he? ... True, there’s no harm in crying for 
one’s husband, and the tombstone, though plain, was a solid piece of 
work, and on summer’s days when the widow brought her boys to stand 
there one felt kindly towards her. (10) 
There is no question that Mrs. Flanders chooses to live in Mr. Flanders’s shadow, even 
though he is now dead. The same is true for Mrs. Ramsay, in To the Lighthouse. One 
recalls that Mrs. Ramsay is dominated by her husband and embodies the Victorian ideal 
which, in turn, confines her to the domestic sphere as mother and wife. Both women 
attempt to create their own worlds, their own comfort zones, by surrounding themselves 
with friends and neighbors. 
The extent to which Mrs. Ramsay and Mrs. Flanders conform to the feminine 
ideal and Lily Briscoe and Julia Hedge do not is an important development in what may 
be termed as the evolution of Woolf s female characters toward self-actualization 
throughout her novels. Equally important is the difference between the characters of Mr. 
Ramsay and Jacob Flanders in their respective abilities to achieve the Victorian 
masculine ideal. Mr. Ramsay clearly falls short of meeting the masculine ideal, while 
Jacob is destined to achieve this ideal. However, Jacob dies and thus never fully achieves 
this goal. To this end, Woolf modifies the environment and personalities of her 
characters in Jacob’s Room to further support her hypothesis that the mind transcends 
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gender codes, and that it is detrimental to the welfare of society to impose such gender 
distinctions on individuals. Alex Zwerdling also considers Woolfs hypothesis as a 
reasonable one. At the same time, he reminds us that Woolf was not the first feminist 
writer to expose the psychological imperatives at work in relation to the sexes. Zwerdling 
cites John Stuart Mill’s “The Subjection of Women” (1889), which bemoans womens’ 
submission to men and their subordinate status as human beings. Zwerdling offers this 
insight regarding Woolf and her belief in the destructive influence of narrow gender 
codes on society: 
It should be clear that Woolf was not initiating but continuing a line of 
inquiry concerning the behavior of men and women as it is determined by 
forces outside their conscious control. Yet these psychological 
compulsions had largely been forgotten in the feminist writings of Woolf s 
own time precisely because they seemed so ungovernable; a movement 
concentrating for the moment on legal and institutional reform was almost 
forced to ignore them. And so they were pushed into the background until 
the more immediate goals were achieved. When Woolf started, writing, 
the movement was ready for the resurrection of these buried issues, and 
her audience was perhaps willing to attend to them seriously for the first 
time. (219) 
The movement that Zwerdling refers to is the Women’s Rights Movement which 
did capture the undivided attention of the world. The controversial issue and immediate 
goal of women’s suffrage clearly dominated the public audience of Woolf s time. 
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Understanding this social dynamic, Woolf turned to the novel as her most viable medium 
for probing the psychological impact of the gender paradigm on the behavior of men and 
women. To this end, Jacob’s Room illustrates Woolfs opposition to the perpetuation of 
sexist social and political attitudes that impede gender equity. She also uses Jacob’s 
Room to illustrate the feminine and masculine condition before marriage—a state that 
requires the gendered loss of self in the universal world of matrimony. 
Jacob’s Room begins with Mrs. Flanders accompanying her children on an 
excursion to the beach. These passages open the novel: 
So of course, “wrote Betty Flanders ... “there was nothing for it but to 
leave.” Slowly welling from the point of her gold nib, pale blue ink 
dissolved the full stop; for there her pen stuck; her eyes fixed, and tears 
slowly filled them ... the lighthouse wobbled .. .the mast of Mrs. 
Connor’s little yacht was bending like a wax candle in the sun. She 
winked quickly ... She winked again. The mast was straight; the waves 
were regular; the lighthouse was upright; but the blot had spread. (9) 
The connection with marriage is made at the bottom of the page. Mrs. Flanders is crying 
for her husband, dead two years, and her tears make Mrs. Jarvis think that “marriage is a 
fortress and widows stray solitary in open fields, picking up stones, gleaning a few 
golden straws” (7-8). Here, Woolf uses Mrs. Jarvis’s perception in order to portray 
widowhood as a form of exile—an assessment that will hold true as we follow the 
thoughts and life of Mrs. Flanders throughout the novel. 
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The first scene emphasizes the kind of responsibility that Mrs. Flanders assumes 
for the sake of her children, in contrast to most nineteenth-century middle-class mothers 
who enjoyed a privileged lifestyle complete with nannies, housekeepers, cooks and 
servants. The fact that Mrs. Flanders is only one person watching two active children in a 
crowded and potentially dangerous environment for children, one without sufficient 
supervision, illustrates Mrs. Flanders’s determination to maintain a sense of normalcy in 
her family’s life, even with her as the sole care-taker and provider. 
While at the beach, Mrs. Flanders surveys her surroundings and monitors the 
movement of her son, Jacob, and daughter, Rebecca. In a rather somber mood, Mrs. 
Flanders inwardly acknowledges that her life is not “normal” as she bears total 
responsibility for her family’s future. She then contemplates what she should and should 
not say to her son while resisting the inclination of a sense of helplessness and self-pity: 
Meanwhile, poor Betty Flanders’s letter, having caught the second post, 
lay on the hall table—poor Betty Flanders writing her son’s name, Jacob 
Alan Flanders, Esq., as mothers do,... and can never, never say whatever 
it may be—probably this—Don’t go with bad women, do be a good boy; 
wear your thick shirts; and come back, come back, come back to me.... 
But she said nothing of the kind. Talk of the chicken farm came back and 
back, the woman even at fifty, impulsive at heart, sketching on the cloudy 
future flocks of Leghorns, Cochin Chinas, Orpingtons; like Jacob in the 
blur of her outline; but powerful as he was; fresh and vigorous, running 
about the house, scolding Rebecca. (90-1) 
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The ambiguous nature of Mrs. Flanders’s feelings toward communicating with her son 
stems from the fact that, even though she is indeed Jacob’s mother, as a woman, she is 
not his equal. Her acute awareness of gender codes determines her topics of discussion 
and the extent to which she will express aloud her true feelings to Jacob, even though 
Jacob is yet a boy. This aspect of Mrs. Flanders’s personality illustrates the inhibiting 
influence of social expectations on her not only as a mother, but as a woman. She has 
determined and accepted her place in society—according to the established feminine 
ideal—and is determined to stay there. 
At the age of fifty, Mrs. Flanders still possesses strength and vitality, having the 
attention and affection of Captain Barfoot, her neighbor, and Mr. Floyd, a parishioner, 
who teaches her sons Latin. However, she will not consider the possibility of marriage. 
Mr. Floyd, eight years younger, confesses his love for her and proposes marriage in a 
letter to Mrs. Flanders. She reacts to his marriage proposal with much trepidation as her 
thoughts about the proposal reflect: 
“How could I think of marriage!” she said to herself bitterly, as she 
fastened the gate with a piece of wire. She had always disliked red hair in 
men, she thought, thinking of Mr. Floyd’s appearance, that night when the 
boys had gone to bed. And pushing her workbox away, she drew the 
blotting-paper towards her, and read Mr. Floyd’s letter again, and her 
breast went up and down when she came to the word ‘love’, but not so fast 
this time, for she saw Johnny chasing the geese, and knew that it was 
impossible for her to marry any one—let alone Mr. Floyd, who was so 
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much younger than she was, but what a nice man—and such a scholar too. 
(15) 
Mrs. Flanders clearly enjoys male companionship and recognizes the importance of 
having a male presence for her young boys. Her ambivalence towards marriage is not 
only based on the physical realities of appearance and age, but the question of identity— 
of which she is reminded when thinking of her young son, Johnny. In her mind, Mrs. 
Flanders must maintain the role of the widow in reverence to her late husband’s memory. 
She is determined to uphold the ideal of moral respectability and female purity, thereby 
ensuring the protection of her home and children. 
On the other hand, the familiar and non-intrusive Captain Barfoot satisfies Mrs. 
Flanders’s need for a masculine presence in her life and the lives of her children. He has 
been a dear friend of the family for over twenty years. This is reflected in an incident 
when Barfoot visits the Flanders’ home when Mrs. Flanders is not present. Rebecca, her 
daughter, greets him and invites him to wait until her mother returns. Captain Barfoot 
agrees and waits for Mrs. Flanders. It is clear that his presence is not intrusive or 
overbearing and that he is more than just a guest—he’s practically a member of the 
family. This is made obvious when Mrs. Flanders does return home, she routinely • 
engages Barfoot in friendly conversation: 
“Oh Captain,” said Mrs. Flanders, bursting into the drawing 
room, “I had to run after Barker’s man.. .1 hope Rebecca [her daughter] 
... I hope Jacob ...” She was very much out of breath, yet not all 
upset, and as she put down the hearth-brush which she had bought of the 
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oil-man, she said it was hot, flung the window further open, straightened 
a cover, picked up a book, as if she were confident, very fond of the 
Captain, and a great many years younger than he was. Indeed, in her 
blue apron she did not look more than thirty-five. He was well over fifty 
.... She moved her hands about the table; the Captain moved his head 
from side to side, and made little sounds, as Betty went on chattering, 
completely at his ease—after twenty years. (22) 
Captain Barfoot does not threaten Mrs. Flanders’s moral convictions. He provides a sense 
of stability that enables Mrs. Flanders to establish a sense of normalcy in her family life 
and still uphold her ideal of proper widowhood. Even though it is socially acceptable for 
widows to remarry, Mrs. Flanders chooses to remain faithful to her husband—even after 
his death. 
In spite of the fact that Mrs. Flanders recognizes the freedom she has without the 
physical presence of a husband, a sense of emptiness lingers when she thinks about her 
life: “These [routines] lace our days together and make of life a perfect globe. And yet, 
yet when we go to dinner, when pressing fingertips we hope somewhere soon, a doubt 
insinuates itself; is this the way to spend our days? ‘Try to penetrate.’ For as we lift the 
cup, shake the hand, express the hope, something whispers, Is this all? Can I ever be 
certain?” (93). Mrs. Flanders recognizes that she is in control of her life. However, she is 
not able to envision herself free from social conventions and expectations. Indeed, Mrs. 
Flanders’s widowhood influences her opinions about life, marriage, and motherhood. 
She is not terribly happy or fulfilled, but makes the best of the life she has managed to 
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sustain. Mrs. Flanders, then, retains her identity as Mr. Flanders’s widow; however, she 
does so at the expense of taking advantage of the opportunity to establish one that is 
separate from him. To this end, she upholds the marriage in keeping with the gender 
paradigm of the roles of wife and mother as defining identities for women. 
Outwardly, Mrs. Flanders lives up to the feminine ideal of her time. Inwardly, 
however, she searches for the true meaning of life—apart from her role as widow and 
mother. Thus, it is clear that “this novel is concerned not so much with the inner 
characters as with the social forces. ..[that] shape their internal reality” (Handley 112). 
These social forces originate from a patriarchal society that regulates the roles of men and 
women through a system of cultural inclusion and exclusion. Woolf adamantly objects to 
the tyrannies of patriarchy: 
... the male control of institutions: education, professions, the civil 
service, literature, culture, science, the military, property, marriage, and 
family. The patriarchal society and its institutions are condemned to 
failure; indicted by the ugly brutality of warfare, the myth and trappings 
which endlessly fascinate the male gender. Whilst male society has been 
dragging civilisation to the trenches of Belgium and the valleys of 
Andalucia, women have been universally oppressed. Unable to own 
property or wealth, sacrificing their own education for that of their 
brothers, bringing up children unpaid, women have been forced to submit 
to the yoke of the father and then husband. ( Three Guineas 61) 
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Woolf is quite explicit in her depiction of patriarchy and its oppression of women. Men 
enjoyed the opportunities to engage in politics, education, industry, commerce, and 
religion. Women, on the other hand, were largely limited to the domestic sphere. Women 
of wealth and privilege were allowed limited access to the intellectual sphere where they 
were tolerated and patronized—not accepted. This reality brings us to Jacob’s world. 
We first see Jacob as a frightened little boy who cannot find his mother at the 
beach. Through the years, the influence and attention from Captain Barfoot and Mr. 
Floyd provide Jacob with the skills and experiences necessary to gain acceptance to 
Cambridge. Woolf uses Jacob’s escapades and encounters at Cambridge to show how 
educational institutions serve as the breeding ground for men who will follow in the 
footsteps of the “mighty” patriarchs before them; they will continue to impose 
discriminatory values and expectations on women. Alex Zwerdling asserts, 
Jacob Flanders is a paradigmatic young man of his class. Handsome, 
clever, and well-connected if not rich, his credentials are impeccable and 
his future course apparently secure. Rugby; Trinity College, Cambridge; a 
London flat; a couple of mistresses, the Grand Tour: everything in his life 
is a traditional step on the road to establishment [of] success. The class 
was Woolfs own, but the sex was not, and between the training and 
expectations of its young men and young women there was a great gulf. 
Woolfs satiric detachment is in part attributable to her feeling that Jacob’s 
world was created by men for men and essentially excluded her. (74) 
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By removing Jacob from his mother’s world, a world created and protected by his 
mother’s moral and social convictions that are based on Victorian values, Woolf is able 
to transport the reader to Jacob’s world—a world created by men for men. When women 
are introduced to the environment of higher education, their roles are immediately 
polarized and stigmatized, as if the environment itself produced them. Florinda and Julia 
Hedge illustrate the behaviors associated with the psychology of gender as it relates to 
their distinctive personalities. Florinda is entirely feminine in her behavior while Julia 
Hedge is primarily masculine in her behavior; and their behaviors indicate their differing 
reactions to the same social construct: Florinda’s and Julia Hedge’s feminine and 
masculine behaviors are polarized. This polarization, or one-sidedness, causes them to be 
stigmatized as they interact with others around them. 
Late in the novel, while students gather to reenact the burning of Guy Fawkes on 
Parliament Hill, Florinda enters the scene. The initial description of Florinda is 
incomplete, a synecdoche. Her face seems suspended in mid-air as she watches the 
bonfire: 
Of the faces which came out fresh and vivid as though painted in yellow 
and red, the most prominent was a girl’s face. By a trick of the firelight 
she seemed to have no body. The oval face and hair hung beside the fire 
with a dark vacuum for a background. As if dazed by the glare, her green- 
blue eyes stared at the flames. Every muscle of her face was taut. There 
was something tragic in her thus staring—her age between twenty and 
twenty-five. (62) 
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The fact that Florinda’s image is disconnected and incomplete foreshadows a 
personality that is fragmented and defective. Her taut face seems to have no body and 
there is something tragic in her eyes. After this image has been established, “a hand 
descending from the chequered darkness thrust[s] on her head the conical white hat of a 
pierrot” (62). Again, only a part of the human body is revealed, not the entire body. This 
hand represents an invisible power that forces an identity onto Florinda’s image. The 
person did not ask for Florinda’s permission to place the hat on her head; he simply 
thrusts it upon her head. A vision of Florinda is now taking shape, but at the hands of a 
shadowy and coercive power. This scenario reflects one aspect of female subjectivity as 
Florinda clearly succumbs to this act. 
Woolf critic Cori Sutherland references this same description of Florinda as 
indicative of her flawed and transparent character. She states that “when the narrator first 
observes Florinda—a character without a surname and therefore no link to the substantial 
world of men—the narrator states, “[b]y a trick of the firelight she seemed to have no 
body” (74). The narrator contrasts Florinda’s “wild and frail” beauty with Jacob’s 
monumental stature” (78). Jacob’s relation with Florinda is also described in the 
following passage: 
As for Florinda’s story, her name had been bestowed upon her by a painter 
who had wished it to signify that the flower of her maidenhood was still 
unplucked. Be that as it may, she was without a surname, and for parents 
had only the photograph of a tombstone beneath which, she said, her 
father lay buried. Sometimes she would dwell upon the size of it.... she 
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talked more about virginity than women mostly do ... she had her 
confidante: Mother Stuart. Stuart, as the lady would point out, is the 
name of a Royal house; but what that signified, and what her business 
was, no one knew. (65) 
The fact that Florinda is preoccupied with virginity and without a surname suggests her 
dispossession and subsequent disenfranchisement from society—leaving in question her 
personal identity and legitimacy as a person. With this in mind, the fragmented image of 
Florinda when she is first introduced not only describes her physically but 
psychologically as well. 
The power that imposes its will, the person who puts the hat on Florinda in the 
bonfire scene is, in fact, Jacob. Florinda is captivated by Jacob’s appearance of strength 
and masculine confidence. Later that evening, Florinda finds herself sauntering down 
Jacob’s street “when it struck her that she liked that man Jacob” (65). She calls on him 
and finds Jacob sitting at his table. She starts a conversation with him: 
She prattled, sitting by the fireside, of famous painters. The tomb of her 
father was mentioned. Wild and frail and beautiful she looked, and thus 
the women of the Greeks were, Jacob thought; and this was life; and 
himself a man and Florinda chaste. She left with one of Shelley’s poems 
beneath her arm. Mrs. Stuart, she said, often talked of him (66). 
Later, Florinda returns home and tries to read Shelley, but finds his work 
incomprehensible. She admits, “True, she was horribly bored. What on earth was it 
about? She had to wager with herself that she would turn the page before she ate another 
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[chocolate]. In fact she slept” (66). The world of Shelley—the masculine world—is 
simply out of Florinda’s ability to understand. 
Jacob is aware of Florinda’s infatuation with him because she is so transparent, 
and Florinda later becomes one of his sexual exploits. Inasmuch as Jacob is earlier 
described as “handsome, clever, and well-connected,” Florinda is described as ignorant, 
not only by the narrator, but Jacob as well: 
Florinda was ignorant as an owl, and would never learn to read even her 
love letters correctly, still she had her feelings, liked some men better than 
others, and was entirely at the beck and call of life. Whether or not she 
was a virgin seems a matter of no importance whatever. Unless, indeed, it 
is the only thing of any importance at all. (66) 
Jacob confirms the narrator’s assessment shortly after this observation while dining with 
Florinda at a restaurant: “ ... it did occur to Jacob, half-way through dinner, to wonder 
whether she [Florinda] had a mind ... In her face there seemed to him something 
horribly brainless—as she sat staring” (67-68). 
After dinner, Florinda accompanies Jacob to his room. Again, Jacob observes 
emptiness in Florinda’s character and says to himself, “The problem is insoluable. The 
body is harnessed to the brain. Beauty goes hand in hand with stupidity. There she sat 
staring at the fire as she had stared at the broken mustard-pot” (69). Shortly thereafter, 
Florinda placed her hand on Jacob’s knee. Jacob initially rejects this advance by saying 
that he had a headache, but reconsiders: 
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. . . when she looked at him, dumbly, half-guessing, half-understanding, 
apologizing perhaps, anyhow saying as he had said, “It’s none of my 
fault,” straight and beautiful in body, her face like a shell within its cap, 
then he knew that cloisters and classics are of no use whatever. The 
problem is insoluble. (69) 
Clearly, Florinda’s vulnerability to this male world is further illustrated by her 
promiscuous behavior and empty-headedness. The portrayal of Florinda validates this 
very point. Florinda does not express desires and expectations of herself either as a 
woman or a student. Hence, we have very little to go on by way of her thoughts because 
apparently she is usually blank. 
Florinda is a girl who represents the other extreme of the feminine female psyche 
as compared to Mrs. Flanders. Florinda is incredibly naive, not very bright, and, by 
Victorian standards, oversexed. Florinda, of course, is not the only woman who has 
succumbed to the expectations of society; however, through her portrayal, Florinda 
becomes a caricature of femininity: “She and her sort have solved the question [the role 
of women] by turning it into a trifle of washing the hands nightly before going to bed, the 
only difficulty being whether you prefer your water hot or cold, which being settled, the 
mind can go about its business unassailed” (79). Woolf uses his oversimplification to 
expose the hidden emptiness and futility of women existing only to fulfill a role, rather 
than to achieve self-actualization as an individual. 
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In contrast to Florinda, Miss Julia Hedge is a feminist and the antagonist of 
Jacob’s Room. She is also a one-sided character. Instead of seeking male attention, Miss 
Hedge is obsessed with acquiring male mannerisms—she is impatient, very opinionated, 
and career-oriented. This portrayal supports critic Robert B. Shoemaker’s contention that 
“alternative visions of gender roles offered the readers of popular literature (however 
limited that relationship may have been) exposure to a broader debate about the proper 
role of women, particularly middle-class women, in the changing social and political 
order” (269). In this regard, Woolf presents Julia as an alternative to the standard 
example of the female in her prescribed gender role. And Julia’s determination to reject 
the gender code of her time renders her a nonconformist. 
Julia is first introduced as a patron at the British Museum. She comes to the 
museum alone although there are several others in the museum’s reading room, including 
Jacob Flanders. Julia looks about the room and becomes concerned with acknowledging 
the contributions of women to the realms of life normally attributed to men. In the 
reading room, Julia bitterly acknowledges the arbitrary and unfair ordination of male 
superiority as she observes the men around her: “She looked about her. Her eye was 
caught by the final letters in Lord Macaulay’s name. And she read them all around the 
dome—the names of great men which remind us—“Oh damn,” said Julia Hedge, “Why 
didn’t they leave room for an Eliot or a Bronte?” (91). Every inch of the room reflects 
the ideals of a masculinist society that refuses to recognize contributions of women that 
extended beyond the domestic sphere. The fact that Julia uses profanity also plays an 
important part in portraying her as a woman with masculine characteristics. 
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Indeed, a certain amount of jealousy towards men also penetrates into the depths 
of the young woman’s personality. Julia compares herself with men and resents the fact 
that women must work twice as hard as men to prove their own intellectual worth: 
Unfortunate Julia! wetting her pen in bitterness, and leaving her shoe laces 
untied. When her books came she applied herself to her gigantic labours, 
but perceived through one of the nerves of her exasperated sensibility how 
composedly, unconcernedly, and with every consideration the male 
readers applied themselves to theirs. 
That young man for example. [She is observing Jacob.] What had he got 
to do except copy out poetry? And she must study statistics. There are 
more women than men. Yes; but if you let women work as men work, 
they’ll die off much quicker. They’ll become extinct. That was her 
argument. Death and gall and bitter dust were on her pen-tip; and as the 
afternoon wore on, red had worked into her cheek-bones and a light was in 
her eyes. (92 ) 
Julia’s thoughts allude to the stagnant nineteenth-century paradigm that polarized the 
sexes. Shoemaker contends that the ideology of “separate spheres,” as historians in the 
1970s came to characterize the Victorian ideology of the sexes, emphasized that men and 
women were to occupy distinct arenas: women remained within the private domestic 
sphere of the home, concerning themselves with reproduction and the moral upbringing 
of their children, while men (as both citizens and heads of household) occupied the public 
sphere of politics, business, and law (234). Woolf states that this social construct is in 
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place to help men build civilization. In order for the man to create and administer society 
as it is, to be the conqueror, so to speak—he must have self-confidence, which is gained 
through having someone to feel superior to (35). 
Even though Miss Hedge embodies masculine characteristics, Woolf does not 
characterize her with sympathy and pity. When the narrator interjects, “Unfortunate 
Julia! wetting her pen in bitterness, and leaving her shoes untied,” Woolf underlines the 
precarious position of such a woman in nineteenth-century society (92). The result of 
maintaining the great gulf between the training and expectations of young men and 
women renders very unsatisfactory consequences, as in the case of Julia Hedge. When 
she is reminded of the fact that she must operate in a dominating patriarchal society, her 
reaction comes naturally: “The flesh and blood of the future depends entirely upon six 
young men [in the reading room]. And as Jacob was one of them, no doubt he looked a 
little legal and pompous as he turned his page, and Julia Hedge disliked him naturally 
enough” (92). 
Julia mimics, challenges, and in many ways invades the world of men. Her 
competitive nature and masculine attitudes dominate her personality. Consequently, 
Woolf uses this masculinity in Julia Hedge’s personality to explore the repercussions for 
women who struggle to attain a more equal footing with their male counterparts. Julia, 
like Lily Briscoe in To the Lighthouse, does not fit into the “separate spheres” ideology. 
Only through illustrating these polarities can Woolf argue for women’s rights to 
individuality. 
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By emphasizing Julia Hedge’s masculine traits, Woolf also brings attention to the 
injustices done to women who attempt to live up to social expectations of female roles. 
She suggests that imposing conventional roles on women is as counter-productive to 
women as is assigning female characteristics to men. Florinda is not concerned with 
being considered equal to men, and the thought would probably never cross her mind. 
She has been programmed to do and say what is expected of her, and does not have the 
slightest inclination that any other way of life could possibly exist for her. While 
Florinda’s character is transparent and lacks substance, this flaw makes her oblivious to 
the constraints of her gender, at least for now, and affords her the freedom to act “at 
will,” a liberty not afforded to women with substance, such as Lily Briscoe, in To the 
Lighthouse. 
Such is the extent of Florinda’s personality. She lives from day to day according 
to the people she meets and what they expect from her. There is not a moment in the 
novel when Florinda looks to herself or to other women for comfort and strength; she 
seeks only the security that men can offer her. It is important to mention here that the 
question of education for women is of great concern to Woolf; however, as illustrated in 
her portrayal of Florinda and Julia Hedge, a woman must find a “functional coexistence” 
between the two extremes: being over-educated is just as bad as having no education at 
all. Likewise, becoming ultra-masculine in order to compensate for feminine 
characteristics usually ascribed to women can also be psychologically and socially 
damaging, as is the case with Julia Hedge. She is obsessed with gaining access to the 
“man’s world” through the world of academia, even if it renders her a social outcast. 
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Julia is a loner and repels both men and women. Florinda, on the other hand, seeks only 
to access the “man’s world” through sexual encounters which eventually render her a 
social outcast as well. In either case, Woolf implies that the conventional roles 
prescribed for women prevent them from achieving self-actualization. 
Positioned between these extreme versions of masculine and feminine women are 
Mrs. Ramsay and Mrs. Flanders. Both characters share concerns with those of Florinda 
and Julia Hedge respectively. These concerns include a desire for a true sense of identity, 
self-worth, and self-actualization. Moreover, they have not been able to achieve these 
goals. Mrs. Flanders is free to explore the realm of her own capabilities but does not 
know how or where to start. Mrs. Ramsay, on the other hand, knows that she is not 
entirely happy but is not free to find out why. The characteristics found in Florinda and 
Julia Hedge are indeed necessary for the ideal modem woman to exist; however, through 
the portrayals of these two characters, Woolf again suggests that feminine and masculine 
qualities should coexist in the female psyche—to deny the existence and influence of 
either of them in an appropriate balance only perpetuates an unfulfilling and unhappy life. 
The consequences of such gender-based restraints have been illustrated by the 
characters discussed thus far. With this in mind, Woolfs character development 
represents a progression of character molds that are designed to test the possibility of the 
individual—whether male or female—to realistically achieve the masculine and feminine 
ideals as established by Victorian ideology. At this point in the chronology, the evidence 
clearly suggests the unattainable nature of these gender-based ideals. 
CHAPTER V 
THE CONFLICT BETWEEN MASCULINE AND FEMININE BEHAVIORS 
AS PORTRAYED BY JINNY, SUSAN, AND RHODA IN 
THE WAVES 
The tension among the female characters in Woolfs novels, as mentioned earlier, 
results from conflicting feminine and masculine ideals. The feelings and perceptions that 
emerge from these opposing ideals further estrange characters such as Mrs. Ramsay and 
Lily Briscoe in To the Lighthouse, as well as Mrs. Flanders and Julia Hedge in Jacob’s 
Room, from one other. As a result, these female characters compare and criticize each 
other according to the roles and expectations that they are expected to fulfill as women. 
Often, the struggle to meet or oppose these societal expectations results in very tenuous 
relationships among women that are based upon hidden resentments, insecurities, and 
jealousy, as we have seen thus far. 
The ambiguous relationship among the female characters in The Waves is another 
example of the underlying psychological consequences for women living under the 
prevailing gender paradigm. This novel chronicles the thoughts of three male (Bernard, 
Neville, and Louis) and three female characters (Jinny, Rhoda, and Susan) as they 
interact with and anticipate the arrival and presence of one another. These characters 
grow from childhood to adulthood as friends amid the pressures upon and expectations of 
women in a patriarchal society. Woolf critic Masami Usui contends that “The Waves is a 
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work expressing Virginia Woolfs rebellion against the British Empire and -ultimately— 
patriarchy, which has suppressed the subjects of the Empire throughout its history” (121). 
As a result, Bernard, Neville, and Louis must commit themselves to the prevailing male 
social structure while Jinny, Rhoda, and Susan must accept the conditions and limitations 
imposed upon them as women by the same structure. However, they all struggle to 
varying degrees to accommodate the dominant, gender-loaded societal ethos. It is 
through the illustration of this struggle that Woolf emphasizes the debilitating effects of 
gender-based social roles upon psychological wellness and wholeness of the individual. 
The characters that lack the capacity or will to conform to the prevailing ideals 
experience inner turmoil and thwarted self-concepts, which is the case for Susan and 
Rhoda. They experience self-deprecation because of their choice or their inability to 
achieve these ideals. 
In The Waves, Woolf essentially removes the characters from environment and 
situation and concentrates on their minds. This technique provides a powerful lens for 
analyzing the influence of gender codes and their detrimental impact on the psychology 
of the individual and his or her relationship to the world and others. However, for the 
purpose of this study, the analysis will be limited to the female characters: Jinny, Rhoda, 
and Susan. The qualities that define Jinny, Rhoda, and Susan eventually undermine their 
relationships with each other, and limit their ability to achieve complete self- 
actualization. Thus, the codes to which they must adhere not only shape their 
perceptions, but their self-definitions as well. 
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Woolf illustrates the three female characters’ growth from childhood to adulthood 
to chronicle their thoughts as reflected by their allusions, attitudes, and recollections. As 
the soliloquies continue, each of the friends touches upon the same memories but from 
obviously different viewpoints. In turn, the reader recognizes the characters by their 
distinctive personality traits as depicted by their self-reflections and perceptions of each 
other. 
As stated earlier, Bernard, Neville, and Louis are all expected to fulfill the 
masculine ideal through having well-established and stable lives. Likewise, Jinny, Susan, 
and Rhoda are aware of social expectations for women that include marriage and 
children, but they each respond differently to these gender-based roles. These differences 
illustrate differing traits in each of their personalities that establish each woman’s self- 
concept. Ultimately, these self-concepts create tension among the women’s relationships. 
However, the tension is more apparent in the psyche of each woman rather than in her 
social interactions. This is important because by eliminating physical descriptions of 
these women and their environments, Woolf forces the reader to pay more attention to the 
inner reality of each woman rather than their external behavior. The reader relies on the 
perceptions of the characters themselves, thus removing them from the traditional 
backdrop of gender significations. Therefore, these women’s gender affiliations are 
established in their minds—a portrayal that is completely different from any of Woolf s 
previous female characters discussed in this study. The outward behaviors of Jinny, 
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Rhoda, and Susan suggest that they fit into their social roles. However, their thoughts 
reveal that this appearance is only a farce. 
Feminist critic Clare Hansen suggests, 
In The Waves there is in comparison with Woolfs earlier novels, a 
marked loosening of automatic gender identifications. “Feminine” and 
“masculine” qualities are no longer so closely tied to physical sexual 
characteristics, as Woolf moves away from her earlier interest in the 
(possible) connections between femininity and the female body. (141) 
Hansen alludes to the fact that Woolf shifts from a concrete representation of gender, the 
body, to a more abstract form, the mind. This shift is important in the evolution of 
Woolfs female characters because Woolf contends that both masculine and feminine 
characteristics can coexist in the female psyche without impairing her ability to act out 
her feminine role in society. Therefore, Woolf concludes that the logical alternative is to 
change the context of gender from a physical to a mental state of being. 
With this in mind, Jinny, Rhoda, and Susan do not establish their identities 
according to their own values and beliefs; rather, they conduct continual self-assessments 
while gauging their social status as reflected by the mirror of Victorian feminine 
decorum. This constant tendency to compare themselves to each other during the course 
of their lives makes all three characters extremely self-conscious in relation to each other 
as well as in regard to the gender paradigm of their time. 
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Early in the novel, during a summer vacation, Jinny, Rhoda, and Susan anticipate 
returning to school. However, their attention is focused more on social status at school, 
rather than academics. While at Jinny’s home, Jinny and Susan prepare to play tennis— 
one of their summer routines. As the two young ladies descend the stairs, Susan assesses 
their reflection in the mirror. She thinks: 
All this I see, I always see, as I pass the looking-glass on the landing, with 
Jinny in front and Rhoda lagging behind. Jinny dances. Jinny always 
dances in the hall on the ugly, the encaustic tiles; she turns cartwheels in 
the playground; she picks some flower forbiddenly, and sticks it behind 
her ear so that Miss Perry’s dark eyes smoulder with admiration, for Jinny, 
not me. Miss Perry loves Jinny; and I could have loved her, but now love 
no one, except my father, my doves and the squirrel whom I left in the 
cage for the boy to look after. (41) 
Susan’s perception of herself in relation to Jinny and Rhoda is clear. Jinny is in front 
gaining the admiration and affection of those around her (in this case, their teacher, Miss 
Perry). Rhoda is in the background, and her presence is of no consequence. Susan 
obviously feels that Jinny’s presence overshadows her and stifles her relationships with 
others, except with her father. His love for her is not threatened by anyone. Thus, very 
early in her life, Susan feels inadequate when it comes to receiving and giving love. She 
doubts her ability to win adoration, a characteristic of the feminine ideal. This sense of 
inadequacy shapes Susan’s self-concept through adulthood. At a reunion of the friends 
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years later, Susan would again retreat from any act of warmness or affection, as she 
thinks to herself, “I sit among you abrading your softness with my hardness, quenching 
the silver-grey flickering moth-wing quiver of words with the green spurt of my clear 
eyes” (215). 
Jinny evaluates the mirror episode when she and Susan were preparing to play 
tennis. She, too, assesses herself by their reflection in the looking-glass: 
“I hate the small looking-glass on the stairs,” said Jinny. “It shows our 
heads only; it cuts off our heads. And my lips are too wide, and my eyes 
are too close together; I show my gums too much when I laugh. Susan’s 
head, with its fell look, with its grass-green eyes which poets love, 
Bernard said, because they fall upon close white stitching, put mine out; 
even Rhoda’s face mooning, vacant is completed, like those white petals 
she used to swim in her bowl. So I skip up the stairs past them, to the next 
landing, where the long glass hangs, and I see myself entire ... I flicker 
between the set face of Susan and Rhoda’s vagueness ... I do not stand 
lost like Susan, with tears in my eyes remembering home; or lie like 
Rhoda, crumpled among the ferns, staining my pink cotton green, while I 
dream of plants that flower under the sea, and rocks through which fish 
swim slowly.” (42) 
Jinny is confident in her ability to command attention with her personality and zeal. She 
is comfortable with her femininity and her ability to perform in the social sphere. Jinny 
also reveals an obsession with her appearance, a characteristic of the Victorian feminine 
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ideal. She must always see herself in the best light and find an adequate reflection (full 
body) to sustain her self-concept. 
At the same time, Rhoda considers her reflection in the looking-glass. Her self- 
concept is also based upon her perception of Jinny and Rhoda in relation to herself: 
“That is my face,” said Rhoda, “in the looking glass behind Susan’s 
shoulder—that face is my face.” But I will duck behind her to hide it, for I 
am not here. I have no face. Other people have faces; Susan and Jinny 
have faces; they are here. Their world is the real world. The things they 
lift are heavy. They say Yes, they say No; whereas I shift and change and 
am seen through in a second. If they meet a housemaid she looks at them 
without laughing. But she laughs at me. They know what to say if spoken 
to. They laugh really; they get angry really; while I have to look first and 
do what other people do when they have done it. (43) 
Rhoda is painfully aware that she is socially paralyzed when compared to Susan and 
Jinny. She is withdrawn, pensive, and not very attractive—qualities that do not meet the 
standards of the Victorian feminine ideal. However, Jinny and Susan adopt behaviors 
calculated to give such an appearance, even though they, too, have feelings of self-doubt. 
Significantly, Woolfs portrayal of these young ladies originates from her objection to the 
predetermined role of women in society. Woolf illustrates how that even as young girls, 
Rhoda, Susan, and Jinny fall victim to the governing constructs of gender. They either 
repress their individuality in order to survive in society, as illustrated by Susan; struggle 
to realize their individuality, as characterized by Jinny; or completely withdraw from 
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society, as in the case of Rhoda. Their parallel inner struggles magnify the psychological, 
emotional, and social ramifications of the gender paradigm upon the minds of Victorian 
women. 
Jinny is most conscious of being in the public eye. In fact, she insists upon being 
in constant view of others. Her purpose in life is to always stand out in a room of many 
and walk away with the prize—the man. Because of her obsession with looking the 
prettiest and most alluring, Jinny compares herself to others constantly and thus looks 
toward Susan and Rhoda as competitors rather than friends. While at the tennis courts, 
Jinny makes a concerted effort to command the attention of others around her: 
Only when I have lain along on the hard ground, watching you play your 
game, I begin to feel the wish to be singled out; to be summoned, to be 
called away by one person who comes to find me, who is attracted towards 
me, who cannot keep himself from me, but comes to where I sit on my gift 
chair, with my frock billowing round me like a flower. (46) 
After winning a game of tennis, Jinny gloats in triumph. However, winning alone is not 
enough—she must be the object of exclusive attention. As such, Jinny considers the 
antics she could display in order to gain such an audience. It is clearly not enough for 
Jinny to enjoy her victory if the other women and men around her do not recogize it as 
well. To this end, Jinny’s self-exaltation extends far beyond her ploys for attention as she 
inwardly deems her peers to be social misfits when on another occasion she thinks, 
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“There are girls of my own age, for whom I feel drawn swords of an honourable 
antagonism. For these are my peers. I am a native of this world” (104). 
Jinny’s constant attention to high society, beauty, and romance illustrates her 
success in adapting to the conventional feminine ideal. Her behavior demonstrates the 
influence of Victorian ideology and has shaped Jinny’s personality. It is this dominant 
feminine trait in Jinny’s personality that places her in conflict with her peers. Jinny 
desires to be a part of elite society, strives to be the perfect socialite, and meticulously 
conforms to the conventions that will ensure her acceptance into the world of the social 
elite (as an exemplary female): 
All is exact, prepared. My hair is swept in one curve. My lips are 
precisely red. I am ready now to join men and women on the stairs, my 
peers. I pass them, exposed to their gaze, as they are to mine. Like 
lightning we look but do not soften or show signs of recognition. Our 
bodies communicate. This is my calling. This is my world. All is 
decided and ready; the servants, standing here, and again here, take my 
name, my fresh, unknown name, and toss it before me. I enter. (101) 
Jinny’s need to be the center of attention does not go unnoticed by her peers; in fact, it 
puts her in conflict with them, and she is cognizant of this fact. Jinny does not deny the 
tension that exists in her relationships with Susan and Rhoda because of her obsession 
with the social world. She actually, and almost perversely, regards it as something that is 
a part of friendship: “It is love, it is hate, such as Susan feels for me because I kissed 
Louis once in the garden; because equipped as I am, I make her think when I come in, 
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‘My hands are red,’ and hide them. But our hatred is almost indistinguishable from our 
love” (230). This integral relationship between jealousy and competition (on both sides) 
is indicative of a female love/hate relationship on both conscious and subconscious 
levels. Jinny, Susan, and Rhoda each consciously compare themselves to each other. 
However, they each establish their self-concepts in a subconscious reaction to the gender 
paradigm of their time. Woolfs portrayal of Jinny’s behavior and preoccupations 
illustrates the feminine ideal. Susan and Rhoda realize that they do not possess the same 
level of “feminine awareness” as Jinny. This causes Susan’s and Rhoda’s relationships 
with Jinny to become strained and sometimes hostile. Thus, the issue becomes not only a 
question of conformity to feminine ideals but the capacity to realize these ideals. Woolf 
uses this dilemma to expose another troubling reality for women as they contend with the 
social constraints place upon them by a patriarchal society. 
Susan is very different from Jinny. She feels thrown into the public eye against 
her will. However, she does not escape its agonizing scrutiny by leaving but by letting 
her mind drift into a different place—her imagination. During her school years, Susan 
does not like being around other people and finds solace in conducting “mental burials” 
of unpleasantries she would rather forget: “I will make images of all the things I hate 
most and bury them in the ground. I would bury the whole school; the gymnasium; the 
classroom, the dining-room that always smells of meat and the chapel” ( 129 ). Susan’s 
deliberate acts of suppression illustrate her passive nature as she struggles with her 
reluctance to live up to the feminine ideal. 
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It is solitude and tranquility that provide Susan mental freedom from social 
expectations. Thus, she retreats from high society in order to live a quiet and 
uncomplicated life. Susan insists that she is incapable of achieving the elite feminine 
ideal and thus will settle for its homelier version. She accepts this perception of herself 
as truth when she thoughtfully concludes, “I cannot be tossed about, or float gently, or 
mix with other people... I shall be like my mother, silent in a blue apron locking up the 
cupboards” (131 ). Susan’s recollection of her mother alludes to, if anything, the more 
confining role for less attractive, less privileged women that did not permit hosting 
parties or socializing. Like Jinny, however, Susan also realizes that these differences in 
their personalities result in a silent tension between them. Moreover, Jinny’s presence 
makes Susan feel very self-conscious and inadequate: 
And I, though I pile my mind with damp grass with wet fields, with the 
sound of rain on the roof and the gusts of wind that batter at the house in 
winter and so protect my soul against her [Jinny], feel her derision steal 
round me, feel her laughter curl its tongues of fire round me and light up 
unsparingly my shabby dress, by square-tipped fingernails, which I at once 
hid under the table-cloth. (131) 
In essence, Susan perceives Jinny as a two-way mirror that reflects Susan’s every flaw. 
Jinny, on the other hand, perceives Susan’s function as a magnifying glass that 
accentuates her beauty, personality, and class. The paradox is that they still consider 
themselves to be friends, which makes their relationship even more problematic. The 
vulnerability of their relationship is poignantly revealed when Susan says to herself, “I 
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have Jinny because she shows me that my hands are red, my nails bitten” (132), and later 
in the novel resolves, “It is hate, it is love. [The relationship between Susan and Jinny.] 
That is the furious coal black stream that makes us dizzy if we look down into it. We 
stand on a ledge here, but if we look down we turn giddy” (137). Susan is the second 
friend to describe the friends’ relationship in this love/hate binary. This very thin line 
that exists between love and hate in Susan and Jinny’s relationship results from their 
distinctive self-concepts. Jinny feels confident in her ability to satisfy the conventions of 
femininity in nineteenth-century society while Susan feels quite the opposite, seeing 
herself as too flawed physically and socially to satisfy them. 
However, Jinny and Susan both ascribe to feminine ideals, despite their different 
responses to the social expectations of their time. With regards to Susan, Usui contends 
that “Susan, whose beauty is adored by poets as Alexandra’s was exceptionally admired 
and captured the nickname ‘Pearl’ by Queen Victoria, attempts to follow the ideal image 
of womanhood by becoming wholly woman, purely feminine” (175). Susan’s affinity 
with her mother illustrates this point. Susan is more domestically oriented and does not 
reject a future as a mother and wife. In fact, she later marries a farmer and has several 
children. Of course, these characteristics have certainly been established as the 
unglamorous part of the feminine ideal, but Susan and Jinny are feminine characters with 
different preoccupations. They do not voice their opinions of each other openly but hide 
these feelings of inferiority and superiority that inevitably result in tension between them 
as friends. 
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Unlike Jinny and Susan, Rhoda has not yet found her own identity. She seeks to 
imitate and follow the actions of her friends because she has not determined her personal 
response to the demands of society. Even though Susan does find it extremely difficult to 
assume the role of a socialite in accordance with nineteenth-century feminine 
conventions for women in her circle, she survives this role through mentally escaping 
from her surroundings. Rhoda, on the other hand, feels that she must cling to one person 
to maintain her livelihood. Their distinctive perceptions of the three friends at a school 
dance reveal their constant comparisons with each other as they try to establish their 
identities in conforming to or reacting against conventional feminine ideals. Rhoda 
notices the attention that Jinny receives from people at the dance upon entering the dance 
hall. In comparison to Jinny, Rhoda concedes, 
But here I am nobody. I have no face. This great company, all dressed in 
brown serge, has robbed me of my identity. We are all callous, 
unfriended. I will seek out a face, a composed monumental face, and I 
will endow it with omniscience, and wear it under my dress like a talisman 
and then (I promise this) I will find some dingle in a wood where I can 
display my assortment of curious treasures. I promise myself this. (134) 
Rhoda is preoccupied with her inability to know what to do or say at any given 
time. She feels insignificant and naive about how to function in the world as a woman, 
or, in other words, to satisfy the conventions of femininity in nineteenth-century society. 
Moreover, she does not have the first notion of how to rectify this character flaw. 
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Rhoda’s self-concept only intensifies her feelings of inadequacy when she is in the 
presence of others, particularly Jinny and Susan: “They [Jinny and Susan] know what to 
say if spoken to. They laugh really; they get angry really; while I have to look first and 
do what other people do when they have done it” (137). It is this “do or die” mind-set 
society imposes upon women that condemns women like Rhoda to a life of alienation and 
seclusion. Thus, as the relationships between Jinny, Rhoda, and Susan indicate, 
“unchecked, the female social structure is chaotic and unable to function. In a society, as 
in an individual, when either the male or the female “power” dominates the other, the 
dominating power becomes destructive” (Bazin 167). 
Rhoda’s reaction to Jinny’s and Susan’s ability to publicly satisfy the conventions 
of femininity illustrates this point. While observing them at the dance, Rhoda wonders, 
What then is the knowledge that Jinny has as she dances; the assurance 
that Susan has as, stooping quietly beneath the lamplight, she draws the 
white cotton through the eye of her needle? They say, Yes; they say No; 
they bring their fists down with a bang on the table. But I doubt; I 
tremble; I see the wild thorn tree shake its shadow in the desert. (43) 
Rhoda, as a result of these insecurities, seeks to hide physically from the social world. 
She hides behind objects and observes the actions of others. She feels alienated from the 
conventions of her society and determines that she is incapable of meeting the social 
demands placed upon women during her time. Consequently, Rhoda desires to be 
protected from the dictates of society: “Hide me, I cry, protect me, for I am the youngest, 
the most naked of you all. Jinny rides like a gull on the wave, dealing her adroitly here 
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and there, saying this and that, with truth. But I lie, I prevaricate” (45). Rhoda, in an 
effort to define her own identity, also compares herself with others. She is compelled to 
find herself in the face of another and because of the conflicting personalities of Jinny 
and Susan, she never really finds herself. Rhoda feels friendless and victimized by a 
harsh and cold world, the world that Jinny loves and to which Susan adjusts. 
Even though Rhoda learns to control her impulse to run away from the public eye, 
she never finds her identity: 
Even I who have no face, who make no difference when I come in (Susan 
and Jinny change bodies and faces)... The leaves might have hidden me 
still. But I did not hide behind them ... I perceived, from you coats and 
umbrellas, even at a distance, how you stand embedded in a substance 
made of repeated moments run together; are committed, have an attitude, 
with children, authority, fame, love, society; where I have nothing. I have 
no face. (139-40) 
It is unfortunate that Rhoda never finds her identity, but this is Woolfs way of showing 
the complexities involved in being a strong and confident woman in her time and social 
milieu. The struggle here, then, is not one between masculine and feminine ideals, but the 
degree to which the feminine ideal can be reached. There are so many ways that women 
could choose to live in light of the demands of society that social dictates often become 
confusing for those in search of an identity. 
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Rhoda cannot be placed in a category, for her personality will not allow her to 
formulate her own ideals and priorities. She can only survive by mimicking the 
initiatives of others; Rhoda explains, “since I wish above all things to have lodgment, I 
pretend ... to have an end in view” (131). In order to prevent herself from falling to 
pieces, Rhoda forces herself into the degrading and humiliating position of pretense. She 
fails to transcend the paralyzing assault of the patriarchal demands and expectations on 
her as a woman. She admits, 
I am rocked from side to side by the late people, watching me roam behind 
bushes. I leap high to excite their admiration .. . .Therefore, I hate 
looking-glasses which show me my real face. Alone, I often fall down 
into nothingness. I must push my foot stealthily lest I should fall off the 
edge of the world into nothingness. I have to bang my hand against some 
hard door to call myself back to the body. (43-44) 
Here, Woolf suggests that it is the oppression of patriarchal public that forces Rhoda to 
adopt “an aesthetic that is grounded in the repression of her femaleness” (Rado 173). 
Consequently, Rhoda deems herself as a terminal social misfit that has no “love,” “fame,” 
and “society.” This reality for Rhoda will never change because she has accepted her 
present situation. Therefore, her self-image has determined both the faceless and 
endlessly frustrated desire to live up to conventional feminine ideals. 
Ultimately, Jinny, Susan, and Rhoda have all been thrust into the world of late 
nineteenth-century society. The fact that each character copes differently exposes the 
crucial differences in each of their personalities. These basic differences result in a very 
tedious and strained relationship among these life-long friends. Woolfs concentration on 
these aspects of her characters’ thought processes shows the reader, even more, the 
problems involved in attempting to realize the conventional feminine ideal. The 
portrayals of Jinny, Susan, and Rhoda illustrate not only the unattainable nature of the 
feminine ideal, but the magnitude of the psychological trauma women endure who try, 
but who cannot, obtain this ideal. 
CHAPTER VI 
THE UNION OF MASCULINE AND FEMININE IDEALS: WOOLF’S 
ANDROGYNOUS VISION IN 
MRS. D ALLO WAY 
As illustrated in the character analyses of the works discussed earlier, Woolf 
experiments with various “doses” of masculine and feminine characteristics in her female 
characters in order to create the portrait of an ideal woman in modem society. During the 
progression of this character evolution, Woolf does not bias her representations toward 
women who display either conventional or more masculine behaviors. Masculine and 
feminine qualities, in and of themselves, limit the capacity of the individual to achieve 
self-actualization. Instead, Woolf offers the alternative ideal—the notion that male and 
female characteristics abide within each gender. To this end, Woolf presents another 
model for our consideration—Clarissa Dalloway. In Mrs. Dalloway, Woolf examines the 
psychological and behavioral influences of a patriarchal society particularly on women 
but also on men in their interactions with each other. Zwerdling asserts that, 
Mrs. Dalloway captures a moment in which the dominion of the ideal of 
rigid self-control began to seem oppressive rather than admirable. In 
illuminating the price the characters in her novel have to pay to under the 
sway of this ideal, Woolf is not only fulfilling her ambition “to criticize 
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the social system, and to show it at work, at its most intense,” but also 
contributing indirectly to its replacement by one less hostile to the buried 
life of feeling in every human being. (143) 
The social system that Woolf criticizes is characterized by a strict and rigid structure that 
confines women to prevailing Victorian ideals of proper feminine and masculine codes of 
conduct. Woolf implies that such restraints are detrimental to the psychological, 
emotional, physical, and mental well-being of the individual. However, she does not stop 
with this accusation: Woolf‘s solution to this social dilemma is to dismantle the enduring 
gender paradigm in order to reveal the “genderless” human mind. This point is important 
because if a mind is genderless, enforcing behaviors on people based on gender 
automatically creates a tension between the “outer” ideal and the “inner” reality. It is this 
basic contradiction and its impact on the human experience that Woolf examines through 
the characters in her works. 
To this end, Woolf does not focus on the external world of action, but instead on 
the inner world of being; a preoccupation with the inner workings of the mind and the 
complexities of human relationships; a complex and tentative probing through the world 
of sensation towards the reality hidden under subjectivity. According to her own words 
in her diary, she intends to compress her world view in the two hundred pages of her 
novel: “I want to give life and death, sanity and insanity; I want to criticise the social 
system, and show it at work at its most intense” ( A Writer’s Diary 119). Woolf takes 
up this challenge in Mrs. Dalloway. She portrays Clarissa’s hidden inner life as Clarissa, 
while at the same time revealing Clarissa’s preoccupation with outer appearance and the 
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image that she presents to people. During the course of the novel, the narrator tells us 
that “her [Clarissa’s] emotions were all on the surface. Beneath, she was very 
shrewd—" (75). 
In Mrs. Dalloway, Woolf endows Clarissa with a quality that is absent in the 
characters mentioned earlier—a love for life. Her husband, Richard, reflects on this very 
aspect of Clarissa’s personality: 
And of course she enjoyed life immensely. It was her nature to enjoy 
(though goodness only knows, she had her reserves; it was a mere sketch, 
he often felt, that even he, after all these years, could make of Clarissa). 
Anyhow, there was no bitterness in her; none of that sense of moral virtue 
which is so repulsive in good women. She enjoyed practically everything. 
(78) 
Indeed, Clarissa feels comfortable in her world—a world contrary to that which created 
tension between Mrs. Ramsay and Lily Briscoe, one that prevented Mrs. Flanders from 
exercising her freedom to explore the many facets of life, one that helped develop the 
extreme personalities of Florinda and Julia Hedge, and that obsessed Jinny, intimidated 
Susan, and alienated Rhoda. The world of Clarissa Dalloway has evolved from the 
conventional and conflicting Victorian social norms to a less polished and restrained 
British society. Indeed, she is a society woman. 
However, Clarrisa is also aware of inhibiting social demands placed upon women 
such as passivity and domesticity. She responds to these demands by creating a world 
within a world—her world—equipped with people, parties, and privilege. Life for 
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Clarissa is something that she constantly makes up, builds around her, and creates every 
moment afresh in its unique novelty. She is the center of the novel; all of the other 
characters converge toward her, to mingle and blend with her substance. To this end, 
“Clarissa had always been fond of Society” (50); “what she liked was simply life” (49). 
This appearance of self-liberation seems to establish an aura of euphoria around Mrs. 
Dalloway. On the surface, Clarissa enjoys a freedom to shape her environment as 
defined by her circle of friends, family, her home, and activities. She does so by 
manipulating the people around her to conform to her own will. Yet, Clarissa does not 
escape the complexity of maintaining such an appearance of control. Clarissa’s place of 
refuge is an attic room—a place where she broods about her shortcomings: “She could 
see what she lacked. It was not beauty; it was not mind. It was something central which 
permeated; something warm which broke up surfaces and rippled the cold contact of man 
and woman, or of women together” (36). The warmth that Clarissa refers to is the 
feminine characteristic of nurturing marriage and motherhood. She does not share an 
intimate relationship with her husband, Richard, or her daughter, Elizabeth. They, too, 
are deliberate additions to her carefully contrived world. Woolf critic Susan Searles 
purports: 
Clarissa Dalloway’s life is an example of a woman who has given up her 
youthful flirtation with passion and vision to become what Woolf calls in 
A Room of One’s Own one of the ‘protected sex’ (40), a woman who lives 
to enlarge her man. As a young woman, Clarissa once wrote poetry, read 
William Morris, envisioned socialist utopias, and accepted the passionate 
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kiss of Sally Seton. After she marries, she inevitably channels her wit, 
desires, and artistic instincts into orchestrating beautiful parties for her 
husband Richard. (114) 
Clearly, Clarissa adapts to the role she must play as a wife, but does so at the expense of 
her own sense of individuality. In order to regain some sense of liberation from the 
rigidity of this Victorian ideal, Clarissa organizes her environment and the people around 
her as a means to this end. However, this liberation is only gained in Clarissa’s carefully 
contrived world, and she understands this reality. Clarissa illustrates women’s 
contradictory social identities as she tries to establish a balance between outer conformity 
and inner reality. 
Mrs. Dalloway clearly enjoys more self-assurance and a sense of authentic self¬ 
hood than the female characters discussed in the previous chapters of this study. She is 
an independent thinker and asserts her will within the confines of society and marriage. 
Mrs. Dalloway enjoys her own space without being ridiculed, a privilege which is 
certainly not granted to the female characters before her. Her marital relationship with 
Richard Dalloway illustrates this point. Richard Dalloway is a Conservative member of 
Parliament, and Clarissa is his admiring wife. Their marriage appears to be almost a 
parody of the Victorian ideal. Even though their marriage appears conventional on the 
surface, the hidden aspects of Clarissa and Richard’s relationship do not exemplify the 
Victorian “looking-glass” of the wife bolstering the husband’s image so that he sees 
himself as twice his normal size. To the contrary, Clarissa establishes an inner sense of 
self, independent of her role as wife and mother. 
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Early in the novel, Clarissa tells her husband, “Dick, you’re better than I am” 
(18) and thinks to herself in bed, “I often wonder .. .whether it is really good for a 
woman to live with a man who is morally her superior, as Richard is mine” (52). The 
fact that Clarissa concedes moral superiority to her husband acknowledges her proper 
feminine limitations, in keeping with Victorian ideology. The feminine ideal was 
“encapsulated in the idea of the ‘woman’s mission’, as mother, wife and daughter” and 
the moral health of the nation “depended on the moral purity of its women” (Nead 1). On 
the other hand, while Clarissa was indeed a wife and mother, she did not allow these roles 
to become her mission in life. Ironically, this is one reason why Richard falls in love 
with her, as he finds that kind of moral virtue “repugnant.” Thus, Clarissa enjoys a world 
that allows her freedom from these constraints. 
Another characteristic that is distinctive to Clarissa is that she expresses her 
opinion about world issues without ridicule or condemnation from her 
husband (unlike Mrs. Ramsay). Moreover, Woolf allows Clarissa to go even further to 
suggest an androgynous nature in her husband, Richard Dalloway. In a conversation with 
Rachel, a female associate, Clarissa makes an unexpected comment about her 
relationship with Richard: “No one understood, until I met Richard. He gave me all I 
wanted. He’s man and woman as well” (61). Richard is not dominant and does not 
impose his will upon Clarissa. He is kind-hearted and yielding, even allowing her to have 
a room of her own. This behavior does not typify conventional masculine behavior. 
Clarissa is sure that Richard must have some kind of feminine awareness for him to 
submit to her will and to allow her this kind freedom. Clarissa’s statement implies that it 
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is possible for a man to have both a masculine and feminine side. To this end, Woolf 
dismantles the lingering Victorian paradigm by “defeminizing” select female characters, 
such as Mrs. Dalloway, while “feminizing” select male characters as well. Richard 
adores Clarissa; he does not want to control her, but to be a part of her. As he prepares to 
return home from work, Richard eagerly anticipates seeing her again: 
But he wanted to come in holding something. Flowers? Yes, flowers, 
roses, orchids, to celebrate what was, reckoning things as you will, an 
event; this feeling about her .... setting off with his great bunch held 
against his body to Westminster to say straight out in so many words 
(whatever she may think of him), holding out his flowers, “I love you.” .. 
. Indeed, his own life was a miracle; let him make no mistake about it; 
here he was, in the prime of life, walking to his house in Westminster to 
tell Clarissa that he loved her. Happiness is this, he thought. (116-117) 
Indeed, Richard’s thoughts reveal a sentimental, giving, and emotional nature that is 
usually exhibited by women. This “softer” side actually foreshadows the creation of a 
male androgynous character in Orlando—Maraduke Bonthrop Selmerdine, Orlando’s 
husband, who further illustrates the absoulute integration of feminine and masculine 
characteristics. 
In “Virginia Woolfs Two Bodies,” Molly Hite offers the following interpretation 
of Woolf s use of gender ambiguity: 
In essence, Woolf represented and perhaps experienced two kinds of body. 
One kind was the body for others, the body cast in social roles and bound 
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by the laws of social interaction. The other, however, was fundamentally 
new to modernist representation although arguably always an element of 
experience. One of Woolf s signal contributions to a distinctively female 
modernism was this female modernist body. In effect this body was a 
second physical presence in fundamental respects different from the 
gendered body constituted by the dominant social order. This “visionary” 
body, a term I adopt following Woolfs own distinction between novels 
“of fact” and “of vision” was especially the subject of Woolf s most 
experimental modernist fiction. (21) 
Indeed, the character of Mrs. Dalloway is an example of this female modernist body. She 
is not bound by a conventional Victorian social order that subjects her to exploitation and 
exhaustion. On the contrary, Clarissa transcends the decorum of conventional female 
behavior and characterization. An example of this is the fact that her husband, Richard, 
allows her to sleep alone on a “narrow” bed in the attic. This detail further indicates that 
Richard is different from the conventional male prototype. Richard is not driven by self- 
serving desires, nor does he exercise patriarchal authority over Clarissa but always 
wanting to please her, concedes to her will. This arrangement implies a sort of asexual 
trait in Clarissa, which does not meet the reproductive and submissive role expected of 
the Victorian wife. 
It is also important to note that Clarissa is attracted to persons of her own sex. A 
high point in her life is the moment when Sally Seton, a close friend, kisses her. Clarissa 
admits to herself: 
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She could see what she lacked. It was not beauty; it was not mind. It was 
something central which permeated; something warm which broke up 
surfaces and rippled the cold contact of man and woman, or of women 
together. For that she could dimly perceive .... yet she could not resist 
sometimes yielding to the charm of a woman ... she did undoubtedly 
then fell what men felt. Only for a moment, but it was enough. (35-36) 
This may explain why Clarissa does not seem to need Richard physically; however, she 
depends upon his emotional and financial support. She knows what is necessary to keep 
her happy but even within her marriage, she must feel some sense of independence: “For 
in marriage a little license, a little independence there must be between people living 
together day in day out in the same house; which Richard gave her and she him” (119). 
This sentiment is further expressed as Clarissa resolves that marriage should be 
based on mutual respect: “And there is a dignity in people; a solitude; even between 
husband and wife a gulf; and that one must respect, thought Clarissa, watching him [Mr. 
Dalloway] open the door for one would not part with it oneself, or take it, against his will, 
from one’s husband, without losing one’s independence, one’s self-respect-something, 
after all, priceless” (120). The fact that Clarissa is able to consciously acknowledge and 
experience a sense of dignity and independence in marriage validates a sense of self that 
is not dictated by the conventional role of wife and mother. Woolf uses this ambivalence 
of gender to undermine the established social order. Women were simply to submit to 
the tyrannical authority of a patriarchal society, with the understanding that they lacked 
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the intellectual capacity to consider the possibility of any other alternative. Therefore, 
Clarissa challenges her designated role in society by developing a sense of self separate 
from the prevailing gender paradigm, while upholding the appearance of the feminine 
ideal in the social arena. 
Clarissa creates a world around her which enables her to determine the role that 
she wants to play. Bazin suggests that “one of these is her orderly, smooth-running 
household .... She wants a place where she can feel whole and pure again, safe from the 
divisions and passions outside. She seeks therein a sense of oneness similar to that 
experienced by the religious mystic. Thus, for her the home functions as a kind of 
cloister” (104). In this world, Clarissa is free to be what she desires to be. This clearly 
evidences Woolfs exploration of a new frontier in the characterization of women in 
fiction—a frontier which Mrs. Ramsay could not possibly fathom, and Mrs. Flanders 
could not envision for herself. Clarissa does not feel the imposing and looming presence 
of an external force that subjugates her will. Her husband is not demanding, her 
daughter, Elizabeth, is independent, and Clarissa is free to act and respond without the 
weight of social expectations on her shoulder. There is not a person in the novel that 
condemns this kind of freedom for her. 
To this end, Mrs. Dalloway does not resent the accomplishments of others. 
Inasmuch as she expresses self-doubts, Clarissa does not succumb to the dictates of 
societal demands. In this respect, Clarissa has far surpassed the women discussed earlier 
in this essay. However, there are some aspects of her life that make Clarissa vulnerable 
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to social unease. She lacks a formal education, but finds consolation in her social milieu. 
Clarissa also manipulates people in order to camouflage and compensate for her fears or 
perceived shortcomings: “She had a sense of comedy that was really exquisite, but she 
needed people, always people, to bring it out, with the inevitable result that she frittered 
time away, lunching, dining, giving these incessant parties of hers, talking nonsense, 
saying things she didn’t mean, blunting the edge of her mind, losing discrimination” 
(78). Bazin provides the following explication: 
Like Mrs. Flanders, Clarissa Dalloway is “purely” feminine. She has “that 
extraordinary gift, that woman’s gift, of making a world of her own 
wherever she happened to be” ( qtd. in Mrs. Dalloway 84-85). She too is 
consciously trying to shut out the “facts” of the masculine reality (such as, 
isolation, conflict, time, and death). Seeking a sense of oneness, she tries 
to create her own harmonious, unified worlds. These worlds help her to 
repress her terror of the void. (103) 
Clarissa’s ability to create her own world protects her sense of identity from the threat of 
an uncompromising social order. This survival tactic cannot eliminate the threat of the 
intrusion of society into Clarissa’s world, but it can at least lessen the sense of 
confinement and oppression imposed by society. 
Yet, there are instances when Clarissa occasionally experiences fleeting moments 
of inadequacy when she considers her lack of a formal education in that “she knew 
nothing; no language; no history; she scarcely read a book now, except memoirs in bed; 
and yet to her it was absolutely absorbing; all this; the cabs passing; and she would not 
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say ... I am this, I am that.... Her only gift was knowing people almost by instinct, she 
thought, walking on” (11). The fact that Clarissa accepts her virtues as well as her vices 
does not mean that she is oblivious to the same feelings of jealousy and insecurity other 
women have. The difference is that she does not allow these feelings to distort or 
damage her relationships with others. 
An example of Clarissa’s sense of self occurs when earlier in the day, on separate 
occasions, Richard and Peter Walsh, a long-time friend and former suitor, tease Clarissa 
about her parties. “Both of them criticized her very unfairly”, she thought “laughed at 
her very unjustly, for her parties” (121). To this criticism Clarissa defends herself with 
resolve. She thinks: 
Well, how was she going to defend herself? Now that she knew what it 
was, she felt perfectly happy. They thought, or Peter at any rate thought, 
that she enjoyed imposing herself; liked to have famous people about her; 
great names; was simply a snob in short. Well, Peter might think so. 
Richard merely thought it foolish of her to like excitement when she knew 
that it was bad for her heart. It was childish, he thought. And both were 
quite wrong.- What she liked was simply life. “That’s what I do it for,” 
she, speaking aloud, to life. (121) 
This declaration underscores Clarissa’s knowledge and awareness of self, separate from 
the expectation of others. She does not allow Richard, or anyone else, to define who she 
is and what drives her. Clarissa thinks for herself, and this is indicative of Woolf s 
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progression toward the creation of a “new woman” who challenges the old world of 
Victorian values and ushers in a new world of gender equity. 
Later that day, as Clarissa prepares for her dinner party, she conducts self- 
examination as she tries to accept the fact that Lady Bruton, a prominent figure in high 
society and supposedly her friend, did not invite her to lunch. She supposes, 
That was her self—pointed; dartlike; definite. That was her self 
when some effort, some call, she alone knew how different, how 
incompatible and composed so for the world only into one center, 
one diamond, one meeting point, a radiancy no doubt in some dull 
lives ... she had tried to be the same always, never showing a sign 
of all the other sides of her faults, jealousies, vanities, suspicions, 
like this of Lady Bruton not asking her to lunch; which, she thought 
(combing her hair finally) is utterly base! Now, where was her dress? 
(55) 
Clearly, Clarissa is somewhat self-conscious, as is the case with her predecessors, 
the female characters in previous Woolf novels. On the other hand, Clarissa does not 
criticize or compare herself with other women—as is the case with Jinny, Susan, and 
Rhoda—but minimizes her self-proclaimed idiosyncrasies by making a conscious effort 
to logically denounce them. While out shopping and thinking about her dinner party that 
she would be hosting later on that evening, Clarissa admits: “How much she wanted it— 
that people should look pleased as she came in, Clarissa thought and turned and walked 
back towards Bond Street, annoyed, because it was silly to have other reasons for doing 
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things” (13). Clarissa’s acknowledgement of this weakness is neither stated nor implied 
by a male counterpart, but is self-assessed. 
To be sure, Clarissa’s ability to be objective is characteristic of the progression in 
Woolfs female characters. The combination of conventional feminine traits with that of 
conventional masculine traits in Clarissa’s character illustrates the evolution toward a 
“transgendered” female character. Clarissa is “entirely” feminine, as Bazin suggests, but 
only on the surface. She oversees a smooth-running household and enjoys playing the 
role as a “perfect hostess.” Clarissa also willingly concedes to attending to the success of 
her husband’s affairs. On the other hand, Clarissa also inwardly harbors masculine traits 
as depicted through glimpses of rigidity in her personality. Peter Walsh, a long time 
friend and guest at Clarissa’s dinner party, regards Clarissa as sometimes “hard, arrogant, 
prudish” (66), while another guest at her party calls her “damnable, difficult, upper-class 
refinement”(193). Both of these descriptions recognize masculine hardness, arrogance 
and difficultness—characteristics that are not attributed to feminine ideal. 
Woolf also endows Clarissa with a keen awareness of the struggle between her 
“social” and “visionary” body. The apparent ambiguity between these states of being is 
illustrated through Clarissa’s acknowledgement of her thwarted tendencies: “giving these 
incessant parties of hers, talking nonsense, saying things she didn’t mean... losing her 
discrimination” (78). Undoubtedly, Woolfs female protagonists find safety and solace in 
hosting social gatherings. Since hosting parties is conventionally in the feminine domain, 
through this social event women are free to exercise their own will and create a world of 
their own, if only for hours at a time. Such is the case with Mrs. Ramsay, Mrs. Flanders, 
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and Mrs. Dalloway. They euphorically lose themselves in a simulated world of their own 
making. This recurrent characteristic in Woolfs female characters reveals a standard 
survival tactic in response to a society that limits opportunities for women to influence 
and shape their respective environments. 
Mrs. Dalloway clearly inhabits Woolfs visonary modem body; however, she 
must face her contrary counterpart, Doris Kilman. Richard and Clarissa have hired Miss 
Kilman to tutor their daughter, Elizabeth, in history. It is clear when Miss Kilman arrives 
at the Dalloway home that she is both resentful and disenfranchised: 
Yes, Miss Kilman stood on the landing, and wore a mackintosh; but had 
her reasons. First, it was cheap; second, she was over forty; and did not, 
after all, dress to please. She was poor, moreover; degradingly poor. 
Otherwise she would not be taking jobs from people like the Dalloway’s; 
from rich people who liked being kind. Mr. Dalloway, to do him justice, 
had been kind. But Mrs. Dalloway had not. She had been merely 
condescending. She came from the most worthless of all classes—the 
rich, with a smattering of culture. They had expensive things everywhere; 
pictures, carpets, lots of servants. She considered that she had a perfect 
right to anything that the Dalloway’s did for her. (185) 
Clearly, Miss Kilman and Clarissa are from two different worlds, poverty and privilege— 
excess and exile. Also, in contrast to Clarissa, Miss Kilman is a masculine woman who is 
aggressive and embittered by past experiences. Her family is of German origin, and she 
is also a victim of war. Miss Kilman has lost her teaching job “because she would not 
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pretend that all Germans were villains” (187) and accepted a job as Elizabeth’s tutor for 
income. In spite of the fact that Miss Kilman is an accomplished historian, she no longer 
has a viable outlet for her intellectual prowess. Moreover, Miss Kilman is poor and 
unattractive-- characteristics that virtually eliminate the possibility of rescue by the 
proverbial knight in shining armor. Indeed, Miss Kilman receives ambiguous reactions to 
her status as well as her stature. 
This is magnified by Miss Kilman’s and Clarissa’s ambivalent love-hate response 
to each other. Miss Kilman and Elizabeth prepare to go shopping, but Elizabeth 
remembers that she left her gloves: “That was because Miss Kilman and her mother 
hated each other. She could not bear to see them together. She ran upstairs to find her 
gloves” (125). As Miss Kilman and Clarissa await Elizabeth’s return, they stood facing 
each other with agonizing scrutiny: 
But Miss Kilman did not hate Mrs. Dalloway. Turning her large 
gooseberry-coloured eyes upon Clarissa, observing her small pink 
face, her delicate body, her air of freshness and fashion, Miss Kilman felt, 
Fool! Simpleton! You who have known neither sorrow nor pleasure; who 
have trifled you life away! And there rose in her an overmastering desire 
to overcome her; to unmask her. If she could have felled her it would 
have eased her. But it was not the body; it was the soul and its mockery 
that she wished to subdue; make feel her mastery. (125) 
Here, Miss Kilman simultaneously admires, pities, and resents, not Mrs. Dalloway the 
person, but the ideal that she represents. She has successfully created a life that 
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outwardly achieves the Victorian ideal of femininity while inwardly maintaining her own 
sense of self outside of the gender paradigm. Miss Kilman knows that there is more to 
Clarissa than being a socialite and suspects that her world is not as perfect as it appears. 
This suspicion incites Miss Kilman and she resents not being able to “unmask” her. 
Facing Miss Kilman is Clarissa, who is also aware of her own ambivalence 
toward her. After asking Miss Kilman if she was taking Elizabeth shopping, Miss 
Kilman responded that she was, and they stood there. Clarissa thinks: 
So they were going to the Stores. Odd it was, as Miss Kilman stood there 
(and stand she did, with the power and taciturnity of some prehistoric 
monster armoured for primeval warfare), how, second by second, the idea 
of her diminished, how hatred (which was for ideas not people) crumbled, 
how she lost her malignity, her size, became second by second merely 
Miss Kilman, in a mackintosh, whom Heaven knows Clarissa would have 
liked to help. (126) 
Clarissa, too, experiences feelings of intimidation, initially, and then from pity to 
compassion for Miss Kilman in a single encounter. This ambiguous dynamic is 
reminiscent of the love/hate relationship between Jinny and Rhoda, and Susan and Jinny, 
in The Waves. The issue remains that self-concepts are developed as a subconscious 
reaction to gender-based roles. The fact some women can achieve the feminine ideal, and 
some women just do not have the capacity to do so, exposes a very troubling reality for 
women. The result is psychological trauma and misplaced resentments of women toward 
each other—as they contend with the social expectations of a patriarchal society. 
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Woolf critic Jean E. Kennard contends that through the characterization of Doris 
Kilman, 
Woolf is demonstrating the desperation to which society has driven such a 
woman, a desperation that has warped her character.... She [Miss 
Kilman] is desperately poor and physically unattractive. She has turned to 
religion and to the Reverend Edward Whittaker in an attempt to control 
“the hot and turbulent feelings which boiled and surged in her.” (188) 
Even Clarissa acknowledges that, despite her mixed feelings about Miss Kilman, in 
another world “she would have loved her” (17). Clarissa’s ambiguous response is largely 
due to her observation of Miss Kilman’s obsessive interest in her daughter, Elizabeth. 
Her husband, Richard, dismisses Elizabeth’s and Miss Kilman’s relationship as a “phase” 
(15), but Clarissa fears that “it might be falling in love” (15-16). Clarissa’s awareness of 
such a possibility identifies the most radical property of the female modernist psyche- the 
acknowledgement of female homosexual relationships. 
Not only does Clarissa suspect Miss Kilman of having an inappropriate interest in 
her daughter, but she also objects to the tutor’s harsh criticism of British society in 
wanting her to admit that all Germans were villains. Subsequently, Miss Kilman clings 
to religion in an effort to control her passions: 
Bitter and burning, Miss Kilman had turned in to a church two years three 
months ago. She had heard the Rev. Edward Whitaker preach;... 
whether it was the music or the voices ... the hot and turbulent feelings 
which boiled and surged in her had been assuaged ... The Lord had 
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shown her the way. So now, whenever the hot and painful feelings boiled 
within her, this hatred of Mrs. Dalloway, this grudge against the world, 
she thought of God. (124) 
However, Miss Kilman’s sincere effort to suppress and control her erotic desires is 
overshadowed by her hatred of society and everything it represents. As a result, 
Mrs. Dalloway immediately stands in defense of her established identity in British 
society. In turn, Miss Kilman despises Mrs. Dalloway for being the product of the same 
society that could offer only religion as solace for not achieving self-actualization. 
Therefore, Miss Kilman uses religion as a source of restraint and temperance. 
Despite these efforts, Miss Kilman continues to have possessive feelings for Elizabeth 
and has taken her to church, to tea with a clergyman, and lent her books. While out 
shopping, Elizabeth and Miss Kilman stop for tea. When Elizabeth prepares to leave, 
Miss Kilman thinks, “Ah, but she must not go! Miss Kilman could not let her go! This 
youth, that was so beautiful, this girl, whom she genuinely loved!” (131). Elizabeth 
agrees to stay a little longer while Miss Kilman finishes her tea. What is important to note 
here is Miss Killman’s preoccupation with Elizabeth’s youth and beauty—traits that she 
herself does not possess. By keeping Elizabeth around her, she extemporaneously feels 
these attributes. So when Elizabeth leaves, Miss Kilman anguishes over her departure: 
Elizabeth turned her head. The waitress came. One had to pay the desk, 
Elizabeth said, and went off, drawing out, so Miss Kilman felt, the very 
entrails of her body, stretching them as she crossed the room, and then 
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with a final twist, bowing her head very politely, she went. She had gone. 
... Elizabeth had gone. Beauty and youth had gone. (133) 
Indeed, Miss Kilman’s relationship with Elizabeth is more than that of a professional 
teacher-tutor. Elizabeth offers her life—an ephemeral experience of youth and beauty. 
Without Elizabeth, Miss Kilman is condemned to obscurity and alienation from society. 
Not quite sure what Miss Kilman’s motives are, Clarissa is suspicious of Miss 
Kilman’s attachment to Elizabeth. Clarissa expresses utter disbelief that a woman who 
professes Christianity would behave in such a devious and coercive way: “Clarissa was 
really shocked. This a Christian— this woman! This woman had taken her daughter from 
her! She is in touch with invisible presences! Heavy, ugly, commonplace, without 
kindness or grace, she knows the meaning of life!” (190). Clarissa’s difficulty in 
controlling her feelings of betrayal and hatred toward Miss Kilman mirrors Miss 
Kilman’s mutual disdain for her. As such, Clarissa and Miss Kilman are polarized by 
their feminine and masculine personalities, respectively. Clarissa loves society and the 
privileges of her social class and cannot imagine a life outside of Britain. Miss Kilman, 
on the other hand, is poor, self-employed, unmarried, and unsociable. She is therefore 
alone and reviled. Additionally, Miss Kilman has dominant masculine traits that distort 
her physical appearance—she is hefty and intimidating—while Clarissa displays an 
inviting demeanor and is both beautiful and fresh. To be sure, Clarissa’s exhilaration and 
love for life would not be possible without being endowed with feminine behaviors 
combined with the masculine capacity for insight and intellect. Her liberation from the 
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conventional female role provided the stimuli for growth not only as a woman, but also as 
a human being. 
Even though Mrs. Dalloway enjoys privacy, freedom of expression, and social 
liberties, her lack of education and economic independence are reminders of the 
dominant patriarchal society at large. However, she enjoys a life of privilege and has a 
library full the works of famous poets and novelists. On the other hand, Clarissa does not 
have a good relationship with her daughter, which suggests a possible diffusion of the 
conventional maternal bond between mother and child, even though Clarissa blames Miss 
Kilman for this fact. Woolf critic Jacob Littleton asserts, 
If communal experience is the focal point of Clarissa’s universe, 
awareness of individual isolation, even alienation, from others is key to 
her awareness of herself. As effective as she proves to be in managing the 
party, her actual human connections are clumsy and unsatisfying ... She 
fears her daughter’s gravitation to Kilman will vitiate the filial bond  
(43) 
Needless to say, Clarissa’s need for communal experience is vital to her independence 
from conventional social conventions, but not without some sacrifice. Her “more 
metaphorical femininity, her ‘woman’s gift’ and diffuse consciousness, overshadows her 
actual motherhood” (Rosenman 81), while her less intense alliance with her husband, 
Richard, allows Clarissa the freedom to shape and control her surroundings. Indeed, 
Clarissa Dalloway represents a new stage in the evolution of the female psyche toward a 
more androgynous consciousness. 
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Virginia Woolf recognized that in the twentieth century, after the shock of the 
First World War, that it was no longer possible to believe in the old creeds such as the 
Empire, the basic goodness of social institutions, and tradition. Consequently, there was 
a movement away from the external world of action to the inner world of being; a 
preoccupation with the inner workings of the mind and the complexities of human 
relationships; and a probing through the world of appearance toward the hidden reality. 
Through the evolution of her female characters, Woolf suggests that unless some 
collaboration takes place in the mind between the man and the woman, we will not have 
love or life. Woolf shows that gender is merely physical, not a state of mind, and should 
not be used to establish one’s identity or destiny. She argues for a universal human 
experience that emancipates women and men from both Victorian repression and the 
strident forms of gender codes. 
The fact that Clarissa Dalloway is able to experience this emancipation, although 
it is in her own world, is a significant development in the evolution of Woolf s female 
characters. Clarissa is able to establish equilibrium between the outer ideal and the inner 
reality without having to endure the same kind of inner turmoil that plagued her 
predecessors. Her embodiment of masculine characteristics, which enable her to be a 
free-thinker and establish an identity apart from gender, illustrates a transgenderedness 
that is indicative of the evolution of Woolf s female characters. While Clarissa 
successfully upholds the ideal of wife and mother, she does not allow these roles to 
restrict her to conventional Victorian female behavior. She has a sense of self that is 
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independent of the prevailing gender paradigm, but is able to maintain the appearance of 
the feminine ideal in society. 
It is Woolfs treatment of gender ambivalence and her androgynous alternative for 
dismantling gender-based codes of conduct in her works that enables her readers to think 
in new ways. Thus, it is this notion of the fusion of the masculine and the feminine in one 
mind that propels us toward the fulfillment of Woolf s ultimate vision—the birth of the 
androgynous self. 
CHAPTER VII 
ORLANDO: THE MODEL OF AN EVOLVED ANDROGYNOUS CONSCIOUSNESS 
Woolfs female characters continued to evolve and defy the constraints of the 
conventional feminine ideal as illustrated in the portrayals of Mrs. Flanders, Florinda, and 
Julia Hedge in Jacob’s Room; Mrs. Ramsay and Lily Briscoe in To the Lighthouse; 
Jinny, Rhoda, and Susan in The Waves; and Clarissa Dalloway and Doris Killman in 
Mrs. Dalloway. Their unique experiences and responses to the people around them, as 
well as to society at large, distinguish them as incrementally progressing female 
prototypes that would lead to the artistic conception of a completely androgynous 
heroine—Orlando. Orlando’s character illustrates Woolfs shift from emphasizing how 
external social forces impede the self-actualization of the individual to the power of the 
individual spirit to transcend outer life. Nancy Bazin makes the following observation 
regarding this progression: 
Virginia Woolf regarded To the Lighthouse as the end toward which she 
had been moving in Jacob’s Room and Mrs. Dalloway (A Writer’s Diary 
102); her vision of life and the novel was on the whole the same as in Mrs. 
Dalloway .... In To the Lighthouse, we see human beings primarily “in 
their relation to each other, in The Waves, the emphasis falls upon human 
beings “in relation to reality” ( “A Room of One’s Own” 171-72).... The 
“outer life” infringes even less than before upon Virgina Woolfs primary 
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shift in emphasis to which Bazin refers is evident in the portrayals of her female 
characters. Mrs. Ramsay is completely dominated and eventually consumed by the social 
demands imposed by her gender, whereas Lily Briscoe is somewhat alienated by her 
resistance to such demands. Mrs. Flanders is indoctrinated in social expectations which 
prevent her from pursuing happiness after her husband’s death, while Florinda openly 
defies such social restraints on her interaction with others, especially men. Jinny, Rhoda, 
and Susan are painfully aware of external social expectations. These characters’ self- 
concepts evolve out of their perceived abilities to meet such demands. Mrs. Dalloway 
illustrates a psychological duality we do not see in the previous female characters. She 
operates within the domestic sphere ascribed to women, but displays typically masculine 
traits of independence and free-thinking outside of society’s demands. This character 
evolution culminates in Woolfs creation of Orlando—a character who is fully integrated 
with a masculine and feminine consciousness, an androgynous self. 
It is important to mention from the outset that Orlando is primarily a fantasy. 
However, in spite of its fantastic premise, Woolf uses this novel to propose androgyny as 
the solution to the problem of constraining gender-based roles and expectations. To this 
end, many critics argue that Orlando’s sex change and subsequent gender flux reveals her 
ultimate transformation into the androgynous state that Woolf idealized. Woolf critic 
Hermoine Lee calls Orlando a Utopian novel in which Woolf displays the desirability of 
androgyny over masculinity or femininity alone (145). Madeline Moore also assumes 
Woolf was aiming for an Utopian novel; Moore comments that Orlando is “undoubtedly 
Woolfs image of a perfectly androgynous human being” (47). John Mepham argues that 
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Orlando is created as an androgynous human being to mock social ideas about what men 
and women should be. Though Mepham notes that Orlando “highlights the 
conventionality, the artificiality, of social assumptions about men and women,” he and 
most critics argue that Orlando transcends these gender stereotypes to reach androgyny 
(137). Indeed, Woolf attempts to dispel conventional notions of masculinity and 
femininity in Orlando. Orlando was to be a woman who achieved ultimate self- 
actualization and defied conventional notions of her gender. 
In Orlando, an androgynous character lives in various time periods over 300 years 
(1588-1928) of English upper class life. During this time, Orlando ages only thirty-six 
years. Bom a male, Orlando mysteriously transforms into a woman after one hundred 
years or so. As an individual, Orlando transcends the laws of time, gender, and scientific 
reality to evolve into an androgynous self, whose masculine and feminine principles are 
balanced, integrated, wed and consummated by the end of the novel. 
Indeed, Woolf fluidly orchestrates Orlando’s transformation from male to female. 
Orlando enjoys social prestige which will remain a constant throughout his life as both a 
man and a woman. Woolf also endows him with both feminine and masculine physical 
attributes, preoccupations, idiosyncrasies, and personal relationships that would allow 
him to transition from a male to a female with his identity virtually in tact—except for his 
gender. From the beginning of the novel, we are quick to comprehend that both of 
Orlando’s parents offer little for him in terms of fulfilling a predetermined destiny. 
Orlando’s father, a fearsome imperialist whose occupation requires long periods of time 
away from home, “had struck many heads of many colours off many shoulders, and 
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brought them back to hang from the rafters” (13). Although on one hand the sensitive 
and romantic Orlando finds the energy and excitement of such a life appealing, “a 
landscape of pine and snow, habits of lust and slaughter, did not entice him” (50). On the 
other hand, Orlando’s mother, “a very beautiful lady in green walking out to feed the 
peacocks with Twitchett, her maid, behind her” (15-16), comes closer to mirroring his 
aesthetic sensibility; however, the sight of her “disturbed him” (15) as well, most likely 
because she is so distant and emotionless. Unable to identify with either man or woman, 
Orlando’s personality reveals the “inner- workings” of an androgynous being. 
However, Orlando has to make very conscious adjustments in appearance and 
behavior in order to comply with society’s view of him or, later, her. Orlando outwardly 
conforms to codes for proper feminine behavior while keeping his male consciousness in 
tact. Woolf uses Orlando’s duality to make the point that identity is independent of 
gender. Even from the first page of the novel, Orlando appears draped in clothes which 
“did something to disguise” (13) the definitiveness of his sexual body. Woolf critic 
Caroline Webb agrees that “through the subtlety forced on her by the ambivalence of 
sexuality and the emotional multiplicity that so frustrated the biographer [the narrator], 
Orlando herself has learned to evade the power of definition; the central metaphor in this 
novel is the image of duality in unity supplied by shifts in her gender, and this is Woolfs 
own gesture beyond the static reductions of language” (185). To this end, Woolf portrays 
Orlando as a very effeminate, romantic, nontraditional man when he is, indeed, a man: 
Orlando, to look at, was cut out precisely for some such career. 
The red of the cheeks was covered with peach down; the down 
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on the lips was only a little thicker than the down on the 
cheeks. The lips themselves were short and slightly drawn 
back over teeth of an exquisite and almond whiteness. Nothing 
disturbed the arrowy nose in its short, tense flight; the hair 
was dark, the ears small, and fitted closely to the head. But, 
alas, that these catalogues of youthful beauty cannot end without 
mentioning forehead and eyes ... he had eyes like drenched 
violets, so large that the water seemed to have brimmed in them 
and widened them .. . Sights disturbed him, like that of his mother, a very 
beautiful lady in green walking out to feed the peacocks with Twitchett, 
her maid, behind her; sights exalted him- the birds and the trees; and made 
him in love with death—the evening sky, the homing rooks, and so, 
mounting up the spiral stairway into his brain—which was a roomy one— 
all these sights,... began that riot and confusion of the passions and 
emotions which every good biographer detests. (15-16) 
Woolfs description of Orlando is rendered with tenderness and affection—creating an 
aura of softness that would be characteristic of a conventional woman. Her attention to 
his “youthful beauty” with references to Orlando’s “red cheeks” with “peach down,” and 
“eyes like drenched violets” further extends these feminine metaphors. Moreover, the 
fact that Woolf juxtaposes Orlando’s preoccupation with nature with a vision of him as a 
quintessential child of nature, further adorns him with a mythical quality that 
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foreshadows the extraordinary potential of his existence as the narrator proclaims that 
“nature has tricks of her own” (17). 
Orlando’s physical and psychological identification with the feminine is striking. 
What is interesting to note is that this quality made him adored by both males and 
females. This attraction to both sexes also emphasizes Orlando’s gender ambivalence and 
androgynous appeal. The story opens with the young Orlando going into the woods to 
write poetry and falling asleep. He is awakened by trumpets sounding that Queen 
Elizabeth had arrived. Orlando runs to his house to get ready. Even the queen herself 
was quite smitten with young Orlando after meeting him at banquet hosted by his parents. 
When Orlando greets the queen, she observes, “The long, curled hair, the dark head bent 
so reverently, so innocently before her, implied a pair of the finest legs that a young 
nobleman has ever stood upright upon; and violet eyes; and a heart of gold; and loyalty 
and manly charm—” (23). Two years later, she sends for him to come to her court. 
There, she makes him Steward, Treasurer, and her lover, giving him all the wealth and 
status he could want. This subsequent visit with the queen reveals her intentions for this 
“innocent” who has captured her heart: 
The young man [Orlando] withstood her gaze, blushing only a 
damask rose as became him. Strength, grace, romance, folly, 
poetry, youth—she read him like a page. Instantly she plucked 
a ring from her finger (the joint was swollen rather) and as she 
fitted it to his, named him her Treasurer and Steward; next 
hung about him chains of office; and bidding him bend his knee, 
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tied round it at the slenderest part the jeweled Order of the Garter. 
Nothing after that was denied him ... She kept him with her. (24-25) 
Clearly, the queen found Orlando’s feminine “blush of a damask rose, grace and 
romance” and masculine “strength”, “folly” and “intellect” a seductive combination. 
Orlando has an alluring effect on women in general and engages in numerous sexual 
escapades with women. When the queen sees Orlando kissing a young girl, she becomes 
furious, which eventually leads to his banishment from the queen’s court and social 
demise in the gentry. 
For a while, Orlando takes to spending time with “commoners.” He frequents 
pubs and continues to be a womanizer. When he grows tired of this lifestyle, he returns 
to the Court, this time under King James I. He dates many beautiful and wealthy women, 
and becomes engaged to Euphrosyne, a woman of high prestige and aristocratic lineage. 
At this point in the novel, it is the winter of the Great Frost and King James has turned 
the frozen river into a carnival scene. One night on the river, Orlando sees a figure skate 
past him. He is not sure whether or not this person is a man or woman, but finds himself 
incredibly attracted nonetheless. We find out that she is a Russian princess who 
possesses the same man-woman qualities as does Orlando. Orlando first notices her at a 
royal social event. At first glance, Orlando is entranced by her “transgendered” nature: 
[Orlando] beheld, coming from the pavilion of the Muscovite Embassy, a 
figure, which, whether boy’s or woman’s, for the loose tunic and trousers 
of the Russian fashion served to disguise the sex, filled him with the 
highest curiosity. The person, whatever the name or sex, was about 
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middle height, very slenderly fashioned, and dressed entirely in oyster- 
coloured velvet, trimmed with some unfamiliar greenish-coloured fur. But 
these details were obscured by the extra-ordinary seductiveness which 
issued from the whole person. (37) 
It is important to note that this person also is endowed with a combination of masculine 
and feminine physical attributes. By allowing another figure to possess this kind of 
gender integration, Woolf suggests that Orlando is not an anomaly, but representative of 
a new life form. Lisa Rado suggests, 
Foreign and transgressive, Sasha represents for Orlando not so much a 
lover as an androgynous muse. Replete with the “speed and vigour” and 
the “legs, hands, carriage” (38) of a man and the mouth, breasts, and eyes 
of a woman, Sasha epitomizes the third alternative—a third sex uniting the 
virtues of both power and beauty—that Orlando has been seeking. (162) 
Thus, Sasha’s “extraordinary seductiveness” (37) does not come from her sexual body 
but in her transcendence of conventional categories of gender- based identity. 
Orlando’s observation of this person reflects Woolfs supposition that identity 
transcends gender, and a person’s identity or social acceptance should not be determined 
by gender. Her example is the fact that this person has evoked a tantalizing emotional 
response from Orlando that did not require the filter of gender. However, as Orlando 
continues to watch this person, he is overwhelmed by the combination of such femininity 
and masculinity exuding from one body: 
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When the boy, for alas, a boy it must be—no woman could skate with 
such speed and vigor—swept almost on tiptoe past him, Orlando was 
ready to tear his hair with vexation that the person was of his own sex, and 
thus all embraces were out of the question. But the skater came closer. 
Legs, hands, carriage, were a boy’s, but no boy ever had a mouth like that; 
no boy had those breasts; no boy had those eyes which looked as if they 
had been fished from the bottom of the sea. Finally, coming to a stop and 
sweeping a curtsey with the utmost grace to the King, who was shuffling 
past on the arm of some Lord-in-waiting, the unknown skater came to a 
standstill. She was not a handsbreadth off. She was a woman. (38) 
Clearly, Orlando’s enchantment with Sasha illustrates the alluring quality of the 
androgynous persona. Orlando identifies with Sasha because he possesses the same 
qualities. While he initially puzzles over Sasha’s evasive sexuality, “he remains 
enthralled by the allure of her concealment, her mystery” (Webb 184). 
Orlando and Sasha eventually find themselves in a passionate and turbulent love 
affair. They plan to leave London together, but on that night, Orlando waits for Sasha 
and she never arrives. Orlando rides to the river to find that the frost has broken; 
hundreds of people are stranded on icebergs and he watches as the Russian ship sails 
away. The fact that Sasha suddenly leaves for Russia without notice causes Orlando great 
anguish which results in his social and personal downfall. After a long period of 
seclusion, Orlando decides to reinvent his image. He refurbishes his estate and begins to 
host exclusive parties which afford Orlando a successful re-entry to high society: “Thus, 
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in a very few years, Orlando had worn the nap off his velvet, and spent the half of his 
fortune; but he had earned the good opinion of his neighbours, held a score of offices in 
the county, and was annually presented with perhaps a dozen volumes dedicated to his 
Lordship rather fulsome terms by grateful poets” (112). King Charles II sends Orlando to 
Constantinople as an ambassador. There, he does such a good job that King Charles 
makes him a duke. Clearly, Orlando succeeds in staging his complete social 
transformation. These events set the stage for Orlando’s ultimate life-changing 
transformation. 
While in Constantinople, witnesses see Orlando lowering a rope down from his 
balcony, pulling up a woman, and embracing her passionately. The next morning, his 
servants find Orlando alone in his room, in a trance, unable to be awakened. An 
insurrection occurs in Turkey and many foreigners are killed. As a result of the uproar, 
the commoners break into the banqueting rooms and ceremonial halls, smashing things 
and shrieking. Robbers break into Orlando’s room, but seeing him in a trance, they 
mistake him for being already dead. For days, servants, doctors, and other concerned 
associates tried to stir Orlando from his trance but to no avail. On the seventh day, 
Orlando awakes from the trance in the form of a woman: 
He stretched himself. He rose. He stood upright in complete nakedness 
before us ... we have no choice left but confess—he was a woman ... 
No human being, since the world began, has ever looked more ravishing. 
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His form combined in one the strength of a man and a woman’s grace  
... Orlando looked himself up and down in a long looking-glass, without 
showing any signs of discomposure, and went, presumably, to his bath. 
(137-38) 
This description of Orlando’s gender transformation is significant in that the biographer 
is more captivated by the splendor and beauty of Orlando’s figure than his change from 
man to woman. There is a de-emphasis on the physical body and emphasis on mystical 
veils and supernatural resistance. The spirits Purity, Chastity, and Modesty enter the 
room has guardians of the “sleeping fawn” (135). TRUTH enters and the guardian 
spirits must leave. The “THE TRUTH” is made manifest and the narrator speaks of 
Orlando’s “ravishing” nakedness (137-138), not a direct description of the body. In order 
to allay objections that “such a change of sex is against nature,” the narrator resolves to 
“let other pens treat of sex and sexuality; we quit such odious subjects as soon as we can” 
(139). Similarly, Orlando’s response to his transformation is devoid of emotion and 
attention. He sees himself in a mirror and goes to take a bath. The biographer’s narration 
as well as Orlando’s reaction to his own gender change makes this birth of an 
androgynous being uneventful and anticlimactic. This suggests that Woolf is making a 
case for an undeniable gender duality in every human being and a core truth about the 
nature of gender. She implies that gender identity is fluid, that most people vacillate 
between identities rather than solely occupying only one end of the continuum. Thus, 
Orlando serves as a model which defies conventions that dictates gender-based penalties 
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and privileges. To this end, “Orlando’s feminine traits will now dominate her life, 
though she retains all her masculine awareness as well” (Trautmann 104). 
At age thirty, Orlando is now a woman and is just beginning to operate in the 
other part of her androgynous nature as a woman. Orlando dresses in Turkish attire 
“which can be worn indifferently by either sex” (139) and considers her new position. 
Orlando collects items of value and embarks on an adventure with Rustum, an old gypsy 
and joins Rustum’s tribe in the mountains of Turkey. There Orlando feels at one with 
nature, but the gypsies mistrust her because she values things like houses, bedroom, and 
nature. After living among them for months, Orlando realizes that it is time to return to 
England. At this point, now in the eighteenth century, she must finally change into to 
feminine clothing for her trip to England. 
For a time, the lady Orlando finds both sexes absurd. As a man, the pursuer, she 
had thought Sasha’s rejection of his affection incomprehensible. Now, as the pursued, 
she sneers at men because they are likely to trip over themselves if she shows a bit of leg. 
On the voyage home to England, Orlando ponders the impact of her change in gender 
upon her lifestyle. During the course of her deep contemplation, Orlando feels the gaze of 
a sailor and makes the following observation: 
A sailor on the mast, who happened to look down at the moment, started 
so violently that he missed his footing and only saved himself by the skin 
of his teeth. “If the sight of my ankles means death to an honest fellow 
who, no doubt, has a wife and family to support, I must, in all humanity, 
keep them covered,” Orlando thought. Yet her legs were among her 
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chiefest beauties. And she fell to thinking what an odd pass we have come 
to when all a woman’s beauty has to be kept covered, lest a sailor may fall 
from a mast-head. “A pox on them!” she said, realizing for the first time, 
what, in other circumstances, she would have been taught as a child, that is 
to say, the sacred responsibility of womanhood. (157) 
It is clear that Orlando realizes that the obligations of being a woman contradict her sense 
of self and resolves to reject such constraints. As Orlando internalizes the reality of the 
social dimension of sex, she is able to activate the dual awareness of her androgynous 
nature. 
Orlando’s intimate knowledge of both the feminine and masculine worlds affords 
her an extraordinary insight that magnifies the falsity and futility of gender-based roles. 
Indeed, “having spent the first part of her life as a man, and therefore, uneducated in the 
principles of womanhood, Orlando sees just how far characteristics considered natural are 
in fact conventional” (Jones 185). While still on the voyage to England, Orlando 
concludes: 
She remembered how, as a young man, she had insisted that women must 
be obedient, chaste, scented, and exquisitely apparelled. “Now I shall have 
to pay in my own person for those desires,” she reflected; “for women are 
not (judging by my own short experience of the sex) obedient, chaste, 
scented, and exquisitely appareled by nature.” They can only attain these 
graces, without which they may enjoy one of the delights of life, by the 
most tedious discipline.. . And I shall never be able to crack a man over 
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the head, or tell him lies in his teeth, or draw my sword and run him 
through the body ... And here it would seem from some ambiguity in her 
terms that she was censuring both sexes equally, as if she belonged to 
neither; and indeed, for the time being she seemed to vacillate; she was 
man; she was woman; she knew the secrets, shared the weakness of each. 
(Orlando 156-158) 
Woolf uses Orlando’s gender duality to suggest that the truth about gender is that 
behaviors attributed to men and women are dictated by social norms and expectations. 
For example, during the return voyage to England, Captain Bartolus sees Orlando’s skirt 
and stretches an awning for her immediately, presses her to take another slice of beef, and 
invites her to go ashore with him in the long boat. The proper female response is to 
submit; therefore, Orlando curtsies, complies, and flatters the good man’s humors. 
However, Orlando later realizes, upon sight of the British Islands, that she felt ambiguous 
about her new gender and the change in behavior it demands. She feels: 
However much landing there [England] meant comfort, meant opulence, 
meant consequence and state (for she would doubtless pick up some noble 
Prince and reign, his consort, over half Yorkshire), still, if it meant 
denying her love, fettering her limbs, pursing her lips, and restraining her 
tongue, then she would turn about with the ship and set sail once more for 
the gypsies. (163) 
Clearly, Orlando understands the governing social expectations for women. Her thoughts 
also acknowledge the fact that she can learn these behaviors. Orlando further realizes 
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that these expectations contradict her sense of self. Orlando’s rejection of such gender- 
based distinctions makes the salient point that gender does not define identity—identity 
transcends gender. 
Let us consider the transmission of gender-based behaviors. Aggressive and 
domineering behaviors have to be acquired and cultivated in order to evoke the desired 
results from the objects of the aggression. The same is true for passive and submissive 
behaviors. Society perpetuates these learned behaviors through the process of 
indoctrination from the parents. It is the mother’s role to transmit prescribed behaviors 
for women to their daughters, and it is father’s role to do the same for their sons. 
Centuries of this process of indoctrination create a social expectation that supersedes the 
self-actualization of the individual. Woolfs suggestion of an androgynous nature in both 
genders thwarts this process. 
To this end, “Orlando is capable of taking both masculine aggressive roles and 
feminine passive roles. She has a masculine knowledge of agriculture, riding, and 
drinking, yet she seeks no power over others. She is femininely tender, yet will not tie 
herself down to dull domestic chores” (Trautmann 104). What is important to note here is 
that Orlando depicted both physical and emotional feminine attributes before his 
transformation. The male Orlando was tender and affectionate, conventionally feminine 
characteristics—not cold and hard, conventionally masculine characteristics. However, 
Orlando’s gender governed his outward behavior, both as man and woman. Without this 
social indoctrination, gender would cease to be one of the social filters through which 
roles are assigned and the core of a person’s identity. 
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In addition to this male-female transformation, Orlando must also adjust to the 
changing physical and social environments, lifestyles, social values, industry and world¬ 
view during the course of four centuries. Ironically, these transitions of time and place 
are more clearly a destabilizing factor on Orlando’s self-perception and self-preservation 
than was his actually becoming a woman. This point is significant in that Woolf implies 
throughout the course of this novel that the most prevailing force that distinguishes man 
from woman is external—that of “time and place”—for with the exception of attire (and 
sometimes not even then) and a few physical adjustments, Orlando, the person, does not 
change—only the world around him changes. As such, his masculine/feminine, or 
male/female self is still somewhat contingent upon environment. 
To overcome the eighteenth-century limitations on women, Orlando, who is 
extraordinarily handsome, sometimes wears male attire in order to walk the streets of 
London alone, choosing at one point a “black velvet suit richly trimmed with Venetian 
lace... dressed in it she looked the very figure of a noble Lord” (215). Woolfs treatment 
of Orlando glorifies the characteristics of an androgynous figure. She further proposes 
through Orlando’s portrayal the necessity for women to recognize their masculine 
qualities and men their feminine qualities. Toward the end of novel, as she drives home, 
Orlando realizes that it is the combination of her masculine and feminine side that 
constitutes her true self. She thinks as she drives: “The conscious self, which is the 
uppermost, and has the power to desire, wishes to be nothing but one self. This is what 
some people call the true self, and it is, they say, compact of all the selves [masculine and 
feminine] we have it in us to be ...” (310). Clearly, Orlando suggests that external 
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factors such as gender or social norms cannot define a person’s identity, only the 
“compact of all the selves” which are “commanded and locked up by the Captain self, the 
Key self, which amalgamates and controls them all” (310). This amalgamation is the 
androgynous self, fully attained through self-actualization. 
Woolf foreshadows the benefits of transcending conventionality and social 
conventions to achieve an androgynous state in Mrs. Dalloway. As is the case with 
Richard and Clarissa Dalloway, it is Richard’s passivity and Clarissa’s assertiveness that 
actually creates an ideal marriage. The fact that Richard and Clarissa did not allow social 
conventions to dictate their marital relationship illustrates the ideal possibility for the 
dynamics between men and women in the absence of gender-based roles. Otherwise, the 
great gulf between the sexes will further expand and a congenial coexistence between the 
sexes will never be realized. 
In the dawn of nineteenth-century England, Orlando grows more and more into 
her womanliness. She begins to acquire something of that century’s sense of love, 
marriage, and family. Orlando feels just enough of the spirit of the century to survive in 
society. Though she is naturally adventurous, seeking life and romance rather than a 
husband and domesticity, Orlando now yields to Victorian ideology and seeks a mate. In 
this way, Woolf illustrates the life of a woman who finds the details of family life cloying 
in the extreme, and yet, she becomes a happily married woman. For Orlando, Woolf 
provides a husband who is ideal for Orlando’s androgynous nature. Her husband, 
Marmaduke Bonthrop Shelmerdine, is a romantic and attends to her every whim. He 
encourages her passionate, romantic attitudes, plays to her quiet moods, and gives her 
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solitude or space whenever she needs it. And, since this is possible, if one reads Woolfs 
novels in chronological order, one could achieve this without the actual living of it, as is 
the case with Richard and Clarissa Dalloway. This androgyny would result in happy 
Victorian marriages. 
Shelmerdine and Orlando understand each other so well that each thinks the other 
may be of his own sex: 
“Are you positive you aren’t a man?’ he would ask anxiously, and she 
would echo, “Can it be possible you’re not a woman?” and they must put 
it to the proof without more ado. For each was so surprised at the 
quickness of the other’s sympathy, and it was to each such a revelation 
that a woman could be as tolerant and free-spoken as a man, and a man as 
strange and subtle as a woman, that they had to put the matter to the proof 
at once. (258) 
Shelmerdine’s nature is also androgynous and he illustrates that it does not take a major 
transformation of gender to achieve this quality. Even after a brief acquaintance, they 
recognize a familiar androgynous quality in each other. When Shelmerdine tells Orlando 
that he was on his way to join his brig at Falmouth, she confesses her love for him. She 
cries, “Oh Shel, don’t leave me!” I’m passionately in love with you.” No sooner than 
the words left her mouth than an awful suspicion rushed into both their minds 
simultaneously. “You’re a woman, Shel,” she cried. “You’re a man, Orlando!” he cried 
(251-252). They then engage in conversation for the next two hours or more, “for they 
knew each other so well that they could say anything they liked...” (253). It is clear that 
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Orlando and Shelmerdine defy the conventional characteristics for men and women. 
Therefore, Orlando and Shelmindine’s relationship is so integrated that their interactions 
or free from the dictates of the prevailing gender paradigm. This liberation creates a 
united stream of consciousness that transcends their inner most thoughts. There is no 
longer a masculine or feminine perspective that magnifies their differences, but a unified 
consciousness that fuses them into one. 
At the end of the novel, Orlando finds fulfillment in her marriage and the birth of 
a son. She illustrates Woolfs theory of psychological duality that transcends gender 
when at the end of the novel, Orlando calls upon herself and receives in reply the images 
of the multiple selves she has been. She concludes that, “everybody can multiply from 
his own experience the different terms which his different selves have made with him” 
(308). There is a universality to Orlando which defies ideology and gender roles; she is 
an individual who has succeeded as a man and a woman. Orlando’s last position as a 
male was as a Duke of Constantinople and as a woman, she is happily married and free to 
pursue her own interests. To this end, Woolf presents Orlando as a model to illustrate 
that gender is not the backbone of identity, and that gender is totally fluid. Therefore, 
Orlando closes as an empowering release of imaginative jouissance, a celebration of 
androgynous fusion (Hoeveler 97). 
However, the fact that Woolfs androgynous model only exists in the fantasy 
realm implies that such a woman or man could not survive in a realistic setting. The 
social dictates of the prevailing gender paradigm of the time would destroy them. Even 
though Woolf argues that feminine and masculine qualities coexist in the individual 
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psyche, her placement of Orlando in a mythical setting exposes her indictment of modem 
society and its inability to accept the natural duality of gender. While Woolfs characters 
evolve in a realistic setting and come very close to achieving the androgynous ideal, the 
social constmct of society prevents the completion of this process. For example, Richard 
and Clarissa Dalloway come very close to achieving the androgynous ideal, but only 
within the confines of their own domestic world. The prevailing gender paradigm would 
condemn such a relationship. 
Woolf realizes that masculine and feminine ideals are deeply rooted in a 
patriarchal paradigm that undermines the self-actualization of the individual. To achieve 
a tme identity, the prevailing social constmct would have to be dismantled and replaced 
by a social paradigm that is not gender-based. This means that modem society would 
have to depolarize masculine and feminine behaviors and allow the individual to 
determine his or her role in society. Even Woolf has to acknowledge the impossibility of 
such a social revolution, which is why she chose the past rather than the future. 
Many critics overlook the insight Orlando provides in understanding Woolfs 
concept of androgyny because the novel is primarily a fantasy. Because of the fantastic 
premise, many critics do not take seriously Woolfs presentation of gender and sexuality 
in the novel. Critic Phyllis Rose writes that Orlando’s treatment of gender and sexuality 
“presents such a mocking and satirical farce that one feels foolish taking them too 
seriously” (184). Jean Guiguet echoes Rose’s dismissal: “It is pointless to dwell on the 
fantastic character of the hero and the story” (267). Aileen Pippett, author of The Moth 
and the Star: A Biography of Virginia Woolf, warns about Orlando: 
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the earnest searcher for higher truths and deeper meanings, an aesthetic 
harder to understand and a philosophy more difficult to expound, may 
slowly shake a head and declare the book no more than sport, a freak, a 
faintly deplorable lapse, very charming and beautiful, no doubt, but of no 
importance. (132) 
On the issue of gender, Guiget decribes Orlando as “man, woman ... Orlando is either, or 
both, as you like” (271). Such comments about Orlando’s gender, however, are vast 
oversimplifications; Woolf commented that although Orlando was to be fantastic, it was 
also “to be truthful” (Nicolson 157). Thus, what is possible, from Woolfs standpoint, is 
to use her works as a catalyst for change—one mind at a time. 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSION 
Throughout her works, Woolf utilizes the tension between “masculinity” and 
“femininity” in order to argue for psychological oneness between the sexes. She 
demonstrates through her characterizations that this wholeness is not only liberating for 
women, but for men as well. 
To this end, Woolf injects various combinations of masculine and feminine 
characteristics into the minds of her female characters. The more conventionally 
“masculine” female characters illustrate women who are not stifled by the Victorian 
feminine ideal and who have asserted their own will in determining their identity. 
However, these women must also contend with the dilemma of sacrificing social 
acceptance in order to do so. The more conventionally “feminine” female characters 
represent women who conform to the dictates of the gender paradigm but must bear the 
inner turmoil of sacrificing self for an ideal. In either case, the women do not achieve 
self-actualization because society has programmed people to reject behaviors that create 
gender ambivalence and usurp convention. Herein lies the heart of the matter. Woolf 
believes that masculine and feminine characteristics are fluid and transcend gender. Both 
men and women can engage in masculine and feminine thinking and behaviors at any 
given time, which does not negatively impact sexuality. Instead of polarizing these 
behaviors, they should be integrated—thus facilitating the process of self-actualization 
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for not only women, but men as well. Therefore, Woolf indicts society for its 
uncompromising social constructions of gender. 
Virginia Woolfs female characters evolve until in Orlando she creates a 
prototype of an androgynous mind. At the end of the novel, Orlando possesses a male- 
female psyche that allows her to transcend the conventions of gender altogether. This 
character mold evolves from a series of earlier character types that begins with characters 
such as Mrs. Ramsay, Lily Briscoe, Florinda, Mrs. Flanders, Julia Hedge, Miss Killman 
and Mrs. Dalloway. These characters illustrate Woolfs early preoccupation with 
examining the effect of injecting female characters with dominant feminine or masculine 
behaviors. The polarization of these gendered behaviors among her female characters 
results in love-hate relationships as they stmggle for selfhood in an oppressive patriarchal 
society. Such examples include the strained, but supportive nature of the relationship 
between Mrs. Ramsay and Lily Briscoe, in To The Lighthouse, the tenuous relationships 
among Jinny, Susan, and Rhoda, in The Waves, as well as the ambiguous relationship 
between Clarissa Dalloway and Mrs. Kilman, in Mrs. Dalloway. To this end, Woolf 
“uses the ambivalent edge of gender and sexuality in order to undercut established social 
order” (Huff 217). Woolf critic Molly Hite interprets this ambivalence as essential to the ■ 
evolution of her modem aesthetics: 
Feminist and modernist strains did not merge unproblematically 
in Woolfs writing, and in particular the figure of the mother was a 
site more of conflict that of reconciliation. In thinking ‘through’ 
literary foremothers, Woolf was inevitably confronted with the 
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vulnerability and complicity of the female body in society. (2) 
To this end, Woolfs modem vision reveals her awareness that the public woman is much 
more vulnerable to denigration and exploitation than her androgynous ideal woman. 
Therefore, the external influence of social constructs limit Woolfs androgynous 
prototype to a metaphorical presence that can only be sustained in the controlled 
environment of fiction such as Orlando. 
While Woolf confronts the inherent conflicts between conventional feminine and 
masculine ideologies, she succeeds in using androgyny as an equalizing agent in the 
representation of her female characters. Indeed, this androgynous ideal, achieved through 
the integration both masculine and feminine modes of thinking in one female psyche, 
gives birth to Woolfs ideal woman in modem society. Undoubtedly, it is through this 
character evolution that Woolf methodically undermines the perpetuation of conventional 
masculine and feminine behaviors as the social norm in the late-nineteenth and early 
twentieth- centuries. To this end, Woolf considers both the social and personal 
complications of women across the gender spectmm as she endows them with varying 
doses of masculine and feminine characteristics. Such a gender spectrum can be 
characterized from the extremely feminine to the extremely masculine in ascending 
order: Florinda, Jinny, Susan, Mrs. Ramsay, Mrs. Flanders, Lily Briscoe, Julia Hedge 
and Miss Killman. Rhoda is omitted from this continuum because of her extreme sense 
of alienation which prohibits her from establishing any sense of identity. However, since 
Rhoda’s inner turmoil results from the dictates of an oppressive patriarchal society, one 
could argue for her place on the more masculine side because of her aversion to the 
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preoccupation with appearance, romance, and high society. Clarissa Dalloway, on the 
other hand, evolves as the independent thinking female who is able to transcend the 
conventional role of women, in her mind and in her environment. 
All of Woolf s characters struggle to define themselves outside of the “social 
construct” of their times, but it is not until Orlando that Woolf creates a true androgynous 
character. However, Orlando exists in a mythical environment, and his male-female 
transformation is fantastic. These conditions suggest the incompatibility of Woolf s 
androgynous vision with the real world. Woolfs solution to this issue is to use fiction in 
order to posit a literary future that is removed from restrictive social conventions of 
gender and to bring genius and originality within the reach of modem women writers: 
.. .Woolf emphasizes the demands made on Victorian and 
Edwardian women by a society that regards their embodiment 
as license to exploit and exhaust. The social female body is a 
a body at risk. Far more than her predecessors, Woolf seems to 
have developed conventions of representation for avoiding that 
risk. The visionary body is an inspired solution to the problem of 
women’s culturally sanctioned vulnerability. It is a body sealed 
off from social consequences, secure from interruption or invasion: a 
corporeal correlative of the room of one’s own. (Hite 5) 
To be sure, the extent to which Woolfs female characters succeed in achieving self¬ 
definition depends on the social climate as well as the male presence in their respective 
worlds. Indeed, Woolf manipulates the variables of their respective environments and of 
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male presence in order to mirror the social complexities—from most restrictive to least 
restrictive—that women must face in their quest for selfhood. Of course, Woolf is unable 
to create a realistic world for her ideal woman because social conventions and gender 
codes make this impossible. It is only in the utopian world of Orlando that Woolf s 
androgynous vision is manifested. 
Woolf saw in her own life the inconsistencies and hypocrisies of society built 
upon the traditional masculine, chauvinistic value-systems. However, instead of 
attacking these social systems in an all-encompassing way, Woolf attempts to reduce 
these hypocrisies and inconsistencies of nineteenth-century society to their personal and 
psychological bases. The result was to turn from the public lives of characters to their 
private lives: 
Likewise the rhythms of exaltation and agony involved in Woolfs 
writing process were generated by internal oppositions between her 
ability to assume masculine authority and her feminine passivity. 
Woolf does not hope to eliminate the conflict between genders, which she 
sees as fundamental. Her way to ameliorate the destructive effect of this 
conflict is to facilitate the rapid alternation back-and-forth between 
genders both within each individual and among individuals so as to keep 
the damage from building up one-sidedly—and to maximize the creative 
interchange which is love. (Brivic 78) 
Thus, as Woolf juxtaposes social conventions on the individual will, her novels become a 
tribunal in which society is prosecuted and condemned for its confinement of men and 
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women to gender-based roles. As a result, Woolf combines her social awareness with her 
concern for the inner lives of her female characters to argue for liberation from social 
gender codes. 
In this regard, it is important to realize that Woolfs female characters were not 
created solely for the purpose of advocating women’s rights, but for exposing the 
universal struggle of human beings to become individuals. Through these portrayals, 
Woolf chronicles the modem women’s struggle for self-realization and, in a larger sense, 
the human struggle for freedom of the spirit. One place to start is with the educational 
institution. 
Education is perhaps one of the most central institutions in society that 
distinguishes the social and economic status of people in society. Therefore, if 
educational institutions conform to societal conventions, it becomes a microcosm of 
society itself—with all of its inconsistencies and hypocrisies, as illustrated in Jacob’s 
Room. Different critics offer that Jacob’s Room is not finally about Jacob, but about the 
world that forms him. Woolf critics offer variations on the assertion that the novel is 
Woolfs painting of the world (Dowling 64), a painting that includes the depiction of “the 
problem of cultural inclusion and exclusion” (Lawrence 31) and a resultant critique of 
“the machinery that would have assured [Jacob] a place in Who’s Who” and “sends him 
off to war instead” (Zwerdling 904). It is clear that that Woolfs works are concerned 
with both the inner characters as well as with the social forces that shape their reality. 
Accordingly, Woolf also acknowledges the ambiguity of judging one’s self-worth 
according to this one criterion in a society that serves to perpetuate the interests of a 
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patriarchal society: .. Education is by no means a positive value; it is not good in all 
circumstances, and good for all people, it is only good for some people and some 
purposes.. .it is good for one sex and some professions, but bad for another sex and for 
another profession” (Three Guineas 48). This observation is a virtual oxymoron, 
especially when one considers the conflicting ideals and realities of women in nineteenth 
and early twentieth-century society. Woolfs position reflects the absurdity of defining a 
person’s identity or potential based solely upon education. She does, however, attest to 
the importance of acquiring economic independence as a gateway for “gender 
emancipation.” To this end, Woolf contends that women “must earn enough to be 
independent of any other human being and to buy that modicum of health, leisure, 
knowledge and sun that is needed for the full development of body and mind” (Three 
Guineas 50). 
Ultimately, Woolf attributes the social, emotional, economic and psychological 
plight of women in society to the influence of the Victorian Age. Thus, Woolf s novels 
mirror a pervasive Victorian influence that haunts her female characters even while 
Woolf injects androgynous tendencies in her female as well as male characters in order to 
offer a solution to the constraints of gender-based roles. She adamantly opposes the 
perpetuation of conventional feminine and masculine ideals and argues that society needs 
an androgynous vision. Without the environment to support such a vision, women will 
continue to struggle for a sense of identity that is not gender-based. 
Mrs. Flanders in The Waves is a widow but remains permanently bound to 
assuming a passive role in life in spite of a restless spirit. Julia Hedge in Jacob’s Room 
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becomes a feminist as a result of her concern with the subservient role of women in 
society. Lily Briscoe in To The Lighthouse rejects marriage and pursues a career as an 
artist. Miss Kilman in Mrs. Dalloway turns to religion as deterrent from her “wayward” 
tendencies, while Mrs. Dalloway prefers to embrace society by consuming herself in 
people and parties. Mrs. Ramsay, on the other hand, adheres to the demands and 
expectations of society as devoted wife and mother. The Woolfian irony in all of this is 
the fact that these women never achieve self-actualization even though they are all 
psychologically ready to do so. In every case, these female characters have traveled 
along the road toward self-realization in search of self only to discover their nemesis 
under the guise of social convention. Only Orlando, in a mythical world, achieves total 
self-actualization. Thus, Woolf implies that “indeed the actual world is much more 
difficult to deal with than the dream world” (A Room of One’s Own 143). 
Through this study of the novels, To The Lighthouse, Jacob’s Room, The Waves, 
Mrs. Dalloway, and Orlando, it is evident that Woolf looks upon modem life in her time 
from a critical stance. She ponders the glaring tragedy of the human condition and adopts 
a posture of intense scrutiny towards the culprit—society: 
Broadly speaking, the main distinction between us who are 
outside society and you who are inside society must be that 
whereas you will make use of the means provided by your 
position.. .we, remaining outside, will experiment not with public 
means in public but with private means in private. Those 
experiments will not be merely critical but creative. (Three Guineas 206) 
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Woolf succeeds in providing the basis for her indictment of conventional masculine and 
feminine ideals through chronicling the struggles of middle-class women. They all have 
hopes and dreams that are shattered by the perpetuation of dead ideas and horrifying 
manifestations of living a lie. Woolf critic J. B. Batchelor states that in Woolf s works, 
man is asked not to re-order his own life, but to remove the obstacles from 
hers, specifically, the obstacles that she finds in the way of female writers, 
such as their lack of education, the lack of privacy, the constant 
distraction, and the interruptions attendant upon life at home, the lack of 
economic independence, and the use of chastity as a fetish to prevent 
women form expressing themselves freely. (66) 
As long as these obstacles prevail in society, Woolfs androgynous vision cannot exist. 
Therefore, Woolf illustrates through the portrayal of her female characters, the 
tremendous influence of society on shaping their personalities. These women respond 
either in compliance with or opposition to the social conventions of their time. Indeed, 
Woolf sought to challenge and negate the ideology of the nineteenth century which 
prescribed that the “correct” Victorian woman was an ideal wife, mother, and mistress—a 
symbol of her husband’s financial and social success. Woolf shatters this domestic 
sphere ideology of womanhood by exposing the inherent contradictions of these 
expectations by testing them against the harsh realities in the lives and experiences of her 
female characters. As a result, these women vacillate between conventional masculine 
and feminine behaviors and ideals. This experimentation illustrates the tension that exists 
among women, not only in Woolfs novels, but in real life as well. Thus, Woolfs 
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message is quite clear: denying women the right to be fully human, responsible 
individuals will deprive them of the opportunity to achieve self-actualization. 
Manifestly, if society is unable to rid itself of its false ideals and social prejudices, neither 
men nor women will, in fact, be able to reconcile the discrepancy between strength and 
aspiration and between will and possibility. 
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